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Abstract

This thesis aims to study and analyse the complex spatio-social relations among social entities who interact together in a spatially structured social group. This aim is approached in three steps:

1. Collecting and classifying spatio-social data,
2. Disambiguating place names that people use to refer to their homes and
3. Analysis of data of this kind (numerical and visual).

The source of spatio-social data used in this work is Flickr. Flickr is a Yahoo photo sharing site. Users have a social network of friends and a collection of photos on their profiles. According to available statistics the Flickr database contains more than three billion photos, out of which a hundred million are geo-tagged. In retrieving data from Flickr database two different samples have been explored. Initially a random collection of photos that have been uploaded in Flickr during the examined periods has been collected on a daily basis. This is followed by much narrower and more precise criteria for the second data sampling that resulted in Flickr sample GB data.

The thesis concludes that location dominates a significant pattern in online behavior of social entities who interact together via internet. The core contributions of this thesis are in the areas of:

1. Extracting indicative sample from very large data sets,
2. Disambiguation of place names that people use in their natural language to refer to their home locations and
3. Proposing potential new insights into behaviors of social entities with spatio-social relations.

Overall, the popularity of social networking sites and availability of data that can be obtained from the web (whether people provide voluntarily or can be retrieve as a consequence of online interactions) are likely to continue the increasing trend in future. In addition, the realm of spatio-social data analysis and its visualization also continue to expand, as do the types of maps that are achievable, the visualization packages that the maps can be built with, the number of map users and improved gazetteers with more comprehensive coverage of vague terms. Therefore, the developed methods, algorithm and applications in this study can be beneficial to researchers in social and e-social sciences, those who are interested in developing and maintaining social networking sites, geographers who work on disambiguation of fuzzy vernacular geographic terms, visualization and spatial data analysts in general and those who are looking for development and accommodation of better business strategies (i.e. localization and personalization).

1 (http://www.Flickr.com, retrieved 20/07/09)
1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction

Social relations and interaction patterns are visualized using node link graphs in traditional social network maps (Scott 1991, Wasserman and Faust 1994, Wellman and Berkowitz 1988). The resultant network graphs frequently alter the geometric relations present in the real world in order to emphasize the connectivity and overall view of the networks. Whilst a node’s position has considerable potential for carrying information regarding network pattern and structure, no spatial information is usually encoded: the node’s position does not contain any spatial attribute of the data, while it has considerable potential for carrying information regarding network patterns, nature and structures. Location is an important spatial property of social entities (Wellman 1996) and integrating that information with social network data has potential for revealing insights into hidden patterns behind communities.

The advent of Web 2.0 and the popularity of online social networks have resulted in masses of voluntarily submitted locational information being available for study and analysis. Much of this has a geographic component, described as Volunteered Geographic Information, or VGI, by Goodchild (2007). The abundance of VGI provides opportunities for analysing the geography of social networks that have not yet been used to their full potential. Gaining insights into the patterns, nature and structure of large spatio-social data sets is a demanding job in different domains (Guo et al. 2006). Consequently, to date relatively little research has used locational information in a social network context. While attempts have been made in the past, (Liben-Nowell et al. 2005, Escher 2007, Wellman 1996) they have tended to focus on one specific location for each node, confining members to a bounding box of a city. Although this naïve geography is useful for variety of purposes (i.e. small world phenomena, analysis of scientific collaboration and friendship network) it is of limited or no use for analysis of multiple locations associated with a social entity.

Whilst there is scope for determining multiple geographies from large numbers of volunteers, the process is by no means straightforward. In reality, people are associated with more than one physical location and VGI provides data by which these might be determined. For example, online geo social networks such as yelp\(^2\), Flickr\(^3\), Gypsii\(^4\), etc. enable us to associate users with home location, point of interest, work place, and geo located digital documents, etc. This variability in individuals’ locations that are accessible through VGI raises a number of issues in visualization and network analysis.

The massive unformatted VGI available online, although having the potential to be representative of the complex geography in social interactions and relations, is of limited or no use for most of the time in the existing format.

\[^2\]http://www.yelp.com
\[^3\]http://www.Flickr.com
\[^4\]http://www.gypsii.com
Therefore, this research aims to extend the existing work to develop methods for study and analysis of spatially variable attributes of entities in social networks. In other words, this research takes advantage of the wasted geographies in graph presentation of social networks (Viegas and Donath, 2004) and will develop a suitable visualization solution for studying and modeling the multi geographies accessible through VGI. In doing so, a case study of Flickr (Yahoo photo-sharing site) will be used.

1.2 Motivation and Application

The motivation for this work comes from the fact that the web is still on exponential increase and so is the amount of digital information accessible for users. In December 2011 it has been estimated that there were 2.5 billion Internet users that make up about 33% of the world population\(^5\). As mentioned in previous section each online member knowingly or inadvertently leave social, temporal or spatial information on web for data aggregators to collect and study. Despite this wealth of information our tools and ability for collecting the data is far more advanced than our ability to make sense of it. Study and analysis of online users have potential to be beneficial to several fields of research, business and industry. That indicates the urgent need for effective way of managing that large volume of data. There have been several studies conducted by different scholars in the field regarding the effects of Internet on business, industry and every day routine of social entities (Dorogovtsev and Mendes, 2003; Watts and Strogatz, 1998; Huberman et al, 1998; Barabasi and Albert, 1999; Menczer, 2004; Dorogovtsev and Mendes; 2003). Although the way that individuals behave on the web is ultimately personal and unpredictable, there are certain factors that can be studied and generalized according to the most common behavior (Watts, 2007; Borgatta and Montgomery; 2000). Although, still it is not clear how Internet users interact with the web 2.0 technologies in respect of several properties e.g. age, culture, physical location, education and social role, etc., it has been agreed that there are significant impact on culture and businesses regarding Internet and especially web 2.0 (Berners-Lee et al. 2006; Watts, 2007; Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani; 2004, Goker et al. 2009). Accordingly, in regards to these implications, a brief overview of the fields and areas that can be benefitted from this study are discussed.

1. This study has implications on how businesses can plan their marketing strategies according to online behavior of social entities. In simpler terms, understanding of how people communicate together on the web according to their physical footprints and home locations can help in improving the strategies of marketing from target advertising to free and paid advertisement methods.

   It has been identified that web data has specific characters and users also have distinctive behaviors (Craswell and Hawking, 2009). Therefore understanding this distinctive behavior of online users and recognizing any pattern especially in their geographic footprints might be useful for providing context for context aware systems in order to deliver relevant information to the user (Goker et al. 2009). For instance there might be possibility of estimating the home location of a user by study and analysis

\(^5\) http://www.internetworldstats.com/
of their geographic distribution of their geo-tagged photo collections. Consequently the localized information can be delivered with higher priority. For example relevant advertisements in the local market can be presented first (localization). Moreover, the search results can also be ranked according to the distance of the retrieved services to the place the user live or is present at the time of the search (mobile location based services/advertising (Craswell and Hawking, 2009). Other examples can widen the scope of the potential application of analysis of the online behavior of social entities to systems like context aware tourist applications (Cheverst et al. 2000). In the same line as the examples above, by estimating/disambiguating home location of users, tourist can be distinguished from locals and therefore, different appropriate information can be delivered accordingly.

2. Today the advent of Web 2.0 and related technologies and popularity of ‘User Generated Content’, have affected the way that businesses plan their strategies. Nowadays, the attention of large businesses has moved from consuming activities to producing activities. In doing so they expect to receive business value by allowing users to produce content (Jose van Dijck, 2008). Therefore, analysis of the users’ behavior on the web is of great importance and potentially can help businesses to plan their strategies more efficiently. In other words, analysis of VGI and the associated spatio-social attributes can help in accommodating products and services to better fit the users’ requirements. This has been called ‘personalization’ and has attracted attention of several researchers in the field (Pretschner and Gauch, 1999; Khopkar et al. 2003; Pitkow et al. 2002; Pretschner and Gauch, 1999; Lieberman et al. 2001). For example a retailer with an online feedback facility form can alter the design or quality of their products according to the customers feedback for individual items. Likewise users’ reviews allow a holiday company to amend their services to better satisfy the customers.

Saving the previous interaction of the user with the system (i.e. blog postings, bookmarks, favourite, preferences, the links that have been clicked) can help in making intelligent predictions for their current or future needs (optimizing the search result). For example a holiday finder company can advertise its facility by estimating users favorite places that can be retrieved by previous interaction of the users with system. The holidays can also be customized based on the estimation of the users’ whereabouts (that can lead in identifying language, culture, specific preference, etc.). Making intelligent recommendations to a user according to the preference of previous users with the same information need is also beneficial to the businesses (Teevan et al. 2005). The obvious example of this is the way that Amazon\textsuperscript{6} recommends the user other appropriate products based on shopping pattern of previous users who bought the same products. The distribution of book sales also has been used to design better online stores and recommendation engines (Newman, 2005b).

\textsuperscript{6} www.amazon.co.uk
3. Information retrieval (IR) and specifically Image Retrieval (as a sub section for the Information retrieval field) can also be benefitted from the methods and techniques developed and discussed in this study. There are several studies about identifying the users’ need and predict people behaviors in online environments. They all relate to understanding of ‘context’ that has been identified as a fundamental basis for study and analysis of people’s information needs and ‘user needs analysis’ (Goker et al. 2009). Zwol et al. (2008) and Lew et al. (2006) worked on image retrieval based on user generated content and visual context. Overell (2009) has proposed a method for combining the textual meta data provided by users with the visual information in order to improve the image retrieval on the web. Olivaries (2010) has proved that use of UGC can significantly improve the image retrieval process. Study of the geographic footprints of photos for posters and identifying where the posters come from can help in ranking and categorization of their images. Moreover, the study and analysis of UGC has been found useful for dealing with uncertainty involved in IR interactions (Zwol, 2008). Therefore, the disambiguation algorithm and techniques developed (section 5.2-3) for dealing with ambiguity and uncertainty in fuzzy vernacular geographic terms that people use to refer to their home locations might also be useful for information retrieval interactions.

The methods and techniques developed in this study for analysis of the attributes of Flickr users in regards to their home location, geographic footprints of their photos, their friends’ home locations and their geo-photo collections have potential to help in designing better systems that rely on human online behaviors (e.g. web sites, advertisements, personalized maps, calendars, tourist applications etc.). In addition, the methods are expected to be also useful in some elements of natural language processing and those interested in analysis and disambiguation of location names. This work also can be useful for those who are interested in developing personalized information systems (Brusilovsky 1996) through social filtering (Shardanand and Maes 1995) or location based services for personalization of geographic maps (Beigl, 2002).

There are also evidence that the majority of search engines apply disambiguation methods and techniques to improve the accuracy of their search results (Russell-Rose and Stevenson, 2009). Therefore disambiguation of place names is of potential relevance to information retrieval and natural language processing techniques. Consequently, the developed algorithm and techniques for disambiguation of the fuzzy vernacular geographic terms that people refer to their home locations on the web can be useful for search engine in the case of dealing with ambiguous place names as search keywords.

Accordingly, the analysis and study of the spatial (geographic distribution of geo-tagged photos, home location) and social (online friendship network) attributes of group of social entities who interact together on the web can be beneficial for several context aware applications and search engines. Overall, the methods and techniques developed and applied in this study are expected to result in crucial understanding of UGC systems and can provide valuable information to Internet service providers, the administrators and content owners with major commercial and technical implications.
1.3 Aims

In summary, this research aims to:

1. Identify concerns regarding locational uncertainties of online social entities and their implications.
2. Develop new forms of spatial social network presentations that support the visual synthesis of locational data and online relations.
3. Identify the challenges of visualizing large spatio-social information in a spatially structured social group.

1.4 Objectives

During this research the following objectives are to be achieved:

1. Develop techniques to discover and analyze spatio-social relations within a large spatially structured social group.
2. Assess the strengths and weaknesses of the developed visualizations in identifying the role of geography in online interactions and friendship patterns.

1.5 Research Questions

In accordance with the aims and objectives mentioned above, the following questions are to be answered during the course of this research:

1. What limitations are involved in applying VGI in spatial social network presentation?
2. Can geographic distribution of photos contribute to prediction of FHLI?
3. Can geographic distribution of friends contribute to prediction of FHLI?
4. To what extent locational information dominates a pattern in online communities?
5. Are spatial social network maps useful for better understanding of the geographic distribution of individuals and their online behaviors?
6. And finally is there any uncertainty involved in interpretation of spatio-social relations?

1.6 Contributions

This work is the first attempt to consider and visualize the variability in locations associated with social entities in online environments. It differs particularly from others in that it works with large volume of spatio-social data in regards to multi-geographies (obtainable from the web) in a social network context. The aim is to uncover the unknown patterns and relationships in complex spatio social relations among social entities.

Since the large complex spatio-spatial data have been increasingly become available on the net, this research will contribute to the knowledge and clarification of how to come up with appropriate methods for exploratory analysis of such data. Therefore, this study will involve in study, analysis and
quantifying the ambiguity, uncertainty and effects of spatial data in online behavior of social entities in the scale that have not been conducted before. In doing so, this research aims to map the geography of online social communities in order to understand the effects of geography on online communities and extract the relevant information from the multiple geographies associated with each social entity. The developed classification methods, uncertainty measurements, disambiguation algorithms and visualization application are expected to contribute to the existing knowledge in the field of social and e-social sciences, development and maintenance of social networking sites, analysis of vague spatial terms, visualization and spatial data analysis.

1.7 Outline

In the next chapter a review of literature related to this research is given. It briefly describes social network analysis and examines its position regarding visualization, geography, ambiguity and privacy.

Chapter 3 summarises the process of data selection for this study. It reviews the data requirements and selects some essential criteria for an appropriate data set for this study.

The 4th chapter explains the characteristics of the data used in this research. It reviews the attributes and specifications of two sets of Flickr data collected for this study.

Chapter 5 covers the steps followed for classification, Disambiguation and visualization of the examined spatio-social data.

Chapter 6 covers the numerical analysis of selected data. The first part reviews the ‘Flickr sample world data’ and the second section looks into the ‘Flickr sample GB data’.

Chapter 7 demonstrates how the developed visualization application can be used in exploring the data.

Chapter 8 applies the visualization application to the sampled data in order to answer the research questions.

Chapter 9 summarises the conclusions of the research and provides recommendations on how to improve the future research on the developed applications.

The References section contains a comprehensive list of reference material and literature sources related to the study.

The Appendices include material that is pertinent to this study but would interrupt the flow of the discussions if presented within the main body of the text. Java application for data collections and the interactive software and Figures provided in a separate appendices (on attached CD) form a major element of the work, in terms of illustration, demonstration and specification of the methods used.
2 Literature
2.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a brief overview of literature in the context of this study. The first section reviews the meaning and definition of online social networking sites in general. Afterwards, it studies the social networking sites from perspectives of visualization, geography, locational ambiguity and privacy.

2.2 User Generated Content

Today the ‘web 2.0’ has brought a new way of interactions and content creation. Users upload information on the web through variety of facilities. Wikis, tagging, rating, blogging, social networking, and etc. all enable users to communicate and interact on the web directly (photos, blogs, social profiles, etc.) or indirectly (digital footprint, IP address). As a result of these technologies the way that information can be provided and disseminated has been changed drastically. The voluntarily uploaded information can be used to add value to the existing content on the web (user review on products) or produce the contents (photos uploaded on Flickr or news on dig.com).

In other words, the most notorious effect of web 2.0 is on the way that interactions on the web can take place. As Cha et al. (2007) noted today’s Internet users are self-publishing consumers as well. Unlike the traditional method of communication that is bounded to the same time and same place with the same device today there is access to personalized behavior of social entities that interact, participate and communicate together in their convenient time and manner. In the era of web 2.0 the content creation is no more exclusive to the information providers who are obliged to follow the policies, terms and conditions of their agencies (Cha et al. 2007). However, in majority of cases users are required to register with the sites before they can upload content. Consequently, knowingly or naively they provide important information about their whereabouts and behaviors to site owners and their consequent data aggregators. This realm of voluntarily uploaded information that users provide on the web is referred to as user generated content (UGC). According to the existing literature there is not any universally accepted definition for UGC (Koskinen, 2003 and Miller, 2005). Overall, any kind of information (i.e. files, audio, video, photos or text) that users provide on the web can be referred to as user generated content (Ochoa and Duval, 2008).

UGC can be studied from two different angles: from perspective of consumption (Cha et al. 2007) or from production point of view (Ochoa and Duval, 2008). The data set of this study has been collected in regards to users who ‘produce’ content on the web (geo-tagged photo and home locations). In the same line in regards to consumption and production there is participation issue that needs to be reviewed as well.

2.2.1 Participation

Despite what the web 2.0 technologies implied and have been expected -to transform the users from mere consumers to potential data creators- research has been revealed the unbalanced nature of the users' participation on the web (Jose van Dijick 2008, Nielsen 2006). Although it’s been theorized that each
user on the web also create content, it’s been proved that the majority of postings come from small minority of users. Will et al. (1992) have studied this phenomenon for the first time and their findings gradually have resulted in the introduction of the ‘90-9-1’ principle. This principle implies that the majority of the content on the web come from a small minority of the users. In precise terms as Neilson (2006) has described 90% of users are lurkers7 who only observe the data and interactions on the web. 9% are intermittent contributors who leave comments or review for the data that are already on the web. Finally only the remaining 1% of the users are heavy contributors who create majority of the contents. Social scientists have observed this pattern since early nineties as ‘participation inequality’ and it has been found in every online environment and services that has been used by several social entities (Simon, 2010). Accordingly, a recent study by (Simon, 2010) shows that in general 24% of people who engage in the web 2.0 interactions have contributed to the site at some point. However, this number is considerably smaller for any specific examined site. For example a simple statistics on favourite video uploading site ‘you tube’ showed that only 0.16% of viewers of videos have ever uploaded any video on the site (Simon, 2010).

This wiki style architecture of participation on the web has drastic impact on generalizing habits and patterns of online users. According to the participation inequality rule the behavior of a random sample of online users (between 9% to 1%) is just representative of small population of users who contribute a lot. The challenge here comes from the fact that if the 90% of users are lurkers who only observe the content and activities then how their behaviors can be studied. In other words how lurkers can be encouraged to participate more. This inequality comes to its most impact when companies and agencies make their business plan according to online behavior of users. Making decision about a product according to the 1% who wrote a review is not an efficient way of assessing users’ feedback (Jose van Dijick, 2008). In doing so, participation inequality has been recognized as social media massive dispute. There are interesting research going on about the characteristics of lurkers, why they lurk and methods and technique on how to encourage more participation in online environments and develop methods and techniques to activate the silent observes of the web: Nonnecke and Preece, 2001; Neilson, 2006; MacDonald, 2003; Rafaeli et al. 2004; Salmon, 2003; and Nonnecke et al. 2004. However, this topic is not in the scope of the research conducted here.

After all, despite the significant inequality in users’ participation, the large amount of available data on the web still carry considerable potential for revealing interesting patterns about online behavior of social entities. However, it is important to be aware of this unbalanced nature of the web, while collecting data and generalizing findings. Consequently, in order to reduce the effect of this inequality, the data collection process in this study (chapter 4) is conducted by defining some specific criteria on contribution of the users. By having the data collected according to the minimum required participation, although generalizations are still at slight inevitable risk the lurkers who have no role in content creations have been excluded from analysis in this thesis. Efforts have
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7 Alternative description have been assigned to the term lurker in literature ‘browser’ with Salmon (2003), ‘legitimate peripheral participant’, McDonald (2003), ‘Read Only Participants, ROPs’ by William (2004) and ‘vicarious learner’ by Lee (1999).

8 www.youtube.com
been made to collect data from the participants and therefore, the findings of this research are generalizable to participants and cannot be applied to lurkers who have not uploaded any photos at all.

### 2.2.2 Volunteered Geographic Information

In spite of the mentioned ‘participation inequality’ in the web 2.0 the online behavior of social entities has led to a great variability in user behavior (Durand et al. 2002). That variability can be examined through the analysis of freely available UGC. The popularity of web 2.0 and the large number of people who interact together on a regular basis in online environment provide opportunity and raise possibility of better understanding and analysis of several aspects of human social behavior (Goncalves, 2008).

It is quite clear that the size and volume of the available data is unprecedentedly large and the number of Internet users and service providers are exponentially increasing (Goker et al, 2009). It has been also realized that social entities in online environments have much more unpredictable behavior than real life (Cha et al. 2007). However, still there are uncertainty regarding the quality of the data and also about how these technologies affect business, industry and every day life. Analysis of social behaviors of online entities have been conducted from different perspectives by different scholars. For example Albert et al. (1999) and Dill et al. (2002) have focused on structure of the web from statistical perspectives. Meiss et al. (2005) and Meiss (2008) analysed the number of clicks on each hyperlinks without any attention to the number and identity of the members. Cattuto et al. (2005) worked on group of users who have been acting in online environments voluntarily (i.e. social networking sites). Goncalves (2008) looked into the structure of how users interact with web sites and its implications on web designs and online interaction cultures. Overall, all the mentioned studies conclude that the diversity and volume of the data produced on the web has made its study and analysis a challenge requiring new methods and techniques to be developed and applied.

Nowadays, UGC has brought lots of advantages to business, industry, news companies and also socializing in everyday life of people. However, the quality of the UGC has always been a subject of debate (Giles, 2005; Waters, 2007; Young, 2006). As much as its advantages and opportunities there are some inconsistencies and risks also involved in using and application of available UGC. Although it has lots of potential in revealing users’ behavior and interactions there are some risks involved in analysis as well. Firstly there is a risk of making conclusion and generalizing findings that can come from 10% of users who do the 90% of the contents. Moreover, if the UGC is to be used as indicator of online behavior of social entities, reliability, consistency and quality of the UGC are also factors that need thorough consideration (Mooney et al. 2011). Overall, There is no formal quality assurance procedures for study and analysis of UGC but several different studies conducted in analysis of this issue.

Interestingly, several studies have proved that the quality of the information that can be produced through the collective intelligence of contributors compete with the information that is provided by expert official companies and professional agencies. For example the research that has been conducted on
the quality of Wikipedia\(^9\) and another encyclopedia (Britannia) revealed that the accuracy of the Wikipedians articles are relatively the same level as Britannia’s (Chesney, 2006; Giles, 2005; Pirolli et al. 2009). Another study with the same aim and for different data set has been revealed that the most accurate and complete CD album and track information database has not been created by recording companies but through combining individual personal catalogues (Pachet, 2005). Likewise Google’s ‘page rank’ has been recommended as the best way of getting more accurate results than searching the individual documents (O’Reilly, 2005a). ‘Page rank’ is a Google’s way of calculating a page’s importance. It is not the only factor in Google’s search results but it is one of the important ones. Basically it is a numeric value that is assigned to a page according to the number times that other pages link to the examined page\(^10\). Blogging also has been introduced as a method for creating collective intelligence (O’Reilly, 2005a). The quality of the data that can be provided by group of participants can lead to what James Suriowec (2004) referred to as ‘wisdom of the crowd’. In other words if large enough people contribute towards a data creation process, the quality of the final result is as accurate as producing the same result through the traditional procedure (data collection by professionals or data production agencies).

Special type of UGC that contains spatial information about social entities who interact together in online environments is called VGI or Volunteered Geographic Information (Goodchild, 2007). Web 2.0 technologies that have brought the possibility of spatial data collection and sharing among volunteer online users require special attention (Haklay et al. 2008; Elwood 2009). Examples of sites that collect VGI are OpenStreetMap\(^11\), Geonames\(^12\), Google Maps Mashups, or WikiMapia\(^13\). In simple terms VGI is any kind of spatial data that online users provide on the web (e.g. home locations, point of interest, geo-tagged digital photographs etc.).

As mentioned before the quality and accuracy of the UGC and in line with this section VGI has attracted lots of attentions among scholars (Haklay et al. 2008; GoodChild and Hunter, 1997; Kounadi, 2009). There are several studies in the accuracy and validity of the VGI. Since the spatial data in this case is provided by volunteered posters it can be argued that the data collection is not necessarily conducted with the standard data collection measures and also the providers of VGI are not necessarily expert geographical data collectors. In other words no assumption can be made about the background knowledge or data collection ability of the volunteers. There have been several studies conducted to compare the accuracy of the spatial data that users upload on the web with the spatial data provided by mapping agencies. Research by (Haklay, 2010; Ather, 2009;) that focused on the evaluation of the road network and compared it to other sources of information, have demonstrated that, in terms of positional accuracy, the quality of open street map data is comparable to traditional geographical data sets that are maintained by national mapping agencies and commercial providers. Goodchild and Hunter (1997) developed a model that
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\(^{9}\) www.wikipedia.org

\(^{10}\) Google PageRank Explained and How to Make Most of it by Phil Craven, WebWorkshop available at http://www.webworkshop.net/pagerank.html, Accessed 16th Feb 2012

\(^{11}\) openstreetmap.com

\(^{12}\) geonames.co.uk

\(^{13}\) wikimapia.com
provides an estimation of the overlap between a reference data set and a test data set. In all these comparisons, the national mapping agency was used as reference data set and open street map as the test data set. The results show overlap of about 80% in most cases but the values range from 100% down to 50% and below (Haklay, 2008). Moreover, there are some rules that imply the quality of the VGI based on some measures i.e. ‘Linus law’ (Raymond, 2001). They indicate that as the number of the contributors increases so does the quality of the data (Haklay, 2010). Therefore, the large volume of spatial data that people upload voluntarily on the web has made a valuable collection of data that have the potential for revealing interesting patterns about online behavior of social entities that has not been examined to its full potential yet.

2.3 Social Networks

Traditionally a social network was made up of a group of people and their social relations, but today the large number of people interacting together via computers is also creating social networks, although in a quite different fashion. Social network sites are rich sources of information regarding people, their interactions and locations. This kind of information has been difficult, time consuming and expensive to obtain previously. To date, social network sites have brought an abundance of relational, social and locational information recorded automatically in digital format. This wealth of information enables researchers to study and examine fields and topics that were not feasible previously.

The historian Crosby (1997) has identified two crucial factors in the development of modern science: visualization and measurement (Freeman 2000). Interestingly SNA\textsuperscript{14} has borrowed both of the factors. In the case of measurement it supports statistical analysis and mathematical theories and to satisfy the latter factor it uses graph theories to visualise the social entities and relations via the node link graphs. This might be the reason for the recent popularity of SNA in analysis of online communities e.g. (Flickr, Facebook, Twitter) where people develop a personal profile, make friends, interact and upload digital documents.

SNA is the analysis of network data in a social context (Scott, 1991). It is a set of tools, techniques and theories for the study and analysis of hidden patterns in social communities (Wasserman and Faust, 1994). It has become identified as an interdisciplinary analysis method after the 1970s (Freeman, 2000). SNA techniques have been used in different domains e.g. organizational behavior and inter-organizational relations (Tichy et al. 1979), the spread of contagious diseases (Rapoport, 1958), mental health (Kawachi and Berkman, 2001) and the diffusion of information (Yamaguchi and Buskens, 1999). SNA has borrowed methods from sociology, psychology, anthropology, mathematics and statistics and has developed interdisciplinary techniques for collecting data, statistical analysis and visual representation of social networks (Scott, 1991; Wasserman and Faust, 1994). Traditionally, much of the literature on the social theories considered the individuals without their social context (Knoke and Kuklinski, 1982), whereas one of the distinguishing features of the SNA has been identified as the ability to deal with relational data (Otte and Rousseau, 2002). Relational data as defined by

\textsuperscript{14} Social Network Analysis
Wasserman & Faust (1994) is the interacting relation and its properties among a number of social entities. SNA techniques have the ability to depict the presence, absence or strength of relationships among actors (Scott, 1991). Therefore, it has been suggested that analysis of relational data should be carried out with SNA techniques, and applying other techniques to relational data is of little benefit (Scott et al. 2005).

While some believe that social network analyses should be considered mainly as formal statistical and mathematical techniques (Hanneman and Riddle, 2005) there are examples in the literature demonstrating ideas, which imply that quantitative analysis is not the main aspect of SNA. Kleinberg (1999) argues that SNA is a strategy for exploring social patterns and structures. Wasserman and Faust (1994) focus on the relationship among actors as the most important aspect. In the same line, the main goal of SNA has been pointed out by Nooy et al. (2005) as to discover and analyze social relations in a social group. Likewise, Scott (1991) puts the emphasis on relationships between actors rather than quantitative analysis and statistical attributes. He describes it as the analysis of relational data in a social context to depict structure of a group. From another perspective, Kilkenny and Nalbarte (2000) focused on the ability of SNA to use relational information to study and test hypotheses. Thompson (2003) has marked the distinguishing factor of SNA as the ability to use sophisticated data and statistical techniques for discovering sets of patterned relations in the network. Newman’s definition (2001a) is concentrated on the visualization of the social relations. In some literature it has even been introduced solely as a technique to provide vocabulary to identify and measure the network properties (Monge and Contractor, 2003).

Overall, despite all the different and sometimes conflicting definitions, SNA has been accepted as a systematic approach in identifying the nature and structure of social networks. Accordingly, sometimes it has been defined as ‘structural analysis’ (Wellman and Berkowitz, 1988; Scott, 1991) which comprises the understanding of individuals (nodes or vertices), social relations (ties, edges and arcs) and social and quantitative properties of the network (Borgatti, 2002).

2.4 Social Network and Visualization

An interesting connection has been identified between the visualization and social networks (Freeman, 2000). Visualization and social networks can be replaced by ‘structural analysis’ and ‘structural concepts’ respectively. Visualization plays a significant role in the analysis of social networks. It helps in investigating and illustrating patterns laid in relational data (Freeman, 2000). According to Scott (1991), Moreno (1934) was the first to use visual images to explore the substantial features of social patterns among members of a group. Focusing on analysis of social relations by means of diagrams was the central point of consideration in his approach. Today, Moreno’s idea is still in use and imagery is a popular tool for analysis of social networks (Freeman, 1988). This might be defined by the fact that visualization facilitates the exploration of relational data upon which the networks are built (Herman et al. 2000). Visualized relational data provide new views for analyzing the properties of social networks and may reveal insights and communicate findings to others through visual means (Freeman, 1988). Traditionally graphical presentations of social relations
have been represented using sociograms (Nooy et al. 2005). Accordingly, sociometrists have laid the basis of social network visualization (Scott, 1991). The relational data visualized in a sociogram can reveal the interaction patterns of a social network (Wasserman and Faust, 1994).

Since visualization provides opportunities for explanatory analysis and testing initial hypotheses (Thomas and Cook, 2005), it has recently become a popular research topic in the study of social entities and relations. There are real potential opportunities to take advantage of network visualization methods (Herman et al. 2000) and graph drawing techniques (Battista et al. 1998) to improve social network analysis methods. Many efforts have been devoted to conduct statistical techniques and hypothesis testing by using the social network analysis methods (Wetherell et al. 1994; Kleinberg, 1999; Borgman, 2000 and Lynch, 1998). However, few attempts have been made to improve the traditional node link picture of the social networks (Figure 2.1). Some researchers have currently become involved in attempts to improve SNA methods and theories by applying graph theory and visualization methods. Efforts have been made to improve the layout of the sociograms and add methods for exploratory analysis (Viegas and Donath, 2004; Bender-deMoll and McFarland, 2006; Henry and Fekete, 2006; Henry et al. 2008). However, the graph metaphor is inadequate for taking advantage of visualization methods and to visualize relations analytically in the social network context (Figures 2.1-2). Therefore, it has been argued that if graphs are to be considered as a methodological tool, there are certain factors that have not yet been examined (Bender-deMoll and McFarland, 2006).

According to Barabasi and Albert (1999) the commonly found structure of social relations is a network with most nodes of least degree and a few of higher degree (Figure 2.1). Consequently, even the most effective force directed approaches (e.g., Fruchterman and Reingold, 1991; or Kamada and Kawai, 1989) result in cluttered layouts when applied to large relational data sets (Jia et al. 2008). Figure (2.2) demonstrates the inability of graph layout in demonstrating social relations. As can be seen the layout is too complicated to discern any patterns. Therefore, graphical presentation of social networks has raised serious challenges in the network visualization domain. McGrath et al. (1997) have proved scientifically that the position of nodes (node duplication or overlapping) significantly affects the understanding of the communities. Purchase (1994) and Ware et al. (2002) worked on the edge layout and proposed a solution for effortlessly finding the shortest path in the networks. Another recommended solution is to split the network into separate parts and use tree layout for each node to reduce the crossing edges and overlapping nodes (Lee, 2006). Although useful for finding properties of individual nodes, understanding the overall view of the community is difficult. Henry and Fekete (2006) applied two different layouts to provide an explanatory analysis. However, switching between node link graph and adjacency matrices has made the application inefficient and confusing. There are some efforts in clustering of nodes to reveal the network structures (Jain, 1999) and in different hierarchies simultaneously (Eades and Feng, 1996). Hence, the developed methods were found to be effective in reducing the network complexity in just small world networks (Watts and Strogatz, 1998).

Recent solutions in the field have aimed to improve the graph readability (Henry et al. 2007) by using adjacency matrices instead of node link graphs (Figure 2.3). Their recent proposal in reducing the crossing edges of the matrix layout is to duplicate the nodes shared between different clusters (Henry et al. 2008). As is
shown in Figure (2.3) each cluster in the network has an associated matrix in NodeTrix layout. Each member can appear in as many matrices as required according to the number of their clusters. Geometry based edge clustering techniques (Cui et al. 2008) have also been applied to reduce the complexity of visualization of social networks in graph format (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.1 Traditional social graphs in node-link presentation

All in all, visualization of social networks, the graph readability issues and improvement in the layout algorithm for easy exploration and analysis of relational data have recently attracted the attention of many researchers in the field of social sciences, visualization, statistics and geography. All the existing solutions in the field frequently alter the geometric relations present in the real world in order to emphasize the connectivity and overall view of the network. Whilst a node position has considerable potential for carrying information regarding network pattern and structure no spatial information is usually encoded. Therefore, this thesis attempts to take the advantage of the wasted geographies in graph presentation of social network in order to develop techniques to discover and analyze spatio-social relations in a spatially structured social group.
Figure 2.2 Graph layout of social relations (Cui et al. 2008)

Figure 2.3 Visualization of social graphs by NodeTrix method (adapted from Henry et al. 2007)
2.5 Social Network and Geography

Considering the fact that social networks are made up of social entities, and social entities are associated with multiple physical locations, one could argue that locational information is an important property of social networks that has not been extensively examined yet (Wellman, 1996; Katz 1993). The majority of current works on social networks have been conducted without including geographical data. This wasted information in geo social networks could potentially reveal hidden patterns and structural properties of communities. While social entities and their locations are indispensable parts of social networks, in addition to all conventional attributes examined in social networks before, this section looks into the geography of social networks in the literature.

It has been a long time since social science researchers proved that distance matters for social relations (Escher, 2007) and social relations are not independent of geography (Wellman, 1996). The majority of social ties are between neighbours in geographical closeness of each other (Cummings et al. 2006) and people have the highest interactions with their neighbours (Mok et al. 2007). However, in the computer-based society many people interact together via computers and therefore the effects of traditional distance on social interactions of people have become a subject of debate (Cairncross, 1997). For example, unlike what has been believed before, Beck (2002) in his work on online friendship concluded that the physical distance does not play a key role in friendship anymore.

A social network structure in graph format that assigns a two-dimensional position to each node also suggests some sort of geography (Viegas and Donath, 2004). Each node can be associated with an (x, y) value on the screen. This kind of network visualization in the best situation could play a role similar to cartography with additional challenges (Bender-deMoll and McFraland, 2006). Geography principles and cartography techniques allow real potential to be applied to visualization of non geographic information (Skupin and Fabrikant,
2003) and it is necessary to go beyond the graph drawing techniques for a novel network visualization (Viegas and Donath, 2004). As VanWey et al. (2005) describe there are standard rules for depiction of locational data. There are also standards for presentation of relational data (e.g. Wasserman and Faust, 1994; Scott, 1991). However, little has been done on mapping the geographic distribution of relational data with multiple spatial features (Gutmann and Stern, 2007). According to the existing limited attempts in relating geography to social networks, the effects of geographical data in online communities is a controversial topic still under analysis. Geography is an important property of social entities and applying that information in social networks could bridge the gap of not having enough research in that respect. The following are examples of current research on geography and social networks.

The effects of geographical data on social networks have been studied by repeating the Milgram experiment of ‘six degrees of separation’ with extra information about the location and occupation of individuals (Liben-Nowell et al. 2005). Six degrees of separation is referred to an interesting experiment that sociologist Stanley Milgram (1967) conducted. He asked the 96 participants to send the letters to someone they think can make each letter closer to its target. Interestingly it was found that the letters that reached their destinations had passed average of 6 people. However, Milgram’s experiment was small and restricted to one country and since then several sociologists have questioned its validity. Repeating this experiment by (Liben-Nowell et al. 2005) indicates that one third of friendships are independent of geography and the probability of being a friend of a particular person is proportional to the inverse of the number of closer friends. Katz (1993) investigated the impact of distance on scientific collaboration. His findings indicate that the collaboration reduces exponentially with increased geographic distance among scholars. Escher (2008) claims that the examined online social networks (Myspace and Facebook) have a centrality around the geographic proximity of the users. Wellman (1996) takes a different approach by emphasizing the number of contacts (weight of ties) instead of the existence of ties solely. He concludes that social relations are not independent of ‘geography’ and claims that locality is a factor behind the online interactions.

According to the existing literature there are few studies examining the possibility of geographic proximity as an idea behind online communities. Those that exist apply the naïve geography of confining each social entity in a bounding box of a city. Whilst a node’s position has considerable potential for carrying information regarding complex geography of social interactions, no spatial information is usually encoded. As such, the existing geo social network visualizations are incapable of including locational information in a network presentation. All the works mentioned above have altered the geometry and physical location of the nodes in order to emphasize integration and connectivity of interactions.

2.6 Social Networks and Ambiguity

As mentioned briefly before, this research aims to work with spatial information that people provide voluntarily on the web. Since in most of the sites there is no
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instruction or limitation to the format, size, length and accuracy of the information uploaded by the users, dealing with ambiguous location names is expected to be part of the methods required for this study. Therefore, this section briefly discusses different types of spatial information that have been introduced and studied in the literature. It also reviews the potential ambiguities that might occur in spatial information\textsuperscript{16}. Overall there are two types of spatial information retrievable from existing social network sites:

- Formal format (latitude, longitude): that imposes some must meet criteria for spatial entries lat, lon (geo-tagged photos, Wikimapia\textsuperscript{17} entries)
- Free format (place name in natural language of people) that does not have any restriction on type, format, and length etc. of the uploaded data.

The first type come with no ambiguity and can be associated with a specific place on the map, but the second category comes in different formats and different levels of detail that makes the geo coding a challenging task with several ambiguities and uncertainties that remain to be dealt with. In general, vague terms are not exclusive to geographic locations. Even the simple terms that are used in every day life such as ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ have been considered as poorly defined terms (Montello et al. 2003; Fisher, 2007). This kind of ambiguity has been attributed to the lack of a universally accepted temperature for definition of hot and cold (Fisher, 2007). In a more relevant concept, imprecise location names have been considered in different fields of science: linguistic, machine understanding and artificial Intelligence, information retrieval and knowledge management (Rauch et al. 2003). The existing solutions either describe the place according to their structure or context in which it is examined or rely on glossaries and gazetteers. One name per discourse (Gale et al. 1992), Named entity recognition (NER) (Malouf, 2002) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) (Smith and Crane, 2001) all rely on the context, structure and other similar words in the text in order to disambiguate the vague terms. Russell-Rose and Stevenson (2009) introduce four ambiguities that make the NLP as a challenge.

1. One word can have more than one meaning (bat)
2. Two phrases with the same terms but different order can have different meanings. New York and York New Festivals
3. Natural language allows the same idea to be expressed in several different ways. For example: Every day I have two coffees. I satisfied my caffeine addiction couple of times a day.
4. The meaning of a sentence is not simply reflected by the terms it contains. For example: ‘A cricket bat is not a nocturnal mammal or any other types of animal’ although has the terms animal and nocturnal mammal it is used as a cricket equipment.

Considering the nature of the spatial data in this thesis, it has been assumed that all words in a phrase that a person use to refer to their home location directly or indirectly can be associated to a place in the world. Therefore, the disambiguation here is relatively simpler than a natural language document discussing in different subjects. The subject of the phrases here has been narrowed down to a place name somewhere on the earth. However, the

\textsuperscript{16} More detailed information on this topic is covered in chapter 5.

\textsuperscript{17} \url{www.wikimapia.org}
methods and techniques in NLP are expected to be beneficial for developing a disambiguation algorithm for FHLI. As a result of the existing studies, the most common methods of dealing with imprecise definitions is to replace the vague terms with the closest precisely defined term, or completely ignore them (Montello et al. 2003). In addition to the mentioned studies, the vagueness in geographic terms has been tackled through the existing general name disambiguation and word sense disambiguation algorithms (Li et al. 2002; Li et al. 2003; Bilhaut et al. 2003; Hirst, 1987; McRoy, 1992; Ng and Lee, 1996).

As has been recognized by other researchers in the field, the unstructured data (like user generated data on the web) contained significantly more information than well-edited texts such as news articles (Rauch et al. 2003). The web has been found as a valuable source of geographic information and our ability to make sense of it is far less than our tools and techniques for producing and collecting data of that kind. Therefore, developing methods for disambiguating vague geographic terms in online unstructured data has the potential to reveal a considerable amount of information that is otherwise difficult to understand (Rauch et al. 2003). While the spatial terms often used in GIS (Geographic Information Systems) are officially assigned sharp boundaries, the freely available spatial information on the web is inherently imprecise and fuzzy (Silva et al. 2005). As can be predicted, this study needs to intelligently analyse the FHLI and disambiguate the location names, therefore, here several relevant steps of the NLP techniques (Russell-Rose and Stevenson 2009) are briefly mentioned:

Named Entity Recognition: it is the process that the words are assigned to a predefined classes of terms i.e. people, company, place, date, etc.

Information Extraction: it is an NLP technology that identifies pieces of valid information from a document i.e. movements of company executives or riot in a specific place. The process in the second step fit the information into object oriented structured templates for further reference.

Word Net (Fellbaum, 1998): is based on the sets of synonyms according to human mental lexicon. Words that have more than one meaning are associated to different categories. Each category is associated with other with sets of relations e.g. is a kind of.

Word Sense Disambiguation: is a process developed in NLP to automatically identify meanings of words in text. It is specifically beneficial in cases where words have more than one meaning (known as polysemy).

Evaluation: entails the evaluation of the results produced by machine against human judgments. This approach although is the most common methods within NLP it brings some sense of complications. There are ambiguities in agreeing on correct standard annotations and uncertainties in comparing the annotations.

There is growing body of work, during the last decades, disambiguating vague, indeterminate location information (Jones et al. 2008; Jacquez et al. 2000; Waters and Evans, 2003; Montello et al. 2003). McCurely (2001) studied all the information obtainable from a webpage that can be associated with a geographic place e.g. postcode, URL, IP address. His study was heavily dependent on the gazetteer and directories, which are not available and reliable for all places. Accordingly, his method has been found inefficient, inconsistent and even sometimes impractical for locations that are not documented in official glossaries. Montello et al. (2003) focused on how vague
regions are understood among people. Their study analyzed the regions, which inherently have fuzzy boundaries. They attribute this fuzziness to the lack of any universally accepted geographic boundaries for regions. They draw boundaries for ‘downtown of Santa Barbara’ according to people’s mental map and reached a conclusion of how people map the vague regions in their minds. With quite the same aim, Purves et al. (2008) focused on describing the city of Zurich through analysis of VGI (Volunteered Geographic Information, Goodchild 2007a) and an understanding of people’s perception of Zurich city centre.

According to Smith and Mann (2003), there are three categories of ambiguity in geo-referencing:

- Referent ambiguity, the given name can be associated with more than one place.
- Reference ambiguity, the same place can be referred to with several names.
- Referent class ambiguity, place name has a non-geographic use as well.

In the majority of cases a place name on its own without any other information can refer to multiple locations. This ambiguity has been called as ‘referent ambiguity’ and can occur for places in different countries (e.g. Sheffield in UK and USA) or within the same country. For example Cambridge in the UK appears four times in the OS gazetteer list: Scottish Borders, Leeds, Cambridgeshire, and Gloucestershire (Arampatzis et al. 2006). There are also plenty of places around the world that people refer to with different names. For instance America, U of S, States, United States of America, they all refer to one place. Accordingly, the referent and reference ambiguities are very likely to occur in spatial information of social entities and therefore are expected to be dealt with during this research. However, the ‘referent class ambiguity’ is less expected to be the case in this work. Unlike text mining, in this research there is no need to recognize the place names and differentiate them from other names. This assumption is based on the fact that this study aims to work with the spatial information of social entities on the ground that regardless of the ambiguity and uncertainty the collected data are merely place names referring to a location on the earth (e.g. home location of posters, point of interest of users, etc).

As mentioned earlier the web is a rich source of geographic information that is being constantly updated by volunteer users. It is conventional for web users to describe the place names with natural language and vernacular geographic terms (Jones et al. 2008). Although these data have the potential to reveal large amounts of information about social entities and their geographic locations, the existing gazetteers are of limited use for searching vague imprecise place names (Popescu et al. 2008). In the majority of cases the given name described in natural language does not match with the name referring to the same place in official gazetteers (Jones et al. 2008) and this is a serious concern in mapping spatial information of social entities on the web.

In order to show the extent of the ambiguity in place names it is interesting to mention that for example there are 18 cities named Jerusalem and 24 cities named Paris. Accordingly, Smith and Crane (2002) concluded that for each name that at least has one match in the gazetteer, 92% are associated with more than one place on the earth. Likewise, Amitay et al. (2004) found that 37% of the geographic names mentioned on the web can be associated with more
than one place on the earth. Their conclusion indicates that each location name on the web can be associated with at least two different places. Li et al. (2003) have conducted research assessing the performance of the Tipster Gazetteer\(^\text{18}\). They found that the Tipster Gazetteer does not assign default values in the majority of cases and 30,711 location names out of the 171,039 entries are ambiguous. Waters and Evans (2003) argued that the fuzzy vernacular geographical terms have not been taken into serious consideration for updating the gazetteers for two reasons:

- Difficulty in retrieving and storing the data systematically
- Difficulty in interpretation and use

Although the publicly available spatial information on the web is unstructured, vernacular and fuzzy, the majority of the gazetteers are based on the official and administrative geography developed by national mapping agencies (Hill et al. 1999). Consequently, in most cases the given vague vernacular geographic name accessed from the web does not reference in any gazetteer at all (e.g. Southern England, Midland). To wrap up we can conclude that in disambiguating the online spatial information three factors play important roles:

- The freely available online spatial information contains geographic information, described in the natural language of web users, which does not necessarily match with the official geographic names and boundaries.
- Gazetteers do not include the vague terms that have been used ubiquitously to describe place names by people in everyday life.
- The existing successfully tested disambiguation methods are only applicable to structured databases and/or specific areas.

Subsequently, unless being specifically precise about a place name and its locational hierarchy, there are strong chances of ambiguity and uncertainty in geo coding the available spatial information that need to be properly handled before analysis and visualization in this research. Overall, the results of the previous work on analysis of location names indicate that there is an inherent complexity in spatial information described and used in the natural language of people. All these proposed solutions are applicable to structured databases and well-edited texts (Jones et al. 2008). Consequently, they are of limited use for the tremendous amount of unstructured spatial data that has become freely available through the web, which is the main data set for this study. Accordingly, the difficult and fuzzy nature of the available spatial information on the web that can come in the natural language of users requires specific adaptation strategy to the existing GIR (Geographic Information Retrieval), web mining and geo-ontology methods and techniques.

### 2.7 Social Network and Privacy

Since this research aims to study the locational uncertainties in freely available spatial information on the web, it involves detailed study and analysis of spatial information associated with individuals. This locational data could be the home location, point of interest, current locations, geo located documents, etc.

\(^{18}\) [http://crl.nmsu.edu/cgi-bin/Tools/CLR/clrcat](http://crl.nmsu.edu/cgi-bin/Tools/CLR/clrcat)
Although the locational information in social network sites is submitted voluntarily, it might involve implicit privacy concerns. Therefore, it is expected that the knowledge and awareness of the online and locational privacy have potential advantages in data set selection and data analysis phases of this research.

2.7.1 Online Privacy

Since the advent of Internet and online interactions, a significant amount of personal information has been recorded automatically in digital format that has enabled researchers to study and examine fields and topics that were not possible previously. This unprecedented wealth of information embraces some emergent and unexpected privacy issues. The electronic data available and accessible through computers, networks and databases has resulted in a considerable amount of privacy concerns (Berry and Linoff, 1997).

Although the ultimate goal of web 2.0 has been described as to develop a collective intelligence and global brain (O’Reilly, 2005a) and while it’s been proved that society can get benefit from UGC there are also some concern regarding privacy and exploitation of online social entities.

There are some debates in the literature about the possibility of online privacy. Sanchez (2007) argues that online privacy at its best could offer ‘selective anonymity’ and not control over personal information. In his opinion anonymity and control are two impossible factors for online environments. This argument is supported by the fact that privacy is not consistent with ‘transferability’ and ‘malleability’ of digital information. Laws, ISPs, ethics and technology are all found to be unreliable and inadequate for devising an effective online privacy policy (Louden, 1996; Sanchez, 2007). However, the majority of the scholars (e.g. Adams, 2000; Sanchez, 2007; Sholtz, 2001) agree that online privacy is needed and social entities sharing personal information on the web are at risk. Consequently Scott McNealy, (CEO of Sun Microsystems 1999) declared that online members have zero privacy. As for this study, Armstrong and Ruggles (2005) foresee that with advances in geo spatial technologies the term ‘zero privacy’ will also be applicable to locational privacy in the very near future.

2.7.2 Locational (Spatial or Geo) Privacy

The literature points out that geo spatial technologies have noticeably changed the way privacy is being perceived. There are certain discussions on the level of sensitivity of location for online or offline interactions (Raper 2002; Onsrud et al. 1994). A survey at personalisation.org indicated that more than half of the population is not willing to release their location to service providers (Raper, 2002). However, in virtual environments statistics indicate that people are less sensitive about their locations. According to Escher (2008), only one out of five profiles on popular social networking sites (i.e. Myspace and Facebook) lacks the locational information at city level.

Today ‘Geography’ has become an indispensable dimension of online social network sites, and the information from geography, linked and unified with the digital information of online social networking sites, could reveal considerable

---

19 Defined as human right to respect their private, their homes and their correspondence (Raper 2002) and or control over geographic information (Sanchez 2007)
detail about individuals (Morgan, 2004). As such, Armstrong and Ruggles (2005) have named geography as 'unifying glue' for online social identities. The invasive potential of geo spatial technologies has a significant threat for online socialisers in spatial domains (Kwan et al. 2004). Linking the social spatial information to a specific address on the earth could be a key issue in relevant studies (Morgan, 2004). Relating social and spatial information to a geographical coordinate (from GIS) leads to numerous personal information being available, and consequently intrusion of privacy (Gutmann and Stern, 2007; Morgan, 2004). In a computer-based society, individuals’ personal spatial information can be stored, collected and disseminated in online environments with no concern for spatial privacy. Availability of identifiable locational information of individuals in complex databases is felt to be a major threat to individual privacy (Morgan, 2004). Since the majority of interactions (on/off line) generally carry some sort of spatial attribute (Morgan, 2004), locational privacy has been considered as the most extensive privacy concern, including having the highest possibility of intrusion. The recent advances in geo spatial technologies, as well as the availability of social spatial data, have created significant uncertainties about online confidentiality (Gutmann and Stern, 2007).

Geo-privacy as mentioned by Raper (2002) is a new challenge in e-social science and geographic information systems. Locational information and spatial privacy have been mentioned as unique and incomparable with other kinds of personal data and privacy issues (Kwan et al. 2004). In supporting that idea, Caslon (2004) argues that this uniqueness comes from the fact that traditionally privacy issues were concerned about whom, and not where and one’s whereabouts. It is believed that traditional privacy techniques for anonymisation and control over personal information are not applicable to spatial digital data without noticeably changing and or distorting the spatial relationships among entities (AbdelMalik et al. 2008).

2.7.3 Geo-privacy and Spatio-Social Data set

According to the above literature, the following are key issues regarding geo-privacy and spatio-social data set:

- Data quality: there might be some data missing in location of members. While members might submit significant amounts of locational information e.g. point of interest, geo-tagged digital information, etc., not necessarily all of them are willing to release their current location or their home location.

- Disclosure: there is some concern that the detailed study of the available spatial information on the web, regarding the geographic distribution, might lead to the possibility of disclosure. If, for example, a member has a geo-tagged collection of photos fairly concentrated around limited places, this could lead to the exposure of the geographic location of that member, although not stated explicitly.

In this context, it is essential to consider the availability of the locational information in any potential data set for this study. This is due to the fact that data quality and disclosure concerns (as explained above) may limit the availability and accuracy of the available data. Consequently one of the main data set requirements of this study relates to geo spatial data accuracy and
availability. Privacy issues that might occur as a consequence of developing new knowledge through the study, analysis and synthesis of spatio-social information will also be considered during the course of this research.

### 2.8 Summary

This chapter provided a thorough review of the literature associated with the key subject matter, in line with the aims and objectives of this study. It explained the social network concept and its relation to visualization, geography, ambiguity and privacy. The next two chapters consist of information on data set for this study. Chapter three explains the specific requirements needed for an appropriate data set that can be used in answering the developed research questions. According to the identified requirements potential sites have been examined against the assessment criteria. The fourth chapter is about the selected site and its characteristics and specifications. In addition, it describes data sampling strategy and final selected data set for further study and analysis.
3 Data requirements
3.1 Introduction

As discussed in the context chapter, social networks are made up of social entities and social entities are associated with several locations. Therefore, analysis of spatial information of this kind is involved in analysis of spatial social network data. Consequently, the data set of this study carries the features of relational data as well as spatial data, bearing inherent complexity and requiring an interdisciplinary approach to their consideration.

According to the volume of the research conducted in regards to data set of this study, two chapters are assigned for covering different aspects of appropriate data set. This chapter reviews the characteristics of spatio-social data. It describes the data set requirements and conducts thorough examinations of potential spatio-social sites. Considering the geographic richness, ease of access and spatial and social elements, potential sites are examined and the final decision is justified in terms of the proposed criteria. The next chapter introduces the selected spatio-social data for this study and studies its features and characteristics. Data sampling strategy is described and finally the appropriate sampled data sets are collected.

3.2 Social Network Data

The academic literature identifies a number of key characteristics of the relational data used for social network analysis (Wasserman and Faust, 1994; Scott, 1991):

- Social networks are inherently difficult to understand, because nodes are social entities and connectivity relies on the definition of relations, which are not something tangible as in conventional networks, e.g. wires in computer networks (Scott, 1991).
- Relational data are quite different from the conventional tabulated data sets and that makes them a challenge in terms of data collections, study and analysis (Borgatti and Foster, 2003; Wasserman and Faust, 1994).
- A social network is an information network without any geographic (metric or real) distance concept (Porta et al. 2006). It is the author’s definition that specifies how close or far from each other nodes should be considered.
- In social networks nodes are as important as ties. Therefore, integration and connectivity play a key role (White and Harary, 2001).
- Sampling in social networks (relational data) is far too complicated compared with other types of data. Connectivity and clustering in relational data make the data set more vulnerable against bias (Kossinets, 2008).
- In terms of visualization, social networks often contain few nodes with high degree and many of low degrees. Therefore, even the most efficient layout algorithm results in networks with many crossing edges even in medium sized networks (Henry, et al., 2008).
3.3 Spatial Relational/Social Data set

The spatial social data set in this study is defined as a data set with characteristics of relational as well as locational data. This kind of data set has the challenging properties of being large and multi variate with a spatial structure, while likely to contain patterns relating geography to online interactions. Such large and complex information, although freely available on the web, is inherently difficult to browse and too complicated to discern using current techniques.

3.4 Data set Requirements

According to the aims, objectives and research questions discussed in the first chapter (sections 1.2-5) there are certain concerns regarding an appropriate data set for this study.

Firstly, in order to overcome the challenge of visualizing large relational data in a spatial social network concept, and to get a representative sample of online socialisers, it was essential for the data set to contain a large number of members.

Secondly, in order to reinforce generalization of inferences, local sites (e.g. limited to a city or a country) were found to be inappropriate. Those sites and services which were limited to specific organizations or people, or those that were only available in a city or country, are likely to mirror the behavior of a special group of people affected by the same rules, facilities and environment. The findings from that kind of data set are vulnerable against possible generalization of any hypotheses derived. Therefore, the appropriate data set of this study should be freely available and accessible to the majority of people around the world.

In the third place this research aims to study and visualize spatially variable attributes of entities in online networks. Therefore, the availability of variable locational information about individuals was essential. As a result, a suitable data set for this study should make the spatial information of the members (e.g. hometown, point of interest (POI), work place, geo located digital photographs, etc.) publicly available.

Bearing in mind that the data set of this study has been defined in the previous section as a spatial social data set, the fourth requirement is the availability of relational data (e.g. public friendship network, online interactions, discussion forums).

And the last requirement that the data set here should be able to satisfy is to provide an Application Programming Interface (API). This was based on the fact that even a large amount of locational information, without a formal way of retrieving, can be of a limited use for this study.
In accordance with the requirements discussed above and the aims and objectives of the study (chapter 1: sections 1.2-5) the data set requirements are summarised as:

1. Large number of members (REQ1)
2. Geographical distribution of members (scattered around the world, more than one country at least) (REQ2)
3. Availability of members’ locational information (REQ3)
4. Availability of multiple spatial information in addition to members’ home locations (e.g. POI, work place, geo located digital photos, etc.) (REQ4)
5. Availability of members’ friendship network (REQ5)
6. Availability of usable API through which data can be accessed and visualization achieved (REQ6)

According to the criteria mentioned above, an appropriate site for this study is an online social network with the features and capabilities for developing personal profiles, online friends and online communication, while supporting locational information as well. In other words, a geo social network highly equipped with online friendship and interaction features.

3.5 Potential Sites

Among the 24 recent geo social sites listed by Raper in his blog\(^{20}\), the following five sites were selected as potential sources due to their collection and provision of data with relational and spatial elements.

3.5.1 Yelp (http://www.yelp.com)

Yelp is an online social network site where members would leave their own personal reviews and experiences about local businesses, places, events, etc. Therefore, visitors with a particular interest could search the site according to a geographic location. As with other sites, Yelpers have a personal profile and a network of friends. Yelpers join the site according to the category of the cities where they live. Therefore, location of members (at city level) is publicly available.

REQ1. According to the communication director, Yelp had 11 million unique visitors and more than 3 million reviews in June 2008 (Ichinose, 15/07/08, PERS.COM).

REQ2. In terms of geographic distribution of members, although there were plans for extending the service overseas, at the time of this research only Americans were Yelpers. The service was not available in any other place e.g. London, Toronto (Ichinose, 15/07/08, PERS.COM).

REQ3. Details of the home location of members were available.

REQ4. Each place, event or service review submission to the site was attached with spatial information.

REQ5. Each member had a friendship network, which was publicly available.

---

REQ6. At the time (July 2007) the site did not provide users with API for systematic information retrieval.

### 3.5.2 TwitterVision (http://twittervision.com)

Twitter is a social networking site in which members communicate together via mini blogging (short messages of less than 140 characters). That is, they update their status by saying what they are doing. The updates are accessible to the other members through the site or on their mobile phones. The site mashes up Google maps and micro bloggings. It connects friends, families and colleagues through real time updated short messages. The site has been introduced as a remedy for information overload and a telegram of web 2.0. (Nicholas Car, 2008). TwitterVision is a site that demonstrates the real time geographic distribution of the posts to Twitter. All members of Twitter are automatically registered with TwitterVision. As long as they have a picture and a location, their messages are shown on the map.

REQ1. According to the Twitter directory, the site had the 944,773 members at June 2008 and the number was constantly increasing.

REQ2. The TwitterVision map demonstrates the fact that there is no limitation in the availability of the service in a specific place.

REQ3. Since messages were laid on the map according to the members’ locations, the geographical proximity of members was publicly available.

REQ4. Apart from friendship networks and members’ locations TwitterVision did not support any other spatial information.

REQ5. Each member had followers and those they followed. Therefore, the friendship network was clearly accessible.

REQ6. The site contained specially designed API for providing accurate current locational information of users.

### 3.5.3 Flickr (http://www.Flickr.com/)

Flickr is Yahoo’s photo sharing site. It is an online photographic community where people upload their own pictures and can view others’. Flickr members have the option of geo-tagging their pictures and they can also attach pictures on their actual place on the geographic map. Accordingly it can be considered as a minimal geo social network.

REQ1. The number of members and their geographical distribution were not publicly accessible and Flickr customer care was not willing to release that kind of information (17/07/08, PERS.COM). But according to the high number of submitted photos in May 2008 (more than 2.5 million), and the variety of the locations of the geo-tagged photos (USA, Europe, Asia, Africa), it was clear that it contained a high number of members distributed around the world.

REQ2. Flickr members were not limited to a specific place (city or country). The Flickr service was available all around the world.

REQ3. Members’ locational information was partly missing. Not all members provided information about their home locations in the profiles. In other words the home location field of the user profile is not mandatory.
REQ4. According to Dan Catt, a member of Flickr geographic works, at Where 2.0. Conference (2008), the Flickr geo database had more than 68 million photos that have been geo-tagged\textsuperscript{21} with latitude and longitude coordinates. The collections also contain geographic information about members’ locations and their uploaded pictures which could bring up lots of potential possibilities for further testing and analysis.

REQ5. Each member had a set of publicly available contacts, friends and family network in the profiles.

REQ6. In terms of retrieval methods it provided an API with lots of potential for mashing up data and retrieving useful information for different needs.

3.5.4 Gypsii (http://www.gypsii.com/)

Gypsii is a location aware mobile social network service combining social networking features with GPS\textsuperscript{22}. Gypsii users can take photos, upload and tag them on a map in real time as well as locating friends in a network via GPS. In other words Gypsii’s target is to create real time user generated information via mobile phones. It helps users to create new places on the map, find friends’ whereabouts according to users’ own current location and search places of interest (updating constantly as they move). By nature Gypsii is designed to go beyond a static online social networking process. It is designed to overcome the static features of Facebook (Harpe, 15/07/08, PERS.COM).

REQ1. As a new application it just had 56 users at the time (May 2008), but the trend was constantly increasing.

REQ2. Gypsii was mainly based on American users, but it was planned to be extended into Asia, China and Europe. At the time it was too early to examine and conclude anything on the basis of the number of Gypsii users (Harpe, 15/07/08, PERS.COM).

REQ3. Locational information of members was available. Each member was associated with a different location e.g. home, work, favorite place, holidays.

REQ4. In addition, each member had a POI list with the exact location depicted on the map. Therefore, in addition to members’ locations, each member could be related and studied according to their proximity of POIs.

REQ5. Members had a friendship network in which they shared their private locational information e.g. address and details of their wedding party.

REQ6. In July 2008 the site did not provide API for retrieving available information (Lennon, 15/07/08, PERS.COM).

3.5.5 POI friend (http://www.poifriend.com/)

POI friend is a Point of Interest (POI) community that lets users develop, maintain, comment and share their POI information with GPS, maps and driving directions. The developers’ first and most important aim is to satisfy the GPS users who

\textsuperscript{21} Adding information called geo spatial meta data that records the location where a photo was taken (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geotagged).
\textsuperscript{22} Global Positioning System
always blame pre loaded POI on GPS devices for not being personally relevant.
It applies the technologies of location based services and social networking sites.

REQ1. The site had 20,000 registered members and many visitors (Dave Krawczyk, 07/08, PERS.COM).

REQ2. The majority (90%) of the members were from North America (Dave Krawczyk, 07/08, PERS.COM).

REQ3. Members’ locational information (approximate geographical location) was available.

REQ4. Members in addition to their own location could be studied according to the geographical proximity of their POIs list and also their friends’ POI lists. This provided additional geo spatial information for study and analysis.

REQ5. In POI friend the friendship networks of members were only visible for friends and not accessible for the others.

REQ6. The site did not provide members with an API for systematic retrieval of huge locational information about members and their POIs.

3.5.6 Wikipedia (http://wikipedia.com)

In addition to the sites studied above, a non-geo social network was also assessed. The aim was to examine the possibility of retrieving relational and spatial information contained in online social sites.

Wikipedia is a free online encyclopedia for collaborative problem solving and knowledge gathering. Wikipedia’s contents rely heavily on users’ participation to provide further ideas and information for enrichment of articles. It is based on Wiki technology where each member could also be an editor. Each page has an ‘edit this page’ link and a full history of different versions of an article is stored by the system and could be retrieved by users.

REQ1. Wikipedia had 5.77 million contributors at the time (May 2008).

REQ2. Wikipedians were distributed across the world and the articles were in 250 different languages.

REQ3. Locations of the registered users were secure unless indicated voluntarily in the profiles. Therefore, locational information was partly missing.

REQ4. As a non-geo social network, the site naturally did not have any other explicit spatial information. But, from the content analysis perspective, it was possible to assign location to the articles. The available geo spatial data available in that context have a different quality (from region or area to exact coordinates).

REQ5. Friendship network was not applicable to the site interactions. Members interacted together by editing each other’s articles. Friendship had no definition in the site.

REQ6. The site did not provide users with API for systematic information retrieval.
3.6 Comparisons and Conclusion

Table 3.1 summarises the assessment results of the sites in terms of the developed criteria. The first attempt was given to Wikipedia, as the site had the following unique attributes:

1. Comprehensive, strong and constantly updating statistical support, updating monthly (e.g. distribution of article edits over Wikipedians, 50 recently active Wikipedians, etc.)
2. Accessible full history of pages and their edits
3. Specially designed tools for retrieving information and downloading databases in MySQL format

Although the above features sounded promising, the site did not provide any support for retrieving spatial information (strictly secured). Even the providers were not happy to release the randomized location of members with Latitude/Longitude +/- 5km (Maxwell, 03/06/08, PERS.COM). As has been predicted in chapter 2 (section 2.7) privacy has considerable effects on the data set of this study. This has reconfirmed here that geo privacy is a serious concern in spatial data analysis and has raised new challenges (Raper, 2002). Although people are less sensitive about releasing their locations online (Escher, 2008), even so obtaining spatial information about online members is strictly secured in some sites (e.g. Wikipedia). Therefore, as discussed in chapter 2 (section 2.7), affected by online privacy issues, the attempt has been made to select a site that has the spatial information publicly accessible. Accordingly, a sample of the available geo social networks at the time was assessed against the developed criteria in section 3.4.

Before, getting into details of the results of assessments in table 3.1 it should be noted that the selected criteria for the suitability of the examined sites are not of the same importance. In other words some of the criteria are much more vital than the others. In other words RQ3-6 have been assigned higher weight than RQ1-2. This inequality has been taken in consideration in the following comparison and conclusion.

The limited local distribution of members in Yelp, Gypsii and POI friend indicated that the result of analysis would be geographically biased and that would affect the stability of the future generalization of the result. 65 and 20,000 users of Gypsii and POIfriend respectively and 11 million Yelp visitors all were bounded in North America. In addition, none of the mentioned sites provided API for systematic information retrieval. API was the property that sounded essential for data gathering and analysis of this study. Moreover, POI friend did not possess the necessary relational data. The friendship networks of members in POI friend are not visible to the public. As a result, these three sites, Yelp, Gypsii and POI friend, did not seem to be quite appropriate for this study. Remaining sites with similar features were TwitterVision and Flickr. They both had a large number of users distributed across the world with locational information available. They provided users with API for locational information retrieval and free map services to locate information. The only feature that prioritized Flickr was the extra geo spatial information that was available for users through geo-tagged photo collections, whereas TwitterVision did not contain any other spatial information associated with members. The Flickr data set contained complex relational, temporal and spatial information that has been uploaded and submitted by millions of
photographers voluntarily. Geo-referenced photo collections of members provided interesting multiple spatial information associated with individuals. From the social network analysis perspective it also included dynamic relational social data. Members had a social network of contacts, friends and family.

Consequently, although the locational information of all Flickr members might not be accessible (as predicted in chapter 2: section 2.7), the geo-tagged photo galleries and the existence of those members with their location available, made a stronger, richer and versatile data set with more potential for developing and testing genuine hypotheses. As discussed in chapter 2 (section 2.7.2) there is also a possibility of finding the approximate location of members with an unknown location by study and analysis of their geo-tagged photo collections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sites</th>
<th>Large number</th>
<th>Geo distribution</th>
<th>Home location</th>
<th>Multiple spatial information</th>
<th>Relational data</th>
<th>API</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yelp</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TwitterVision</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flickr</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsyii</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POI friend</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1. Assessment results of the selected sites

3.7 Summary

According to the aims and objectives of the research, this chapter discussed the essential properties of an appropriate data set. Potential social networks were examined (May 2008) and tested in terms of the data set requirements. Flickr, an online photographic community was found to be the most promising data set against the established criteria. The next chapter covers an overview of Flickr data in general. It also explains the sampling strategy for selecting ‘Flickr Sample World data’ as well as ‘Flickr Sample GB data’.
4 Flickr data
4.1 Introduction

As described in chapter 3 the analysis of freely available spatial information on the web in this study is combined with an analysis of social networked data. Consequently, the appropriate data set for this study should carry the features of relational data as well as spatial data, bearing inherent complexity and requiring an interdisciplinary approach to their consideration. In order to collect a rich, unbiased and indicative sample of the Flickr data set, an initial analysis is conducted to assess the specification and characteristics of Flickr data in general. Sample data set is collected and has been used to assess the properties of the potential data. According to the results of the analysis of the pilot data, a final decision is made and justified for collecting a suitable, rich spatio-social data for developing and testing hypotheses.

4.2 Flickr

As mentioned in the previous chapter (section 3.1) Flickr is a photo-sharing site. Users have a social network of friends and a collection of photos on their profiles. According to available statistics (http://www.Flickr.com, retrieved 20/07/09) the Flickr database contains more than three billion photos, out of which a hundred million are geo-tagged. This indicates that approximately 3.3% of the submitted photos have locational information. In simpler terms, one out of every thirty photos in Flickr has been tagged with geographical information, although with different levels of accuracy. As mentioned by the Flickr developers, during the last two and a half years there have been as many geo-tagged photos as the total number of submitted photos during the first two years of the Flickr launch. This indicates the increasing popularity of geo-tagging behavior among Flickr users and the importance of the analysis of a huge amount of available spatial information that is of limited or no use in the existing format on the web. Some possible reasons for increases in spatially referenced submissions are considered in chapter 6, section 6.2.4. A simple search of the available Flickr data reveals that more than two thirds of the geo-tagged photos are public and available on the map, or accessible through the API (Table 4.1). This reconfirms the suitability of Flickr as a rich source of freely available spatial information (chapter 3: section 3.6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total (Public + Private)</th>
<th>Public</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Photos</td>
<td>3.6 billion</td>
<td>1.3 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo-Tagged Photos</td>
<td>100 million</td>
<td>74 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 Number of photos uploaded to Flickr between February 2004 and February 2009

Interestingly, as the numbers in table 4.1 show the geo-tagged photos have significantly higher portion of public photos while around 64% of photos in ‘all photos’ category have been marked as private (available to view by specific authorized users and/or friends). In other words significantly higher proportion of geo-tagged photos are public compared to the Flickr public photos in total. This indicates that users have higher tendency towards sharing their

23 Flickr developer blog available at code.Flickr.com retrieved on February 2009.
geo-tagged photos by everyone on the net than their non geo-tagged photos.

This finding shed light to an interesting fact regarding sampling data strategy and quality of the collected data in this study. Considering the fact that private photos cannot be retrieved for sampling, and being aware of the amount of public geo-tagged photos (74%) one can concludes that data sampling from geo-tagged photos results in better representative of the whole population. In other words, data sampling strategy and focusing on collecting geo-tagged photos only, sound as justified decision that can lead to more robust and indicative sample data.

4.2.1 Flickr geo-tagged photos

Flickr was designed especially to store, sort, search and share photos online. Users can sort their photos by grouping them into Sets, Collections or Galleries. According to the nature of this research, the focus is only on Flickr geo-tagged photos. The geo-tagged photos in Flickr are photos with additional locational (latitude, longitude) Meta data. Therefore, the geo-tagged photos have been used for sampling and analysis.

Before getting into more detail on geo-referenced photos in Flickr it is worth distinguishing between Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) and User Generated Content (UGC). While the exact difference is a subject of debate, UGC can be used to refer to any information in the form of audio/video files, pictures, blogs, and discussion forums that users voluntarily upload on the web. However, the VGI can be seen as a specific kind of UGC that has been referred to spatial information that people provide voluntarily on the web. VGI has been defined as the most drastic phenomenon of the advent of Web 2.0. With reference to what has been discussed here, the online social networking sites can be divided in two categories in respect of UGC and VGI.

- Sites that collect content provided by users (Facebook, Flickr, Twitter)
- Sites for users to be able to populate a database (OpenStreetMap, Geograph)

The above categories are partly relevant to the role social networking plays in the use of the sites. In sites where users provide information to develop a shared final product (maps, driving directions, tourist information), the social behavior and interactions of the users are more likely to have relatively close patterns towards achieving a collaborative task. However, the first category has a higher chance of revealing general patterns and attitudes of users, without having a shared specific target to achieve.

According to the nature of the Flickr site and how it has been used by the users it is closer to the first category. That is, although people interact together and upload spatial information, there is no predefined collaborative task that is supposed to be satisfied with the user-generated contents.

In Flickr, users have the option for geo-tagging their photos. They can easily drag and drop their photos on the desired places on the map. Users can set the geo data for each photo. The geo data in this context includes the latitude,
longitude and accuracy level. Therefore, each geo-tagged photo in Flickr, in addition to Photos Id, contains the following attributes:

- **Lat** (Mandatory): Valid range is -90 to 90 (maximum 6 decimal places).
- **Lon** (Mandatory): Valid range is -180 to 180 (maximum 6 decimal places).
- **Accuracy** (Optional): Accuracy level of the location information (current range is 1-16). World level is 1; Country is ~3; Region ~6; City ~11 and Street ~ 16.

There is also another optional attribute for geo-tagging photos, which is called context. Context adds extra spatial information in addition to latitude and longitude. For example, 1 is used for ‘indoor’, 2 for ‘outdoor’ and 0 for ‘undefined’. Considering the nature of this research and its aims and objectives (chapter 1: sections 1.3 and 1.4) this attribute is not applicable and will not bring extra information for answering research questions. Therefore, it has not been used as part of the location Meta data for geo-tagged photos.

It is worth mentioning that before assigning any location information to a photo, users should define the privacy level for the photo to clarify who can get access to that information, otherwise the geo-tagging process cannot proceed. Therefore, as mentioned before, this research only focuses on the public photos, which by default can be accessed by anyone exploring the Flickr site.

Finally, in order to get more precise spatial Meta data for geo-tagged photos, the data set is restricted to those photos with the highest available ‘Accuracy’ in Flickr (level 16).

Since accuracy and precision are often used interchangeably, it is important to clarify the difference between the two terms. Accuracy and precision are two terms that are in use in most of the scientific methods, from science, engineering, industry, statistics and information systems to psychology. Although each field has a specific definition and meaning for the mentioned terms, the general definitions that cover all the fields describe precision and accuracy as follows: Accuracy is the degree to which a measurement is close to the true value (Taylor 1999). Precision, known as reproducibility or repeatability, is the degree to which the same measurement can be achieved by repeating the experiment several times under the same conditions (Taylor 1999). In this study, accuracy for Flickr users’ home locations means the degree to which available locations are indicative of a place where people live. It considers how close the information is to people’s real home address. On the other hand, accuracy of the photos refers to the degree to which the photo’s location on the map is close to the place at which the photo was really taken. According to the above definitions, it can be argued that Flickr uses the term ‘accuracy’ to measure the ‘precision’ of the georeferencing process. Precision for home locations demonstrates, the level of detail that has been described on the profiles. For photos, precision shows how precisely (higher zooming level of the map) the photo is placed on the map.

---


25 Whether this has been done intentionally for a specific reason or not is not clear to the author.
According to the nature of this study, the home locational information of users can be classified according to different levels of detail, e.g. ‘London, UK’ can be ranked as a higher precision than ‘UK’ or ‘Europe’. However, measuring the accuracy of this information is not quite feasible since it needs to assess if users provide valid and true information regarding their locations in online communities, and this can only be done with qualitative analysis (interviewing users, etc.). Hence, there is the possibility of assessing the accuracy of the home location of users by study and analysis of the geographic distribution of available spatial information (other than home locations) in later steps of this research (chapter 8).

Last but not the least point about the geo-tagged photos of this study that should be mentioned here is that according to Westman (2009) there are three different main levels of attributes for describing, indexing and querying images:

- Non-visual information (meta data attached to the image)
- Syntactic image information (visual information in the actual image)
- Semantic image information (conceptual content that requires previous personal or cultural knowledge)

In this study the Flickr geo-tagged photos were collected based on ‘non-visual image information’. In other words the attributes collected for the photos of this study are not present in the image itself. The Meta data associated with the photos of this study were retrieved from the following proposed attributes for non-visual image information by (Westman, 2009):

- Biographical attributes (e.g. poster, date, title)
- Physical attributes (e.g. type, technique, location)
- Contextual attributes (e.g. caption, reference)

4.2.2 Flickr Friendship

Flickr is a photo-sharing site, but it also has functionality for people to interact together. This is mainly used among users to comment on each other’s photos. It does not use the term ‘friend’, instead it uses ‘contact’, and therefore the friend in this study is the same as contact in Flickr. Moreover, unlike most of the social networking sites, e.g. Facebook and MySpace, friendship in Flickr is not reciprocal. Therefore, there are three different statuses of friendship for Flickr users:

- Non-reciprocal contacts: those ‘the user’ chooses as friends.
- Reverse contacts: those that choose ‘the user’ as a contact.
- Reciprocal contacts: when there is both a non-reciprocal and reverse contact between two users.

In addition to adding contacts, users in Flickr can define their contacts in three different categories, as:

- Family
- Friends
- Friends and family

This level of detail among the users' contacts is not considered in this study. In addition, the above category can also be assigned a privacy level as private or
public. The public friends are visible while the private contacts are hidden. In this study, friendship has been considered as a general term of having a relation between two users. Therefore, no difference is applied to the three different kinds of the aforementioned friendship types. This assumption was made based on the fact that, although there are different types of friendship on Flickr and the differences might have some effects on the friendship network of users, considering the research questions the simplified definition of friendship is sufficient to develop and test hypotheses. By making that decision one can argue that special members (i.e. famous people, celebrities, singers, actors, etc.) might get a very high number of one directional friendship according to the number of their fans who follow them. Consequently, dismissing the direction of friendship might lead to vulnerable conclusions. Here, the author argues that existence of a relation between two users plays a more important role in this study than the direction of the friendship. The developed research questions here examines where the friends live and where they take photos and therefore, if they are followers or being followed is not a subject of analysis. Accordingly, in testing hypotheses and making assumptions in chapters 7&8, the social interactions and patterns are examined by bearing this simplified version of friendship and its potential effects in mind. In order to achieve results that can be generalized to wider sets of spatio-social data, it is possible to examine and study the whole friendship network of GB posters (holistic view instead of the sub-network studied here). In that case although wider sets of home locations would need to be disambiguated, the analysis in answering the RQ3 might lead to a more general outcome.

4.3 Retrieving Spatial and Relational Data from Flickr Database

The Flickr site provides API that could be used in different programming languages e.g. PHP, Perl, Delphi, Java, etc. Flickrj is a Java API, which wraps the REST-based Flickr API in Java language (information available at [http://www.Flickr.com/services/api/](http://www.Flickr.com/services/api/)) and has been used for retrieving the information required for this study. In order to use the services, methods and classes available in Flickr API, Java codes were developed through Flickrj. The developed codes send requests through the appropriate calling methods, with relative arguments, to the Flickr database and the required information will be sent in the Flickr response format. This process can be followed through the code (Appendices A-B) developed in the Eclipse26 software development kit (SDK) and the resultant data are summarized as:

**Spatial Data**
- (Lat, long) for geo-tagged photos
- Home location of posters
- Photo accuracy

**Non-spatial Data**
- Number of geo-tagged photos
- Photo ID
- Poster ID

- Poster user name

**Relational/social Data**

- List of public friends for the given poster

To justify the approach taken for the data extraction process, it is worth mentioning the following two issues that influenced considerably the data collection application (Appendices A-B):

- **Flickr Queries**
  The speed of the response from the Flickr database is heavily dependent on the quality of the network at that time. Therefore, queries to Flickr can be slow, e.g. three queries per minute. In order to speed up the process, Hash Maps\(^{27}\) were used to store and process data locally.

- **Flickr Bug**
  During the experimentation with Flickr API, it was found that queries that return a large numbers of results could have repeats. To overcome this problem, the retrieval period was broken to small time slots, e.g. 15 geo-tagged photos per day during the last two-year sampling period instead of 12,000 geo-tagged photos during the last two-year sampling period. This method minimizes the risk of processing repeated data while collecting sample data.

### 4.3.1 World Data Sampling

Having introduced the spatial, social and temporal aspects of the Flickr data set, this section briefly studies the attributes of the Flickr database. The findings and conclusion of this section have been used when developing a suitable sampling method. Before selecting a final data set for testing and developing hypotheses and answering research questions, a sample of data is required to assess and evaluate the specifications of the data set. Due to the volume of the available VGI and in order to work with a representative but manageable size of Flickr data, the analysis should be limited to a collection of the available geo-tagged photos. Accordingly, some criteria are defined for sampling a representative collection.

Firstly, since this research aims to study the multi-geographies associated with individuals in online communities, it is essential to focus on users with geo-tagged photos in their collections.

Secondly, for better analysis and ease of mapping, photos with the highest level of accuracy are considered. In the case of Flickr, it is accuracy 16 at street level.

Thirdly, in order to get a thorough view of Flickr geo-tagging behavior and friendship networks from the early days of Flickr to date, sampling is conducted for photos that have been uploaded between 01/02/04 to 20/07/09, covering the entire Flickr life (since its initial launch until the date of initial sampling).

In order to split this five and a half year period into sensible, manageable and comparable sampling intervals, it was decided to divide it into a number of twelve-month duration slots. This sampling process has been applied from the

---

\(^{27}\) “A dynamic collection in Java that allows the number of elements to grow and shrink during running the program. This implementation provides all of the optional map operations”.

http://java.sun.com/javase/6/docs/api/
dates 19/07/04 to 20/07/09 (Table 4.2). In order to cover all the periods for which Flickr has been in use, the first six months of Flickr’s life (from 01/02/04 to 20/07/04) have also been considered. This period is shorter than the other sampling periods and is expected to reveal the early behavior and statistics of Flickr and its users, which most likely would have been affected by rudimentary users, and the basic functionality of the site.

This finally led to a sample set, including five twelve-month periods and the initial first six months of Flickr’s life, to be indicative of separate periods of Flickr’s life. An attempt has been made to choose the best possible intervals for analysis of the changing behavior of users including online friendship, geo-tagging photos and accuracy level of their home locational information. Accordingly, in order to get random but indicative data, which can be rich enough for further analysis, fifteen photos were randomly selected on a daily basis during the selected time intervals. The results are summarized in Table 4.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervals</th>
<th>Photos</th>
<th>Posters</th>
<th>Photos Per Poster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19/07/08-20/07/09</td>
<td>5,729</td>
<td>1,142</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19/07/07-20/07/08</td>
<td>5730</td>
<td>991</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19/07/06-20/07/07</td>
<td>5730</td>
<td>1043</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19/07/05-20/07/06</td>
<td>5730</td>
<td>947</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19/07/04-20/07/05</td>
<td>5,715</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/02/04-20/07/04</td>
<td>2,670</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2 Total number of randomly selected photos, with the unique number of their posters and average photos per person for all selected sampling intervals

The sampling process resulted in 31,304 photos with 5,380 unique posters and their variable home locational information, friendship networks and geo-tagged photo collections.

4.3.2 Great Britain Data set

After a general assessment of the Flickr database (section 5.2) and according to the findings of the pilot study and analysis of Flickr sample world data (chapter 6: section 6.2), in order to produce a representative and manageable data set for better analysis and ease of mapping, whilst also considering the ambiguity, uncertainty and bias in the data (chapter 6: section 6.2.6), the data set of this study is collected based on the following criteria28:

- Highest available accuracy (as measured in Flickr)
- Photos uploaded within GB borders
- Photos uploaded from 1st February 2004 until 15th July 2009
- Disambiguation, classification and uncertainty measurements have also been adapted accordingly to handle the GB data set. For doing the above, the data

28 More on how the pilot study influenced the full data collection and design in chapter 6.
collocation application (section 4.1 and Appendix 4) has been modified to apply restriction on the location of photos (Appendix 5). Therefore, in the first place all photos taken within GB borders were collected during the sampling period. 1,827,400 photos were collected within the GB borders. During the course of the data collection, a bug was noticed within the Flickr API service. This generally relates to cases where the level of the query exceeds ~4,250 photos, resulting in the replication of the output. In this case out of the 3,357,232 photos it has produced 144,042 duplicates, i.e. (%4.2) in world photos and 2,631 repeats out of 1,830,031 (%0.15) for GB photos. All replications were removed from the data prior to further analysis. This is the same problem mentioned in chapter 3 but according to the nature of GB data set this time the bug had a more severe effect. For the collected photos a list of unique posters was produced. Afterwards, in order to gain a better understanding of GB posters’ photo-sharing behavior, in addition to GB photos a complete list of all GB posters’ photos was also collected without any geographic restriction. This was carried out during the entire sampling period. Overall, the data set comprised 3,245,866 photos, out of which 1,827,400 were within GB borders and taken by 19,782 posters. Out of 19,782 posters, 10,323 have their home location available in their profiles. The remaining posters (9,459) have declared their home as null or unknown. Friendship collection was the same as the one conducted for world sample in previous section. 74,840 posters have at least one GB friend. This finalized data set is believed to be an indicative sample, socially and spatially rich enough for presenting the complex spatio-social relation among Flickr posters. Each GB poster has the following attributes:

- Collection of GB photos (ID, poster ID, lat, long)
- Collection of world photos (ID, poster ID, lat, long)
- Collection of GB friends (same as poster)
- Home location

Java applications, developed to send queries to the Flickr database and retrieve the above required information, are attached to the Appendices (A, B, C). In the first place, all photos taken inside GB borders were collected. After that a list of unique posters of those photos was produced. According to those GB posters, a collection of their GB friends was created and saved. In addition to GB photos for each poster, a complete collection of each GB poster’s photos was also gathered. Unlike the friendship network, which is limited to GB posters only, the photo collection for each user was gathered comprehensively. Considering the research questions, for each GB poster, in addition to a collection of his/her GB photos and in order to achieve a broad view of the photo-sharing behavior of posters, a collection was made of all their photos around the world without any restriction on the borders of any specific country. This decision can be supported by the fact that the geographic distribution of world photos for each

---

29 The author here is obliged to inform the reader that one day of the 5 year sampling period has been missed from analysis (date: 19/07/08). On that day there were 3,129 photos uploaded. 23 of the posters uploaded photos in Britain only on that day and therefore, their behaviours are not crucial to the network of this study. They only uploaded photos once. Moreover, 12 of them have no friends in GB collection. Accordingly, although missing that date is not ideal, according to their social level (number of friends) and prolificness (number of photos) no major loss of data would happen to our final results.

30 It is important to bear in mind that the Flickr database is constantly being updated. As a result, photos taken during the sampling period and uploaded afterwards are not included in this data set.
poster, other than their GB photos, has the potential to demonstrate the geographic footprint of the user and brings the possibility of assessing the relation between home location of the users and places in which they take photos and the location where their friends live.

4.3.3 Summary

This chapter reviews the attributes and specifications of two sets of Flickr data collected for this study. The first data set was collected during a pilot study for assessment and evaluation of Flickr data. It contains a random sample of all photos uploaded to Flickr. The second set of data was collected according to more restricted criteria. It contains all photos uploaded to GB borders during the five-year sampling period. The next chapter explains the methods developed and applied to the finalized data. A significant amount of cleaning, mining, filtering and interaction has been done with the aim of bringing out the meaning, patterns and trends in the large examined data set.
5 Classification, Disambiguation and Visualization of Spatio-Social Data
5.1 Introduction

This chapter covers the methods developed and applied for analysis, classification, disambiguation and visualization of the spatio-social Flickr data. The first section explains the initial attempts made to assess the general characteristics of Flickr data through analysis of the Flickr sample world data set (chapter 4, section 4.3.1). The second section explains the amendments applied, according to the findings of the previous assessments, in order to make the final modified methods appropriate for GB data analysis. Moreover, the existing visualization packages have been assessed against the research requirements (section 5.4.1). Accordingly, an appropriate Java based visualization package is selected. The final section explains the step-by-step stages of design decision in the development of a visualization application for study and analysis of the complex spatio-social relations of Flickr users.

5.2 Flickr Sample World Data

As described in the previous chapter (chapter 4: section 4.3.2.1), the sample world data set has the following spatial information:

- Geo-tagged photo collections
- FHLI

The geo-tagged photo collections come with formally defined coordinates, latitude and longitude, and therefore with a straightforward conversion can be mapped onto the screen coordinates (section 5.4.2.1). However, the FHLI, as expected and explained in the context chapter (chapter 2: section 2.5), needs to be disambiguated before analysis and visualization.

Referring to chapter 4 (section 4.2), Flickr does not apply any restriction on how to define home location on profiles. Therefore, FHLI comes in any format with no restriction on size, length, format, accuracy, etc. Consequently, it is inherently imprecise and fuzzy. It varies from fuzzy vernacular geographic terms that people use in their everyday lives, to precise coordinates.

This section gives a brief overview of the existing disambiguation methods. It assesses each solution against the attributes of the FHLI. Finally it justifies the need for a new customized disambiguation application. The application has been designed, developed, implemented, applied and evaluated with the collected FHLI in the following sections of this chapter.

5.2.1 Disambiguation in Literature

FHLI of users varies from detailed information, including house number and coordinates, to geographic terms people use in their every day lives. This information comes in any format without any restriction. It is also acceptable to leave the home location field as blank or enter several locations. Consequently, this kind of data can reflect the natural behavior and spatial mental maps of people and has been named as “fuzzy psycho-geographical” data by Waters and Evans (2003). They argue that the large amount of locational data on the web is defined in people’s natural day-to-day language, and therefore there is a need for a reliable system for capturing and normalizing that “fuzzy vernacular
geographic" information. As discussed and can be expected from Purves et al. (2005), the unstructured web documents are usually a combination of two types of location information:

- Locations with well defined footprints
- Locations that may not map directly onto an ontology or gazetteer.

FHLI collected for this study contains a combination of the two Purves et al. categories. Geo-photo collections can easily be mapped according to their coordinates. However, FHLI comes in different levels of detail, from the informal natural language of people (vernacular geography) to scientific geographical vocabulary (latitude, longitude, postcode). People can leave their home location as blank or name as many locations as they want, or even write a description of a place in which they live. The data set thus contains variable kinds of locational data that make the grounding (localization) and normalization a challenging task (Li et al., 2003). Therefore, the nature of the spatial data set of this study comes with considerable uncertainties and vagueness that requires an appropriate disambiguation method.

The best-known solution for disambiguation of place names in literature is based on the assumption that if a word is repeated more than twice in a document it is highly likely that all occurrences have the same meaning (Gale et al. 1992). In addition to discourse constraints, another suggested method of disambiguation is to assign a default location to the ambiguous name (Montello et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2008). This can be done according to several assumptions:

- Most frequently occurring place (Smith and Mann, 2003)
- Higher population of the alternative places (Rauch et al., 2003)
- Web mining (Li, 2003)
- Referring to the hierarchy associated to the given name in gazetteers (Jones et al., 2008).

The above-mentioned methods, although introduced and applied to ambiguous terms in different situations and concepts, are all limited to at least one of the following:

- Well-edited text document (Amitay et al., 2004), discourse analysis and textual content (Smith, 2002) or semi-automatic extraction from the web (Li et al., 2003)
- Referring to an attribute available in gazetteers: spatial hierarchy (Arampatzis et al., 2006) or population (Rauch et al., 2003)
- Adapting the Prim’s and Kruskal’s algorithms (implemented in an application called InfoXtract by Li et al., 2003) to measure the minimum spanning tree for each location. This performs relatively well for short documents but will fail for large documents (which is the case for FHLI of this study).

Although all the above methods and applications deal with ambiguity and uncertainty in place names, Flickr data has the following attributes that make the existing solutions to be of limited use:

- FHLI comes in different formats. It varies from scientific geographical vocabulary to fuzzy vernacular place names.
• FHLI is not part of a text document or discourse. The geographic locations are the only information that are available, and therefore the text/web mining methods do not sound promising.
• FHLI can come in any levels of precision and accuracy. The information varies from blank, to one specific place, several places, and description of a place to precise coordinates in some cases.
• The locations are not specific to a limited area or country.
• Not all FHLI have an entry in gazetteers and also not all locations in the gazetteers have population registered.
• The size of the data is large; therefore efficiency of the application is essential.

As a result of the above points, it can be concluded that applying the existing disambiguation methods and looking into the existing gazetteers cannot disambiguate the FHLI (vague terms come in VGI). Therefore, the grounding and normalization in that respect require new methods to be developed and new classification decisions to be made.

5.2.2 Classification of the Ambiguous FHLI

Initial attempts to classify the retrieved FHLI revealed six classes of vague terms that require new disambiguation methods to be developed and new precision measurements to be applied (Table 5.1). These classes are ordered according to different types of vague terms occurring in the data set.
### 5.2.3 Precision Classification Model

Initial attempts were made to apply Flickr’s geo-photos classification model to measure and classify the FHLI. As mentioned in section (chapter 4: section 4.2.1), Flickr uses a 16 level accuracy classification:

- World level = 1
- Country ≈ 3
- Region ≈ 6
- City ≈ 11
- Street ≈ 16

The above model is based on the zoom level that the user selects for uploading their geo-photos. Accordingly, photos that are uploaded on highly zoomed maps are considered more accurate than others. Since the zoom level of the map is not applicable to FHLI and considering the fuzzy vernacular geographic terms that are frequently found in FHLI (Table 5.1), the above model was found to be inadequate for classification of the FHLI. Consequently, the Flickr model
has undergone essential changes to include more detailed hierarchical spatial units. Accordingly, fourteen distinct precision levels were identified (Table 5.2)\textsuperscript{31}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precision Level</th>
<th>Spatial Unit</th>
<th>Precision Level</th>
<th>Spatial Unit</th>
<th>Precision Level</th>
<th>Spatial Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Blank</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Region</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>World</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>City</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Postcode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Continent</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Town</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>House No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Borough</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Coordinates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2. Precision classification model for unstructured locational information of Flickr users.

The above model is based on governmental divisions that have sharp geographical boundaries. A particularly important goal of this model was to produce a classification according to standard and flexible administrative structures, so as to enable the comparison between FHLIs. Applying the six cases that appear frequently in Flickr (Table 5.1) made it clear that the governmental divisions are not reliable scales for classification and measuring the precision of FHLI. This conclusion is supported by the following:

- Different internal administrative names for land units in each country (Census designated place and unincorporated communities in US, Parroquia in Spain, Civil parish in UK, Commune in France and Italy, Ward and prefecture in Japan)
- Different internal organizations exclusive to each country. The form and structure in which the land is divided can vary significantly from one country to another. For example provinces in China are very different from Canadian provinces\textsuperscript{32}.
- Inconsistency between size and population and the hierarchy of governmental divisions. Since there is no universally accepted size and population for governmental divisions the assumption of applying hierarchical precision to the governmental divisions is not valid. For example not every city is larger in area and more populated than every town. Ipswich is a larger and more populated town than the city of St. Davids (Both in UK). This argument can be made for any of the two selected divisions in the model.

Therefore, has become clear that the governmental units, although having sharp boundaries, are not consistent and comparable amongst different countries. This shortcoming stems from what Fisher (2007) referred to as “lack of definition and not lack of data”. There is no universally accepted definition for administrative units that can be applied for all units in the world. Therefore, the administrative divisions selected and modeled in Table 5.2 found insufficient scales for measuring the precision of FHLI. Table 5.3 summarizes the identified

\textsuperscript{31} It is worth referring to the section (4.2.1) in chapter 4 on explanation of accuracy and precision terms used in Flickr and in this study. As mentioned the accuracy and precision definitions are applied differently to FHLI in comparison to geo photos.

\textsuperscript{32} (http://www.wisegeek.com, accessed 01/11/09)
inconsistencies in the accuracy classification model based on administrative divisions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Different internal administrative names for land units in each country</td>
<td>Parroquia in Spain, Ward in Japan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different internal organizations (land divisions) exclusive to each country</td>
<td>Province in China and Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistency between size and population and the hierarchy of administrative divisions.</td>
<td>Ipswich (town) larger than St Davids (city).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3. Inconsistencies in spatial units amongst different countries.

Accordingly, in order to minimize the mentioned inconsistencies a suitable uncertainty number (from 1 to 5) is used to reflect the confidence in this classification (Table 5.4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uncertainty Classification</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Less uncertain than the following uncertainties ('London, UK')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Nested spatial units e.g. city and county ('Denver', 'New York')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Different places in one country ('Portland, US', 'Cangas, Spain')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Different places in different countries ('Netherland') or several places for a single user ('Anchorage, Los Angeles, Someday New York, may be Paris').</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Blank or information that cannot be associated with any place in the world ('Outer Space, L?????').</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4. Uncertainty classification for FHLI

5.2.4 Disambiguation Methods

As described in the previous section none of the existing disambiguation methods can successfully disambiguate the FHLI. As a result, a customized disambiguation method is required to disambiguate the FHLI before further analysis. Since the existing gazetteers have avoided the vernacular place names, geo coding the available VGI according to gazetteers would remain a subject of debate and, as predicted by Twaroch et al. (2008), will cause problems and failures. In order to overcome the reference and referential ambiguity (section 2.6) that is present in the majority of FHLIs, a ‘notion of default sense’ (Arampatzis et al. 2006) has been used in this study. Accordingly, attempts were made to assign a best possible default location to each of the examined FHLI. Rauch et al. (2003) introduced a solution that, although it has been applied to place names in one single document, could be adapted for this study as well. They argue that by keeping the history of the vague term in a whole document, the probability that the given place means the given name will improve over time.
\( P \) (Place, name): Probability of the given place means the given name

For example, if a hometown is mentioned as ‘London’, the disambiguation process is as follows: Following the suggestion of Rauch et al. 2003, the probability of London to be London UK is directly related to the number of occurrences of the potential alternatives for London in the document.

Occurrence (placeName): Number of times that the given place name has occurred in the examined document.

Therefore,

\[
P \left( \text{London, London UK} \right) > P \left( \text{London, London Ontario} \right) \]

\[
\text{if } \quad \text{Occurrence (London UK)} > \text{Occurrence (London Ontario)}
\]

In geo coding the vague locations, Purves et al. (2005) suggested two alternative methods:

- Assigning multiple locations to a single reference or
- Assigning a default location

Following the above methods, FHLIs are assigned a default location according to the occurrence frequency of the possible references. In order to be more precise, an uncertainty ranking is also added to the location metadata (adapted from Purves et al. 2005). In order to reflect the confidence in selecting a default value for each FHLI, an uncertainty number is also assigned (Table 5.4).

\( C \) (place, name): The confidence that the given name refers to the given place (adapted from Rauch et al. 2003.

Overall, the process of classifying and disambiguating the FHLI consists of three consecutive steps:

1. Home location retrieval
2. Disambiguation
3. Uncertainty classification

This method is adapted from the process of assigning geographic weight to documents (web pages or digital libraries) which originally has three steps (Smith and Crane 2002):

1. Name identification
2. Categorization and
3. Disambiguation

In the modified version for this study, ‘name identification’ is replaced by location retrieval. This decision is based on the fact that unlike web mining process, the locational information of Flickr users is not part of a document that needs to be separated from other words. All the words are considered as a place name. Therefore, the first step is to retrieve the information from the Flickr database. In the second step, disambiguation replaces the categorization step. This is based on the fact that in text mining, after identifying the names, they need to be categorized as person, place or date, etc., while in Flickr data, it has been assumed that all the home locations are in the place category. Finally, an uncertainty number is used to reflect the confidence in selecting a default location for each of the FHLI. In developing and applying the above method to
the Flickr sample world data, it should be mentioned that the existing disambiguation algorithms do consider the discourse constraints either by probability rules or by following the one sense per discourse analysis. However, FHLI is not in a body of text and is not accompanied by any other information. Therefore, in order to adapt the existing solutions (Jones et al. 2008, Smith and Crane 2002), in the disambiguation process the following two assumptions were made:

- Instead of looking for other accompanied more precise places within the extent of a place name in the document, all retrieved FHLI of the sample world data set is considered as one document (which can be replaced with body of text in the text mining process). According to Li et al. (2003) default values play important roles in disambiguation of vague location terms. Their research found that people refer to ‘Los Angeles’ as the city in California more than the city in the Philippines, Chile, Puerto Rico, or the city in Texas in the USA. Therefore, in the Flickr data set the probability of a place to be chosen as a default value is directly related to the number of GB posters who live in that location. Therefore, the locations that have more GB posters have a higher chance of being selecting as a default location than other alternative places.

- Moreover, additional spatial information has been introduced to replace the role of other accompanied names in the document. In FHLI, geographic distribution of friends and photos for each poster is considered as extra spatial information contributing to the disambiguation process or hypotheses testing.

The above disambiguation method is applied manually to the Flickr sample world data (chapter 4: section 4.3.1) and the results are shown in chapter 6 (section 6.2.6). This experiment has been conducted in order to identify a series of requirements and challenges during the disambiguation and selecting a default location for each FHLI. In other words, manual disambiguation of random samples of FHLI helped in developing an automated method that implements the human knowledge and experience in disambiguating the vague locational terms. The disambiguation method is explained in the next section.

5.3 Disambiguation Methods for Flickr Sample GB Data set

As realized during the analysis of the sample world data set, a disambiguation method is required before analysis and visualization of FHLI. This section describes the disambiguation process developed according to the above disambiguation method and in line with the findings of the above experiment (chapter 6: section 6.2.6). The method developed here is slightly different from that applied to the world data set in the previous section. These changes stem from the shortcomings identified in the previous model (section 5.2.2-3) and the results of analysis provided in chapter 6 (section 6.2.6). Efforts have been made to minimize those drawbacks while successfully disambiguating the FHLI automatically.
5.3.1 Disambiguation Modification

According to the results and findings of the application of the introduced method to the Flickr Sample World Data in the previous section, the following modification was conducted in the classification and disambiguation of the Flickr GB Data. Attempts were made to minimize the shortcomings and weaknesses identified in analysis and disambiguation of the world data set (section 5.2). As a result of the uncertainty measurements (Figure 6.15), it has been identified that uncertainty and ambiguity is higher in national scope. Therefore, in order to get a rich and indicative sample for visualization purposes and to answer the research questions, data were limited to GB borders only. As found in Figure 6.15, two out of 12 precision classes have contained the majority of the locations. The rest of the classes have either none or a few locations. Posters either left their home locations as blank or provided information in city level. In other words, there is only one precision level that encompasses the majority of the spatial information. Therefore, precision measures (Table 5.2) that might lead to several identified inconsistencies (Table 5.3) were excluded from the analysis of the Flickr sample GB Data.

As a result of the above finding the uncertainty assignment (Table 5.4) has also been modified. A new uncertainty measurement based on city level (as a unit of measurement) has been developed and applied.

- Unc2: one place in one country
- Unc3: several places in one country
- Unc4: several places in several countries
- Unc5: unknown

According to the inconsistencies recognized in comparing the administrative units in different countries, Geo-Names standard feature code (spatial hierarchical unit, Appendix 2) has been used for assigning precedence over places with the same name (Table 5.12).

5.3.2 Disambiguation Process for Flickr GB Data

As also described in previous section FHLI contains the natural expression of people from the place they live. The data of this kind is ambiguous and prone to wrong interpretation. It includes vernacular geographical terms that people use in their everyday lives and, conventionally, they are not included in the official gazetteers. As described in section 5.2.1 none of the existing algorithms can complete the disambiguation of FHLI successfully. As the nature of the Flickr GB data is by no means different from the Flickr sample world data that has been collected randomly and examined in the previous section, (chapter 4: section 4.3.1) the existing disambiguation algorithms at the time of this research (summer, 2010) were not applicable and suitable for disambiguation of FHLI (section 5.2).

5.3.2.1 Modified Disambiguation Algorithm

A customized method was required to read FHLI for each poster, disambiguate the string and select a default location for the examined FHLI. Hence efforts were made to develop an appropriate algorithm to find a comprehensive list of place
names around the world. This was achieved by looking into geo-databases. GeoNames\textsuperscript{33} geographical database was found as a suitable source of information that provides list of place names that covers all countries. All the data in GeoNames can be downloaded free of charge. It contains several files ready to download in different categories. It includes place names for each country, city names of all countries with several restrictions on the population (e.g. greater than 5000, etc.), country information and GeoNames specific feature codes (that can be replaced by admin codes of different countries). It also includes information about unhabitable places, i.e. mountains, lakes, forests, etc. After study and assessing the available data files in GeoNames, four files were downloaded from the server:

- **AllCountries**: All Countries contains information about all countries combined in one file. This file includes names of all places around the world. The additional metadata about places follows the main GeoNames table format (appendix 1). The original file also includes information about unhabitable places (i.e. sea, hills, lakes and forest). In order to improve the efficiency of the algorithm and reduce the size of the file, the unhabitable places were removed from the AllCountries file. The remaining information includes only the habitable places and is called PopulatedPlace file in this study.

- **CountriesInfo**: CountriesInfo contains countries’ names plus additional information, i.e. bounding box, language, ISO code, FIPS code, and capital.

- **Admin1Codes**: Admin1Codes file contains first administrative order in each country. In other words it is the repeat of the entries in the populated places file that have their feature code as ADM1. This information is provided with country code.

- **AlternateNames**: AlternateNames is a list of alternative names for each populated place listed in the AllCountries file. The field ‘alternatenames’ in (Appendix 1) is a short version of this file. In order to minimize the risk of missing a place that has been referred to with its alternative names in FHLI, the complete version of the AlternateNames file was also downloaded and used in the disambiguation process. This file will be used for dealing with FHLI cases with ‘referent ambiguity’ (chapter 2: section 2.5, Jones et al. 2008).

The above files were used in finding alternative locations found around the world for the given place names. All the GeoNames data files are formatted to include the fields and attributes described in the ‘Standard GeoNames Table’ (Appendix 1). They were used for finding potential candidate places for each location name and also find alternate names for each location. The following section explains in detail the steps followed in order to develop a disambiguation algorithm for Flickr sample GB data.

\textsuperscript{33} http://geonames.org
5.3.2.2 FHLI Disambiguation Algorithm

Finally a comprehensive list of all place names in the world was downloaded from GeoNames’ geographic database [http://www.geonames.org/][34]. As explained in the previous section the file has undergone essential changes to be formatted, filtered and saved in an appropriate, ready to use, format. Each FHLI was then separated according to delimiters within the text. In doing that a Java application was developed for cleaning the FHLI text file. It reads each string and replaces all symbols and delimiters with commas, then separates the string according to the commas. For each separated text, all places with the same name in the database are saved. Each saved location also is assigned one of the following types (according to the files downloaded from Geo-Names):

- Country
- Admin1
- PopulatedPlace (PPL)

In the second step the algorithm searches for nested locations amongst the alternate locations found in the previous step. The following explains the necessary and sufficient condition for a populated place to be nested in admin1:

A populated place is nested in Admin1 if: PPL/Admin1Code = Admin1 Code

The above line should read as ‘code of the admin1 of the examined populated place equals to this admin 1 code’.

Following the same strategy necessary and sufficient condition for an admin1 to be nested in a country is as under:

An Admin1 is nested in a country if: Admin1/CountryCode = Country Code

Likewise the above line says as ‘ country code of the examined admin1 equals to this country code’.

For each occurrence of nested locations, the remaining alternatives will be excluded from further analysis. Two examples of the FHLI and how they have been disambiguated according to this algorithm can be found in Appendix 3. Depending on the combination of the location types, the FHLI is classified into seven different categories (Tables 5.5-11). An appropriate uncertainty number is also assigned to reflect the confidence in selecting a default location (Table 5.12).

[34] http://download.geonames.org/export/dump/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PPL, Admin1, Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Unc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nested</td>
<td>One country</td>
<td>PPL nested in Admin1 and Admin1 nested in Country</td>
<td>Most nested PPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two or more countries</td>
<td>PPL and Admin1 are nested but not in mentioned country</td>
<td>Most nested PPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not nested</td>
<td>One country</td>
<td>If more than one PPL is found, the one with higher number of occurrences in the data set</td>
<td>Most occurred PPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two or more countries</td>
<td>PPL and Admin1 are not nested inside the mentioned countries</td>
<td>Most occurred PPL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5.5.* FHLI contains three different types of location (populated place, admin1, country)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PPL, Admin1</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Unc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nested</td>
<td>One country</td>
<td>One occurrence</td>
<td>Most nested PPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two or more countries</td>
<td>More occurrences in more than one country</td>
<td>Most occurred PPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not nested</td>
<td>One country</td>
<td>PPL not inside the mentioned Admin1, both in one country</td>
<td>Most occurred PPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two or more countries</td>
<td>PPL and Admin1 have occurrences in several countries</td>
<td>Most occurred PPL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5.6.* FHLI contains two types of location (populated place, admin1). No country is mention
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PPL, Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Unc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nested</td>
<td>One country</td>
<td>One occurrence in mentioned country</td>
<td>Mentioned PPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two or more countries</td>
<td>More than one occurrence in the mentioned country</td>
<td>Most occurred PPL in the data set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not nested</td>
<td>Two or more countries</td>
<td>Ignore other places with same name as the mentioned PPL in other countries</td>
<td>Most occurred location in the data set in the mentioned country</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7. FHLI contains two types of location (populated place, country). No admin1 is mentioned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Admin1, Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Unc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nested</td>
<td>One country</td>
<td>Admin1 is nested in the mentioned country</td>
<td>Mentioned admin1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two or more countries</td>
<td>Admin1 has alternative places in other countries, excluded</td>
<td>Admin1 in the mentioned country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Nested</td>
<td>Two or more countries</td>
<td>Admin1 has several occurrences in several countries, not the one mentioned</td>
<td>Most occurred admin1 in the data set</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.8. FHLI contains two types of location (admin1, country). No populated place is mentioned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PPL(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Unc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nested</td>
<td>One country</td>
<td>One PPL with one occurrence in one country</td>
<td>Mentioned PPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Several PPLs all nested within one country</td>
<td>The PPL that encompasses the others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not nested</td>
<td>One country</td>
<td>Several PPLs all in one country</td>
<td>Most occurring PPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two or more countries</td>
<td>Several PPLs in different countries</td>
<td>Most occurred PPL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.9. FHLI contains one type of location (populated place) only.
Table 5.10. FHLI contains one type of location (admin1) only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Admin1(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Unc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One country</td>
<td>One location in one country</td>
<td>Mentioned admin1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Several locations in one country</td>
<td>Most occurred admin1 in data set</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or more countries</td>
<td>Several admin1s in several countries</td>
<td>Most occurred admin1 in data set</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.11. FHLI contains one type of location (country).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Unc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One country</td>
<td>One country is mentioned</td>
<td>Mentioned country</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or more countries</td>
<td>Two or more countries are mentioned</td>
<td>Most occurred countries in data set</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In cases where there is insufficient information for identification of the nested locations, an alternative with the highest GeoNames hierarchy code is selected (Appendix 2). Examples of this are highlighted in Table 5.12.

Table 5.12. Examples of GeoNames hierarchy precedence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FHLI Example</th>
<th>Alternatives</th>
<th>GeoNames Code</th>
<th>Default location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘London’</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>PPLC</td>
<td>London in UK with Code PPLC (Capital of a country)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17 places in US</td>
<td>PPL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>PPL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>PPL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Italy’</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Italy with Country code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>China</td>
<td>PPL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘IN’</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>India with Country code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Admin1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An uncertainty number is assigned to each FHLI. The uncertainty is quantified according to the number of candidate cities for each FHLI. It also reflects the confidence in selecting a default location as a representative of the examined FHLI. As briefly mentioned in (section 5.3.2) the uncertainty here has undergone some changes in response to the findings in chapter 6 (section
Subsequently, the uncertainty numbers are based on candidate cities that can be associated to the FHLI. According to the analysis of classification and uncertainty measurements (chapter 6: section 6.2.6 and 6.5.5) ‘City’ has been used as a unit of measurement. Examples of the FHLI and their uncertainties are summarized in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FH LI Examples</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One city</td>
<td>Islington, London, UK</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Several cities within same country</td>
<td>London, Brighton, UK</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Several cities in several countries</td>
<td>Tehran, London, UK</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Damned Village, Sunny Place</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.13. Uncertainty numbers reflect confidence in assigning default location for each FHLI.

A Flickr GB poster with a hypothetical name of ‘Helen’ with FHLI as ‘Sydney, New South Wales, Australia’ can be used as an example to demonstrate how the developed algorithm works. Since ‘Helen’ has her home location available in her profile she is categorized as have-home posters (section 4.2.2). Her FHLI is being disambiguated according to the developed disambiguation algorithm in this section. Her FHLI is in the category of feature code combinations demonstrated in table (5.5). ‘Sydney’ is PPL (populated place feature code) nested in New South Wales (Admin1) that is nested in Australia (Country). Accordingly, the first combination of nested locations in one country is best matched with Helen’s FHLI. Referring to the table (5.5) the algorithm assigns the most nested PPL as a default location for the examined FHLI. In that case the disambiguated home location is ‘Sydney’ with uncertainty 2 (one place within one country, section 5.3.1).

5.3.2.3 Evaluation of the Disambiguation Algorithm

The artificial intelligence still has a long way to go in order to automate the process of understanding the natural language of humans (Erik Rauch, 2003). Human beings have a powerful ability to react in vague and ambiguous situations by applying the fuzzy rules combined with real world experience and knowledge in the right time and place (Fisher, 2007; Rauch, 2003). In developing the disambiguation algorithm in this study attempts were made to create an automated application by implementing the steps that the author followed to disambiguate the Flickr sample world data manually (sections 5.2.2-3). The implemented algorithm tries to imitate the power of the human mind in decision-making according to common sense and real world knowledge. As mentioned in section (5.2.1) specifically, and discussed in general in (section 2.5), predetermining a default location for each ambiguous place name has been done in regards to different metadata:

- The most commonly occurring place (Smith and Mann, 2003)
- Population of the place name (Rauch et al. 2003)
- Semi-automatic extraction from the web (Li et al. 2003)

The disambiguation algorithm in this study is unique in that it does not predetermine a default location for each ambiguous place name. It deals with
For each FHLI, it disambiguates the phrase according to the combination of the spatial information provided (Tables 5.6-11). According to the combination types of the provided spatial information, number of potential candidates and the hierarchy depth of the Geo-Names’ feature codes, it assigns the best possible location as an indicative of the studied FHLI. In addition to that it also assigns an uncertainty number (Table 5.13) to the final disambiguated location depending on the levels of uncertainty involved (number of potential candidates and combination types). The developed disambiguation algorithm has been applied to the Flickr sample GB data. Its performance was assessed against vague classes indentified in FHLI (Table 5.1). The results are summarized in Table 5.14.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vague classes</th>
<th>Successfully Disambiguated</th>
<th>Vague Classes</th>
<th>Successfully Disambiguated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does not exist</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Abbreviations</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Alternatives</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Misspelling</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Entities</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Descriptive</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.14. Assessment result of the disambiguated algorithm against the 6 classes of vague terms in Flickr (Table 5.1).

The three classes of vague terms that failed to be disambiguated successfully by the developed algorithm are highlighted in Table 5.15.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vague Classes</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>GeoNames</th>
<th>Disambiguated Successfully</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviations</td>
<td>Formal</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misspelling</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typo</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentional typo</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other languages</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.15. Vague classes of FHLI that were not disambiguated successfully with the disambiguation algorithm. The third column indicates if the GeoNames database contains occurrences of the mentioned types.
All occurrences of the above classes in FHLI were disambiguated manually. These only equate to 4.3% of the FHLI that are categorized in the above three classes in Table 5.15. The cases that the developed algorithm failed to disambiguate successfully are described in detail in the next section.

### 5.3.2.4 Failure Cases and Recommendations

To the best of the author’s knowledge the disambiguation application developed and applied in this study is the first disambiguation process that successfully deals with the ambiguous, vernacular geographic terms in an unedited and un-formatted text with no single context. Moreover, its performance is not restricted to place names of a specific city or country. The following table summarizes the cases in which the algorithm fails to detect the expected default location.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure Case</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>‘When not travelling London’, ‘Dirt dirty Leeds,’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Spatial</td>
<td>‘Travelling widely’, ‘Where the stars come out at nights,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misspelling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typo</td>
<td>‘United Lingdon’, ‘Dubilin’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasis</td>
<td>‘Brizzzzle’, ‘En ger land’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slang</td>
<td>‘Bortsm’y’, ‘U of A’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Delimiters35</td>
<td>‘Brighton East Sussex UK’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers</td>
<td>‘31’, ‘514414’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Codes</td>
<td>‘SE5’, ‘9011’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.16. Failure cases of the disambiguation application.

The following three failure cases can be improved by modifying the disambiguation algorithm:

- **Description with spatial information (e.g. ‘When not travelling, London’)***
  Splitting the FHLI can be done with two different separators (other than the delimiters only). It can also be split by space. The rest of the algorithm can remain the same and should be run once for each separator. By doing this, at the end of the process there will be two default locations according to the results of each separator. If the resultant locations are not the same then the one with less uncertainty is selected. This solution, although it can improve the performance of the application, reduces the efficiency of the code and doubles the processing time for dealing with cases that might occupy less than 5% of the locations.

- **No delimiters (e.g. ‘Brighton East Sussex UK’)**
  As per the solution recommended above, here again each phrase can be split with a space (in addition to delimiters) and then it follows the same steps of the developed algorithm. This also puts extra burden on the processing procedure, especially in cases where there is no location

---

35 Since the developed algorithm replaces any delimiters with commas, those FHLI that do not use any symbol for separating locations names have failed to disambiguat successfully.
information in the phrase (e.g. ‘All around the world’, ‘Travelling every where’).

- **Misspelling and Emphasis (e.g. ‘Dubliln’)**
  Making a less strict comparison for finding places with the same name can disambiguate this case relatively well. The potential candidate for a name can be found by finding the best match in the database and not necessarily an exact match. However, it increases the potential places that can have relatively the same name, therefore making the process of selecting a final default location more complicated than the existing algorithm.

The following cases (table 5.16) might be improved to some extent by using some other geo databases\(^{36}\) in addition to Geo-Names' files:

- Latin/local spellings
- Slang
- Numbers
- Titles
- Postcodes

Connecting to more than one database for place names and searching for potential places with the same name in several files will reduce the efficiency of the application. Therefore, this should be applied only in cases where ambiguous places occupy a high percentage of the data, which is not the case for the GB data of this study.

### 5.3.2.5 Justification

Referring back to the tables (5.5-13) indicates the logic and rules that applied in the disambiguation algorithm. Here briefly, reviews the algorithm and justifies the decisions made.

Overall, according to the possible combination of the three location types a decision is made to assign a disambiguated location to the examined FHLI. In general, the most nested locations (based on Geo Names’ hierarchy) or the most occurred locations in the data set have been given higher probability of being classified as disambiguated home location. The justification for this decision comes from a simple fact. The most nested location in FHLI is the most precise place that can be associated to home location of a person. For those of places that there is not sufficient information to identify a nested location among several alternatives, the most occurred place in the data set is selected (for example several places within the same country). This is also based on the assumption that the most occurred locations come from higher Geo Names’ hierarchy (Table 5.12). This seems to accord with the assumption that most occurred locations within the data set are those with higher population. In FHLIs where there are several place names in different countries, the one that comes with its hierarchy is selected for default location. For example, FHLI as ‘Jerusalem, London, UK’ is disambiguated to

London is the capital of the UK. An uncertainty number is used to reflect the uncertainty in making this assignment. This rule also can be explained by the assumption that the location that comes with its next feature code (London, UK) is given precedence over other place names in the same FHLI that have insufficient information for the identification of their locations. The disambiguation algorithm and its performance have been assessed against its ability to disambiguate the FHLI of GB data set (described and collected in section 4.3.2). In the first step, the algorithm failure cases were compared to the identified classification of vague terms in Flickr (Table 5.1). The results are summarized in Tables (5.14-15). Referring back to the data indicates that only 4.6% of the FHLI of GB posters come from classes of vague terms that the algorithm failed to disambiguate successfully. In addition to that, as demonstrated in Figure (6.33) the majority of the FHLI are either blank or within uncertainty 2. The blank category is exempt from disambiguation and those places that have been disambiguated with uncertainty 2 are the most successfully disambiguated ones. Studying the precision classification (Figure 6.15) together with uncertainty categories (Figure 6.33) implies that the FHLIs at city level occupy the majority of the disambiguated FHLI with Uncertainty 2. The remaining FHLI (14%) have been disambiguated with uncertainty 3 or 4. Theses are FHLIs that can be associated to several places in one (UNC3) or several countries (UNC4). 4.6% of this category are FHLIs that have been failed to be disambiguated successfully. Overall, considering the percentage of the FHLI that come in the combination types that fail to be disambiguated successfully in line with the uncertainty categories (Figure 6.33) indicates that only 14% of the data are assigned with higher uncertainty (UNC2-3). Considering the percentage of the data that this category occupies in the whole data set one can conclude that the developed algorithm can successfully disambiguate the FHLI of GB posters within reasonable level of certainty.

However, the method applied here can be criticized on the basis that the author is the only user who evaluated the disambiguated FHLIs. As a result here comes the subject of ‘reliability of agreements’. ‘Cohen Kappa’ and ‘Fleiss Kappa’ have been introduced in literature as statistical measures for assessing the agreement among group of participants who assign ranks to or classify items (Sim and Wright, 2005; Gwet, 2010). Fleiss Kappa is recommended here to enable the experiment to include several participants (probably 3-4). An indicative sample of FHLIs in regards to classes of vague terms (Table 5.1) and combination of feature codes (Tables 5.5-11) can be given to the algorithm for disambiguation. The output is a test data that can be assessed by several participants (including the author). The results of this test will show the degree to which the amount of agreements noticed would exceed what would be expected if all participants were to do their ratings completely randomly. This result can be useful in evaluation and studying the effects of assessing the disambiguated locations by the author only.

37 Cohen Kappa is designed to assess the agreements between two participants only.
5.4 Visualization

This section describes the methods that have been set out for achieving the visualization of the formatted and disambiguated data. The whole process is broken down into the following two major tasks:

- Identify appropriate visualization package
- Visualization methods and design decisions

5.4.1 Visualization Packages

Since this research aims to study the spatio-social relations in a spatially structured social group, it involves the consideration of the social network analysis from the perspective of visualization and geography (chapter 2: sections 2.3 and 2.4). Therefore, potential kinds of available packages suitable for this study were limited to the following, with capabilities of visualization of spatial social network data:

- Social network analysis packages
- General visualization packages

Alternative sites from each of the above categories were selected as representative subsets of the options available. Attempts have been devoted to make the number of alternatives selected from each category to be proportional to the total amount of available options. Consequently, three social network packages (Pajek, Ucinet, Many Eyes), and three general-purpose visualization toolkits (prefuse, processing, and improvise), were selected for further study and analysis.

Assessment criteria are selected precisely based on the research requirements and are essential for the suitability of the toolkits. All the findings and conclusions are based on demos, tutorials, existing applications and manuals available for each package. Where necessary the developers were contacted to ensure the validity of the assessments. The findings also benefited from the comments, discussions and feedbacks received from students, researchers and those who are also involved in using the packages.

5.4.1.1 Assessment Criteria

The following eight criteria are developed that sound necessary according to research requirements. Each criterion is assessed qualitatively and rated in Table 5.17 according to the guide summarised in table 5.18.

- **Criterion 1(C1) Visualizing Relational Data**: Since social networks are built up with relational data it is essential for the package to support visualization of that kind of data (e.g. adjacency matrix).
- **Criterion 2(C2) Visualizing Spatial Data**: This criterion assesses the ability of the package to visualise geographical data, e.g. (lat, lon). Since this study will work with VGI, assigning location to nodes in the networks is one of the fundamental tasks that need to be conducted successfully.
- **Criterion 3 (C3) Calculate Social Network Properties**: This criterion examines the capability of the package in measuring social properties of
the networks. This might be useful in study and analysis of the spatio-social data in later steps of this research.

- **Criterion 4 (C4) Calculate Statistical Properties of Data**: This criterion tests the ability of the package to calculate and conduct some statistical analysis, e.g. standard deviation. This feature sounds useful for testing possible hypotheses and comparing results in different networks.

- **Criterion 5 (C5) Visualizing Large Networks**: This criterion examines the maximum number of nodes that the software can process. This feature is necessary since this study will involve visualizing large spatio-social data sets.

- **Criterion 6 (C6) Interactivity**: This criterion is defined as the ability of the network to develop interactive visualization in order to enable exploratory analysis of VGI.

- **Criterion 7 (C7) Flexibility**: This criterion is set to test the ability of the package to provide the developer with flexibility in design. Since large spatio-social data sets will be the focus of this study, possible future design decisions and possibilities are heavily reliant upon the flexibility of the application.

- **Criterion 8 (C8) Learning Support**: The last but not the least feature that will be considered for the package selection is the availability of learning support (e.g. books, tutorials, user manuals or API).

### 5.4.1.2 Alternatives Assessed

1. **Many Eyes**
   
   **Authors:** Wattenberg, Viégas, Ham, Kriss, McKeon, IBM’s Visual Communication Lab
   
   **Project Webpage:** [http://services.alphaworks.ibm.com/manyeyes/home](http://services.alphaworks.ibm.com/manyeyes/home)
   
   **Evaluated Version:** 2004
   
   **Requirements:** Internet explorer
   
   **Overview:** Democratize Visualization, Makes Visualization Technologies Accessible to Everyone.

   According to the developers the aim of Many Eyes is to standardize visualization, enabling anyone on the Internet to create strong interactive visualizations and start communicating about their own visualizations with others. Accordingly, it has also been referred to as a social visualization package. The developers believe that sharing and discussing visualizations could investigate unexpected and hidden patterns. They provide users with a new kind of data analysis, which is achieved through sharing and discussing visual patterns with others. In other words the package develops a data analysis method in social settings. Many Eyes is an online social environment where anyone can share their visualizations with others. The site contains more than 6,000 visualization samples (May 2008) each with a separate discussion forum. Therefore members can discuss share and exchange ideas in order to gain common insight about the existing patterns.

---

38 Social visualization package is a visualization toolkit that enables a new social kind of data analysis. A discussion forum is assigned to each visualization created by the package. The aim is to understand and examine data sets through online interactions and discussions. [http://manyeyes.alphaworks.ibm.com/manyeyes/](http://manyeyes.alphaworks.ibm.com/manyeyes/)
C1: The software supports visualization of relational data by drawing graphs. It shows the relationships among data points by either scatter plot or network diagram. It can read only one type of data. Many Eyes data sets should only be transferred to table format. The first row in the table should be headers describing columns and the rest should be filled with values separated by tabs.

C2: Although it supports network and graph drawing it does not have the functionality to locate the nodes exactly on the spot according to X, Y coordinates intended by users. Therefore, it is unable to visualize spatial data. But in a high level fashion it is possible to overlay data values on geographic regions. It only supports a limited number of countries according to their regions or territories. Although it can fill regions with different colors or different sized bubbles, there is no chance to depict the connectivity among entities in the same or different regions.

C3 and C4: The software does not possess any functions or routines for social measures or statistical analysis. Therefore, it will not be appropriate in future analysis and hypotheses testing of the study.

C5: It is very time consuming to develop Many Eyes applications with data sets embracing more than a thousand vertices. The optimized layout could not work efficiently in networks with a high density. In addition the software could not process data sets bigger than 5 megabytes.

C6: The package provides some fixed options for the user to choose from. Therefore, users can see the same data set in different views with basic changes, e.g. shape or colour of nodes. The developed applications have a limited number of interactive options:

- Zoom and pan in Networks and Graphs
- Search options in Word Tree and Tag Cloud and
- Colour or bubble in geographic maps

All these options are automatically allocated to applications according to their categories and users are not in the position to delete or edit them. Accordingly, the developer is very much limited to these options and it is not possible to add new features to the viewing options.

C7: The extendibility and flexibility of the developed applications rely on the future development of the package. All Many Eyes visualizations come from limited views with single formatted data sets. In other words it is to a great extent inflexible and incapable of accepting changes. Therefore the fixed applications are vulnerable against future possible extensions and necessary changes of the research. It requires the user to upload the data set and it does the visualization job itself without giving the developer any chance to change any feature of the representation.

C8: The package is easy to use and there is an extensive tutorial which helps beginners to do the visualizations.

2. Prefuse

Author: Heer, UC Berkeley
Project Webpage: http://prefuse.org
Evaluated Version: beta, July 15, 2006
Requirements: Java 1.4
Overview: Data Modeling, Visualization and Interaction, Animation and Rendering Support

**Prefuse** is a user interface program for creating interactive information visualization applications. It is a flexible visualization toolkit for developing customized data visualization applications using Java programming language. It is specifically designed for development of sophisticated, highly interactive and flexible information visualization. The package provides a large number of different classes each with a few functionalities. Those separate classes are joined together with object-oriented techniques. Consequently developers can customize Java codes to implement their needed functionality.

C1: Apparently **Prefuse** API documentation contains classes and methods for visualization of graphs and networks (e.g. Graph, GraphDistanceFilter, GraphicsLib, GraphLib, GraphListener and GraphMLReader). Accordingly, the package supports network and graph drawing and is capable of handling relational data.

C2: **Prefuse** provides classes and methods to assign and retrieve location from nodes on the page (e.g. AxisLayout, AxisLableLayout). It also contains a specified layout algorithm that allows developers to define how to draw the networks. **Zone manager**[^39], an example application developed by **Prefuse**, proves the ability of the package to demonstrate the spatial information.

C3: As a visualization toolkit with no emphasis on visualizing relational data, there are no classes for calculating social measures.

C4: Statistical analysis methods are not included in the software library. But since it is a Java programming language statistical routines developed in standard Java API[^40] can be used in the package.

C5: According to the software manual it supports visualization of data sets even if too large to fit in the memory.

C6: As a Java based visualization toolkit the user can take the advantage of Java programming functionalities in order to develop applications with a high level of interactivity.

C7: Since each feature and function of the visualization has been developed by Java codes with **Prefuse** API and Java standard API, the applications can be changed and extended according to future requirements of the research. **Prefuse** creates visualizations with high flexibility and extendibility.

C8: Although the user manual of the package is incomplete, it has a discussion forum for user support.

### 3. Improvise

**Author:** Weaver, Penn State University  
**Project Webpage:**  
[http://www.personal.psu.edu/faculty/c/e/cew15/improvise/introduction.html](http://www.personal.psu.edu/faculty/c/e/cew15/improvise/introduction.html)  
**Evaluated Version:** Version 2  
**Requirements:** Java 2 (1.4.2).

**Overview:** Highly Coordinated, Multi View and Open Ended Visualization

[^39]: [http://goosebumps4all.net/profusians/wiki/Zonemanager](http://goosebumps4all.net/profusians/wiki/Zonemanager)  
[^40]: [http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/docs/api/](http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/docs/api/)
Improvise is about modeling, creating and analyzing multiple data sets in highly interactive environments. Improvise visualizations contain an interactive combination of data, views and coordinates. The main goal of the software is to improve coordination flexibility both in simple and complex data exploration and analysis. The package is capable of visualizing different number of related data sets in different linked views all contained in a single visualization.

The main difference of Improvise to the other examined packages is that it produces dynamically linked and coordinated views in a single visualization. Users can build and browse relational data by pre-defined coordination. Therefore, a subset of a large database or a group of related data sets can be visualized in different views. As a result of this architecture comparison between different sets of data would be possible without switching between different views.

According to the developer Improvise is a research grade software without any specific direction to fit into a particular purpose. Although some papers have been written on the software architecture it still lacks a manual, tutorial or even a brief description of how to use the software. As such, the assessment of the following criteria is merely based on the examples of the software application available on the package webpage.

C1: The software supports basic elements of graph drawing based on imported relational data. But the developed networks lack some of the essential functionalities e.g. different sizes for nodes, assigning weight to edges and applying a layout algorithm, such as force directed algorithm, etc.

C2: The software lacks any functions to attribute \((X, Y, Z)\) coordinates to nodes. It is possible to assign data to specific areas on the map but connectivity between nodes could not be depicted on the geographical maps through the existing views.

C3 and C4: The software does not have any functions to measure social attributes of networks. Since it provides multi view visualization of data in different level of details it encourages comparison and the developing of possible hypotheses. However, it lacks statistical routines for testing possible developed hypotheses.

C5: While the software is capable of visualization of large amounts of data simultaneously, no emphasis has been put on the maximum number of the nodes that the software can handle in a single graph. This might be due to the fact that Improvise is not specifically designed for network and graph visualization.

C6: In terms of interactivity the software is mainly focused on interactive building and browsing the highly coordinated visualizations. Users normally start from a view and they are in the position to see the effects of the changes they made in multiple linked coordinated views.

C7: As an undocumented package with the codes available under GPL (General Public License), assessing the flexibility and extendibility of the Improvise applications sounds to be a demanding and unfeasible task. As can be inferred from the existing examples, the package requires some developing codes, while providing ready visualization views.

C8: There is no established learning support for Improvise users.
4. Processing

Authors: Fry and Reas, 2001, ACG (Aesthetic and Computation Group)
Project Webpage: http://processing.org
Evaluated Version: Processing 1.0 (Beta)
Requirements: Java 1.4 and earlier (Included in the package)

Processing is a programming language and environment built for the electronic arts and visual design communities, e.g. artists and designers. It is an open source software package mainly focused on graphical issues of drawing a variety of shapes, images and animation. The Processing environment is written in Java. It provides users with a graphics library and a special programming approach that simplifies most of the advanced concepts of object-oriented programming. Overall it is a simple programming language environment while still providing sophisticated graphical functionality and a reasonable amount of flexibility for advanced users.

C1: There is a “social network library” in the core library of the package, contributed to the software by Todd Holloway\textsuperscript{41}. It includes network library element stressing methods for drawing and exploring networks based on the relational data provided.

C2: Coordinate class in the extended library of the package enables the user to locate the points to specific location. Therefore, the package is capable of visualizing spatial data.

C3: While it does not include any method and function for calculating social measures it possesses a “PajekReader” class which accepts I/O files in Pajek network format. Therefore, Pajek could conduct all the social measure calculations. This brings the opportunity to take the advantage of both programs.

C4: The package doses not have any function and method for calculating statistical analysis in its library, But as a Java based programming visualization toolkit, it has the advantage of applying the statistical classes and methods available in Java standard API.

C5: While there are some concerns regarding the time efficiency and visualization options as the number of nodes increases, the package does not include any limitation on the amount of data that it could process.

C6: Since it is mainly designed for artistic image programming and animation, most of the applications are highly interactive.

C7: As for the flexibility and future extendibility of the developed applications, Processing takes the advantage of Java programming and Java API which simplifies the complicated concept of object-oriented programming. Therefore, users are provided with ready and pre-written classes and methods in the software API documentation, and also in comprehensive Java API specification

\textsuperscript{41} PhD Student, Computer Science Department, Indiana University. Available at http://ella.slis.indiana.edu/~tohollow/SocialNetworksLibrary/ Accessed January 2009.
available on the web. Therefore Processing applications are flexible in terms of necessary future changes in the research requirements.

C8: The package is supported by discussion forum, tutorials, code examples and number of books elaborating on how to use the package, from basic applications to advanced visualization.

5. Pajek

Authors: Batagelj, Mrvar, University of Ljubljana.

Project Webpage: http://vlado.fmf.uniij.si/pub/networks/pajek/

Evaluated Version: Pajek 1.21

Requirements: Windows 2000/XP or Linux

Overview: Visualization of Large Social Networks

Pajek (spider in Slovenian language) is a program for visualization, exploration and analysis of large networks (more than one million nodes). The main goal of the software is to develop specifically designed programs to handle very large data sets. In doing so the software provides users with powerful visualization tools. Pajek has been under development since 1996. It is a menu driven program. The algorithms used in the package are specifically designed to handle large data sets. Pajek’s visualizations are based on six data structures: networks, partitions, permutations, clusters, hierarchies and vectors. It provides manipulation options for all the above-mentioned data structures.

C1: Pajek is specially designed for network analysis; therefore the relational data is the only acceptable data format for visualization.

C2: The package itself is not capable of visualizing spatial data. Recently a new feature called “ESRI GIS/Pajek Interface” has been proposed to be added to Pajek by Douglas White. It combines Pajek SVG networks with bitmap background pictures in GIS. Therefore, nodes could be laid on the page according to their assigned X, Y coordinates in a new interactive user interface. It is an ongoing project and, as yet, is by no means complete (May 2008).

C3: The package includes a comprehensive menu for calculating different social network attributes (e.g. centrality, betweenness, geodesic path, etc.) straightforwardly.

C4: Although Pajek itself only supports a few simple statistical routines (i.e. Median and Standard deviation) the statistical package R could also be used within Pajek data structures.

C5: The package is capable of processing more than one million nodes, as stated earlier.

C6: The software does not support creation of highly interactive visualizations.

C7: Since it is a high level menu driven program the future extendibility of the developed applications is limited to the development of the whole package.

C8. The Pajek developers have a book that includes comprehensive tutorials and discussions regarding the software functionalities.
6. Ucinet
Authors: Borgatti, Everett and Freeman
Project Webpage: http://www.analytictech.com/ucinet/ucinet.htm
Requirements: Windows 95/98/NT/2000/XP
Overview: Analysis of Social Network Data

Ucinet is an extensive program for the analysis of relational data in a social context. It includes a number of network analytic routines for exploration of proximity data. It contains comprehensive explanatory network analysis procedures including social measures and statistical routines. Integrated with Ucinet is another program called NetDraw that provides visualization. It also has export options to Mage and Pajek programs which could also provide the visualization. Applying one of the above mentioned programs enhances the software capabilities to handle multiple relations at the same time, e.g. selecting subsets, merging data sets, assigning colours, shapes and sizes according to attributes of the nodes, etc.

C1: Although it is specially designed for network analysis it does not include any methods for visualizing relational data in graph format. It uses an external program (NetDraw) to visualize the relational data.

C2: Since the main goal of the program is to provide users with comprehensive network analytic routines, the software is not powerful in graphical depictions of data. Therefore, the ability of the package to visualise spatial data is apparently limited to the packages that could be selected for the visualization part of the network analysis. Normally NetDraw is used to draw the networks’ diagrams. It can locate nodes on the page in accordance with the specified X, Y coordinates. Longitude and latitude attributes can be saved in the nodes’ attributes files. And thereafter nodes could be laid out on the page according to their geographic coordinates.

C3: Ucinet provides comprehensive network analytic routines. Therefore, social measures of the networks could be calculated in a straightforward process. Detecting cliques, clans, components, cores, centrality analysis, structural holes, betweenness, geodesic path, etc. are automatically calculated and could be accessed through a log file.

C4: Various statistical routines for one or more variables are available in the package, such as p1 model, autocorrelation methods, QAP (Quadratic Assignment Procedure) correlations and permutation tests and the like. In addition, the package has strong matrix analysis routines, such as matrix algebra.

C5: Ucinet can handle maximum of 32,767 nodes in a graph, although some of the procedures get too slow for networks with more than 5,000 nodes. Considering the fact that this study will involve the visualization of large VGI, this limitation stands out significantly.

C6: Ucinet is not designed for developing interactive visualization applications.

C7: Since it is a menu driven program the extendibility of the application is limited to the functionality of the package. The user cannot extend the existing applications beyond the available options in the package menu. It is a high level
package with emphasis on providing users with a straightforward process of statistical analysis of network data.

C8: The package has a comprehensive user manual but it lacks online support.

### 5.4.1.3 Conclusion

As can be inferred from the evaluation conducted above and Table 5.18, two low level programming languages, Prefuse and Processing, are ranked positively for most of the examined attributes. The only minor difference is that Prefuse does not measure the social properties and is not capable of accepting files from a social network package, while Processing can do this successfully. According to the results found by this report and also the existing demos and available applications, Processing could be ranked first and Prefuse second for meeting the research requirements. The two social network analysis packages, Ucinet and Pajek, stand nearly at the same level. Pajek scores are slightly more promising than Ucinet. Consequently they could be ranked as third and fourth suitable packages respectively.

Improvise, with positive scores just for relational and spatial data set and interactivity features, is ranked fifth. And finally the least applicable toolkit to satisfy the research requirements is Many Eyes. It can hardly meet two of the essential required features.

The above assessments left the researcher with two options:

- Prefuse
- Processing

In order to justify the decision it should be mentioned that a productive, easy to use package that is prone to failure in satisfying the future unexpected requirements of this study is considered as inappropriate. Therefore, the decision is made to assess the productivity (user friendliness) against interactivity and flexibility. Consequently in the following evaluation, interactivity and flexibility criteria are prioritized over the other assessed criteria. According to the nature of the research that deals with visualization of large spatio-social data accessible through VGI in addition to the flexibility and interactivity (6th and 7 criteria respectively) visualization of large networks (4th criterion) is also given precedence in assessments.

Prefuse and Processing, although they have shortcomings, provide wide and flexible capabilities and attributes that lend themselves to fulfill the requirements of the proposed research. They both provide a high number of different classes, each with specific functionality, and all joined together with object-oriented techniques. As a result of this architecture, both packages exploit the power of object-oriented designs to share, reuse and extend the existing classes in libraries. Consequently users can customise Java codes to implement the desired functionalities only. The packages are not easy to use and they require some adapting work to develop a well thought out, clear, flexible and elaborate application. They give flexibility to application functionality and minimise the risk of possible limitations in later steps of the research. Therefore, the future unexpected requirements of the proposed research can be satisfied with minimum effort. In Table 5.18 the results of the above evaluation are summarized by the followings symbols:
The above symbols, although used in their conventional meaning, also convey specific meanings regarding the assessed criteria that are elaborated in the following table.

++
+
-
+/-
?

The above symbols, although used in their conventional meaning, also convey specific meanings regarding the assessed criteria that are elaborated in the following table.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>++</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>+/-</th>
<th>?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1: Relational Data</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Capable</td>
<td>Incapable</td>
<td>Incapable, can accept Output from other packages</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2: Spatial Data</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Capable</td>
<td>Incapable</td>
<td>Incapable, can accept Output from other packages</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3: Social Networks Properties</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Capable</td>
<td>Incapable</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4: Statistical Properties</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Capable</td>
<td>Incapable</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5: Large Network</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Capable</td>
<td>Incapable</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Not documented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6: Interactivity</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Fully interactive</td>
<td>No interactive options</td>
<td>Limited interactivity options</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7: Flexibility</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Low level</td>
<td>High level</td>
<td>High level environment providing features of Low level functionalities</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8: Learning Support</td>
<td>More than one kind of support</td>
<td>One kind of support</td>
<td>No support</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5.17. A guide to qualitative results of the assessment.*
As is summarised in Table 5.18, processing has been found as the most appropriate visualization package for study and analysis of the spatio-social data set of this study.

### 5.4.2 Visualization Methods

After disambiguating the FHLI successfully, and selecting a suitable visualization tool, this section describes the methods developed, modified and applied for visual analysis and synthesis of the large unstructured Flickr data that has been collected, formatted and disambiguated during the previous steps of this study. Visualization and visual analytics solutions (Thomas and Cook 2005) are applied in the design and redesigning of an interactive application. The aim is to develop an application that provides systematic analysis of Flickr spatio-social data in line with research questions (chapter 1: section 1.4). The ultimate goal is to be able to generalize the inferences and findings that might reveal useful patterns about spatio-social attributes of social entities and their associated VGI. According to the data attributes and considering the research questions, for each GB poster there are four different kinds of attributes for visualization and analysis:

- Poster’s home locations
- Friends’ home locations
- Poster’s geo-tagged photos
- Friends’ geo-tagged photos

All the above information is to be visualised in an interactive application that can result in confirming the expected and exploring the unexpected patterns and relations in spatio-social Flickr data. The application is expected to help in answering the research questions and final conclusions are to be generalised to broader sets of spatio-social data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sites</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C4</th>
<th>C5</th>
<th>C6</th>
<th>C7</th>
<th>C8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Many Eyes</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefuse</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvise</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pajek</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ucinet</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.18. Assessment results of the visualization packages.
In the first step, before writing any code to put the data into visual presentation, a pen and paper sketch of the initial design (Figures 5.1 and 5.2) revealed that regardless of the interactivity level of the application, due to size of the data and variety of the spatio-social attributes to be examined, incorporating all data in one single map, although feasible, would be inefficient and would end in a congested layout.

Figure 5.1. Spatio-social attributes of the data that were considered on paper before visualization.

Figure 5.2. Early paper prototype of the visualization.
Figures (5.3-4) are the examples of the early attempts of visualizing the Flickr sample GB data. They demonstrate the volume of the data and level of complexity in efficient visualization for only one of the variables (geo-tagged photos). Consequently, having an application that is capable of visualizing several different spatio-social data in an interactive environment that can update the results according to users’ interactions and selection proved to be a challenging task that requires several design decisions to be made.

![Figure 5.3. Early attempts for visualization of geo-tagged photos collected in Flickr sample GB data](image)

Figure 5.3 shows the density of the uploaded photos in each area according to the brightness of the colour. As can be seen Europe has attracted the majority of the examined photos. Figure 5.4 visualizes the same sets of data but with different format. The points distribution are demonstrated with purple dots in each area. As can be seen in both visualizations Europe and US have the highest number of photos respectively. According to the size and volume of the data shown in Figures (5.3-4) study and analysis of the patterns of the required spatio-social data in this research needs more advanced method that can result in simpler layout for the data with this much density.

![Figure 5.4. Early attempts for visualization of geo-tagged photos collected in Flickr sample GB data](image)
Using the same data set the social network of 20 randomly selected Flickr members is shown in this picture as an indicative of typical patterns of Flickr friendship network. As can be seen the network is neither small world (most nodes are not neighbours but can be reached via short steps) no scale free (distribution of connectivity is extremely uneven. Some nodes act as very connected using a power law distribution) and even for only 20 members without any spatial information included and with one of the most effective force directed algorithms for social networks, the layout is cluttered. This confirms the fact that modelling and exploring the complex geography of large social network of this type need novel methods to be developed and new design decision to be made. Consequently, from the beginning of developing a suitable visual design, two maps were considered. The design of the desired application has been based on an original map that allows the user to interact with the data and a second map that reflects the result of user interactions with the application.

### 5.4.2.1 Visualization of Spatial Data

Accordingly, the first attempt to visualize the data is by plotting the have-home posters\(^{42}\) according to their disambiguated home locations on the map. Since the aim of this application is to answer the research questions, and the research questions’ emphasis is not on individual posters but on behaviour and attributes of posters who live in the same location, the prime focus of the application is set to allow the exploration and analysis of a group of posters who live in the same location. Therefore, each have-home poster is plotted on the map according to

\(^{42}\) Those posters who have their home locations available in their profiles
the associated disambiguated FHLI. Considering the size of the data, number of posters and the fact that majority of the posters live in few specific areas, transparency is used to demonstrate the density of posters in each location (dark to light grey shades in left map, Figure 5.6).

In the second step, in order to see the relation between the posters’ home locations and the places that they take photos (section 8.2, RQ2), the photos taken by posters of the selected area are depicted in a separate map in the existing sketch (right map on Figure 5.6). Therefore, the geographic distribution of photos of the selected posters on the left map can be depicted on the right map. The same can also be done to show the distribution of have-home friends of the posters in the selected location. Different colours (blue, orange) are used to differentiate the photos from friends respectively. By having both distributions (photos and friends) on the same map with different colours, it is possible to compare the places that posters take photos and the places that their friends live (section 8.2, RQ2-3). Figure 5.6 demonstrates a screenshot of the application.

As shown in Figure 5.6, in addition to transparency, the actual number of posters (35) who live in the selected area is also written on the original map (left map). The places that the posters of the selected location take photos, and where their friends live, are highlighted in blue and orange respectively in the result map (right map). Transparency is also applied to show, to a certain extent, the density of the numbers in each location. As can be seen in Figure 5.6, plotting large number of photos and friends on the map is not useful for demonstrating structure or trends of their distributions. Although the transparency can help, it is very difficult to see the direction, centre and most favourite places that posters have friends or take photos. Accordingly, a method has been sought to produce a visual summary of distributions of the spatial points that can help in getting overall insight about the point distributions. ‘Standard Ellipse’, or as referred to in spatial statistics ‘Standard Deviational Ellipse’ (Mitchell, 2005), has been found as an efficient way of summarizing the directional distribution of set of spatial points.
(photos and friends). In doing so, Standard Ellipse class of the 'giCentre Utilities' library is applied in the exiting visualization with processing (more description is provided in section 5.4.2.3).

Summarizing the distributions (Figure 5.7) has improved the application considerably. The distributions centre and direction are now easily recognizable and can be compared against other attributes. The existing design at this stage works relatively well in not busy areas, like Africa or Asia, but selecting a specific location in busy areas, like GB in Europe and several cities in the USA, is not feasible due to the restricted space on the sketch and high number of dots on the area. Zooming option can help the situation to some extent. By zooming in on the busy areas, detailed specific locations can be selected. However, the results of the selection (friends and photos distributions) cannot be seen while the left map has been zoomed in. Switching between the zoomed in map for selection, and then seeing the result in the un-zoomed map, is inefficient and confusing. Keeping the relation between the two maps by zooming in/out is not straightforward. It can result in confusion, misinterpretation and the wrong conclusion. Therefore, the zooming functionality of the application should be independent of the sketch (window). Therefore, attempts were made to enable the application to apply the zooming to the maps independent of each other. In that case the left map can be zoomed for selection purposes, while the results can be seen on the second (un-zoomed) map.

Consequently, in redesigning the application this time two separate sketches were developed. In doing so, another class of the giCentre Utilities called multiple sketches has been used. Accordingly, two sketches were used to accommodate the original (left map on Figures 5.6 and 5.7) and results map (right map on Figures 5.6 and 5.7) in two separate windows. In this case the maps can be zoomed in independently while still being able to communicate with each other. The new design allows zooming in busy areas of the original map to
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select a location, and the result can be seen in the second map in a separate window. Although the right sketch is dependent upon the interactive selection of an area in the left sketch, the two sketches are separate and can be run independent of each other (Figure 5.8).

![Figure 5.8](image.png)

**Figure 5.8.** Standard Ellipse for the photos (Blue) and friends (Orange) of the 35 posters who live in the selected location (Moscow, Russia) in two separate sketches with independent zoom/pan functionalities.

Up to this stage the spatial and relational information for the posters of a selected area can be successfully visualised in a separate sketch. Plotting the points on the map shows distributions of the photos and friends and summary of the distributions are depicted through standard ellipses (Figure 5.8).

Here, it should be noted that in the existing application the distribution of the photos and friends are demonstrated in aggregated view in which the results of all posters of the same location are summarized together. The next attempt is to analyse the geographic distribution of photos and friends for each poster of the selected area individually. The aim is to allow analysis and exploration of the social role and contribution of each poster individually, in addition to seeing the summary of all photos and friends for all posters of a selected area. In doing so a list box is added to the bottom left of the original sketch. For adding the GUI (Graphical User Interface) features to the existing processing application an additional library called ‘ControlP5’ has been applied. The library has custom GUI features that can be interactively appear, hide and move while the processing sketch is running. The list box for each selected area includes the poster id of all posters in that location. By selecting each item of the List Box the geographic distribution of photos and friends for that poster will be shown on the map. By clicking a button the aggregated view can switch to individual view and vice versa.

As the Figure (5.8) shows the standard ellipses of photos and friends of the selected poster from the list box (highlighted in green) are drawn on the second sketch. The circles are sized according to number of photos and friends they are demonstrating (more explanation in section 5.4.2.3). As before, standard ellipses are used to show the summary of the points
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distribution in each category. In this application one can easily compare how prolific and social the poster is compared with other users who live in the same location. Switching between the overall layout and the individual layout can be achieved through a click. At this stage, distributions of friends and photos for each selected location can be visualised in aggregated view as well as individual layout. Switching between the layouts is easy and allows the user to study and compare the contribution of each poster towards achieving the aggregated view of photos and friends for each location.

Figure 5.7 shows the ability of the application to navigate through the individual posters who live in the same location. The summary of the photos and friends of all posters of the selected location is shown in Figure 5.6. Here, the Figure 5.9 shows how individuals can be navigated in addition to the aggregated view. The selected poster from the list box is highlighted in green (left sketch). The photos and friends distributions are demonstrated in grey and orange respectively (right sketch). Switching between the aggregated view (Figure 5.11) and individual view (Figure 5.9) can be done by clicking a button. Consequently, the contribution of each poster towards the aggregated view can be studied easily through interaction with the application.

Step by step analysis of the application can be demonstrated through a Flickr member with Id number (7006877@N00, highlighted in green in the list box in left sketch Figure 5.9) and a hypothetical name as ‘Helen’. As the application shows Helen has 9 have-home friends and 4 null-home friends (written in right sketch). The identified have-home friends are stretched across Australia and UK (orange ellipse). The grey ellipse shows the geographic distribution of geo-tagged photos uploaded by Helen. The photos are spread between Asia and Australia.
5.4.2.2 Visualization of Non-spatial Data

With this stage the spatial information of have-home posters can be visualised individually or in aggregated view. In other words, the existing application produces the geographic distribution of photos and friends for have-home posters only. However, there are considerably large amounts of data that are potentially spatial but do not come with enough information to be associated with a specific location and therefore have been excluded from the visualization. As can be seen in Figure (5.9) the information about the null-home friends of ‘Helen’ has been wasted in the visualization. Moreover, as is discussed in chapter 6 (section 6.3: table 6.3) nearly half of the GB posters are in the null-home category and excluding them from the analysis has a considerable effect on the quality of the final results and conclusions. The overall photo taking behaviour of posters needs to be analysed by visualization of all posters, regardless of the availability of their FHLI. Mapping the have-home posters only is not adequate for answering the research questions. Moreover, the null-home posters are also part of the friendship network of GB posters, and without taking them into account the sub-network of GB friends is not complete and vulnerable against deriving any final conclusions. Therefore, integrating these posters into a visual analysis of the data is essential. As a result the next section covers the steps followed to integrate the non-spatial and potentially spatial data into the existing visualization, enabling further analysis and more robust conclusions about the studied spatio-social data.

5.4.2.2.1 Null-Home GB Posters

In addition to those posters who can be mapped according to their home locations, the null-home posters are demonstrated with their posters’ id in a list box on the bottom right of the first sketch (Figure 5.10). By clicking on each poster id in the list, the geographic distribution of photos and friends for that poster are drawn on the second (or right) sketch. The circles are sized according to the number of friends or photos at each location (more explanation in section 5.4.2.3). Standard ellipses show the summary of the direction and distribution of the points. Therefore, regardless of the availability of FHLI, photos and friends distributions can be visualised on the results map (Figure 5.10). Have-home posters can be navigated according to their home locations while the null-home posters can be selected in a list box based on their poster ids. The added list box allows the exploration and analysis of null-home posters and comparison of their behaviours against have-home posters.

46 Those posters who have their home locations ‘null’ in their profiles
Spatial attributes of the selected null-home poster from the list box (highlighted in green) are demonstrated in the right sketch.

Orange and red ellipses are visual summary of the friends and photos respectively. Size of the circles is proportional to number of photos or friends at each location. In addition to visual factors on the map (points, colours, ellipses) and in order to add more information on the sketch, the number of have-home and null-home friends are counted and written on the bottom left of the sketch. The have-home friends are shown on the map according to their FHLI and the null-home friends are listed on the bottom right of the sketch according to their poster id (Figure 5.10).

5.4.2.2 Null-Home GB Friends

The GB Friendship network of this study for each poster is made up of two kinds of friends:

- Have-home friends
- Null-home friends

The selected worked example, ‘Helen’, demonstrates the typical spatio-social properties of Flickr GB posters of this study. ‘Helen’ has home location as ‘Sydney, New South Wales, Australia’ and has a collection of geo-photos stretched between Asia and Australia (Figure 5.9). Her have-home friends in majority lives in Australia and UK and her 4 null-home friends have potentially spatial collections of geo-photos in their profiles. The have-home friends can be visualised according to their disambiguated FHLI. However, including the null-home friends is not straightforward and requires a design decision to be made.

As explained above and already mentioned in the data set chapter, each GB poster in this study has the following spatial information:

- Home location
- Geo-photos collections
- GB friends’ home location
- GB friends’ photos collection
As mentioned in chapter 4 (section 4.3), the data set of this study is based on the posters who have at least one GB photo in their collections. The rest of the above attributes can be null, unknown or ambiguous. Therefore, in the absence of the home location of null-home friends, distribution of their photo collections can be used as an indication of their whereabouts. This decision is based on the following two points. Firstly, each poster has at least one GB photo in their profile. Secondly, each GB photo of this study has an associated metadata in the form of latitude and longitude with the highest available accuracy (accuracy 16, chapter 3). Therefore, summary distribution of the photos is the most reliable attribute of the GB posters that can be used as indicative of their home locations. In summary, in visual presentation of the GB friendship sub-network, have-home friends are mapped according to their disambiguated home locations and standard ellipses of geo-photos are used as an indicative of null-home friends’ locations (light blue ellipse in Figure 5.11).

The above Figure shows the distribution of the three examined attributes in this study. Therefore, in order to clarify exactly how to interpret the rest of the Figures in this chapter and especially Figures in chapter 7 and 8, right and left sketches are referred to with A and B symbols respectively. Accordingly, Figure 5.11 shows the distribution of 59 posters who live in Sydney (sketch A). The size of the circle on the selected location (Sydney) is proportionate to the number of posters who live in that location (in this example 59). The blue ellipse as before shows the distribution of 6,984 photos taken by the 59 posters (sketch B). The orange ellipse also shows the distribution of have-home friends (sketch B). Here, one new variable is added to the visualization and that is the light blue ellipse indicating the photo distributions of null-home friends. As can be seen in sketch B, the three distributions can easily be compared. By having the above three distributions...
summarized with emphasis on direction and centre it is possible to make hypotheses and derive some useful conclusions in the next stage of this research. For example, here can summarise that GB posters of Sydney have photos distributed from home location towards Europe. Their have-home friends live in majority in close proximity of Europe so does the places that null-home friends take photos. Referring to the worked example in section (5.4.2.1, Figure 5.9) can identify that Helen is one of the 59 GB posters from Sydney. Her poster Id is in the left list box in the sketch A. Her contribution towards the patterns identified here (Figure 5.11) can be seen by switching between the aggregated view and individual view (as shown in Figures 5.8-9).

5.4.2.3 Summary of the methods used to uncover Patterns in Data

This section summarises the visualization methods applied, adapted and in some cases modified, in developing the visualization application. Overall, attempts were made to make the application an appropriate tool for answering the research questions.

1. Plotting points:

Geo-tagged photo collections and disambiguated home locations in this study were associated with sets of latitude and longitude. Since (lat, lon) values show a point on a spherical globe, a projection was required to convert the points to positions applicable to screen coordinates. While two maps were drawn in two separate sketches, instead of screen coordinates the points were converted to coordinates appropriate to the width (x axis for longitude) and height (y axis for latitude) of the sketches (equations 5.1 and 5.2).

\[ x = \frac{\text{width} \times (\text{longitude} + 180)}{360} \]

Equation 5.1 Conversion of longitude values to proportional points in x-axis

\[ y = \frac{\text{height}(\text{latitude} + 90)}{-180} \]

Equation 5.2 Conversion of latitude values to proportional points in y-axis

The process of drawing the spherical globe on the flat surface in section (5.4.2) involved in scale alteration and system transformation. There are several alternative map projections in cartography to choose from. In different fields of research from geographers to navigators, politicians and historians they all use flat maps instead of globes and that necessitate a map projection. Selecting a projection depends on the nature of the research. Each projection can be useful for certain purposes and can be unfit for another. Each projection retains some properties and distorts others (i.e. Angular relationship, relative size of Figures, distance, direction, areas etc). According to the variables under analysis a proper projection need to be selected. In this thesis, a flat map is used for visual demonstration of geographic distribution of photos and friends. There is no
specific hypothesis regarding angles, areas or directions. The only important feature of the maps here is location of posters and geographic distributions of their photos and friends. Accordingly, a simple projection called ‘Equidistant Cylindrical’ has been applied. It is a form of geographic projection that distorts shape and area but preserves relative distance (Longley, P.A. et al. 2005). Accordingly, to the developed research questions in section (1.5) keeping distance relatively accurate is of more importance than shape and area of places.

2. Colour:

Colour is used to distinguish several different categorical attributes (posters/friends home location and their photos, collections and distributions). The examined attributes are demonstrated with circle or ellipse symbols and are coloured differently (Figure 5.11) to reflect the attributes they represent. The choice of colours has been supported according to the colourBrewer application47 (Figure 5.12) and is reflected in chapter 7 & 8.

![Figure 5.12. ColourBrewer colour scheme that used for the viz application of this study.](http://colourbrewer2.org/)

The colourBrewer application provides guidance on how to choose appropriate sets of colour for maps. Sequential, diverging and qualitative data categories have different sets of colours to explore and choose from. The colour scheme used in the viz application of this study has followed the scheme recommended in the colourBrewer application under the qualitative category (Figure 5.12).

3. Transparency:

Since in majority of cases more than one item (poster or photo) is referenced to a specific point on the map, transparency is used for depiction of the areas with high density. The transparency to some extent improves the overall layout of the points’ density. In addition, different sizes for circles were added for visualization of the number of points on each location on the map.

4. Size:

Size has been applied in some cases to reflect the number of points in each location on the map. In the original map for each selected location by user (mouse rollover), a circle highlights that location. The size of that circle is

47 http://colourbrewer2.org/
proportional to number of posters living on that location. The circle has been used as a feature, additional to transparency, in presenting the density of each location (Figure 5.13).
Moreover, in individual layouts of the application, distributions of photos and friends of a selected poster from the list box are visualized with circles that have been sized according to the magnitude of the data they represent (Figures 5.9 and 5.10).

5. List Box:

GUI features have been added to the application in order to achieve higher interactivity and also to create individual layouts in addition to aggregated views only. List Box has been used in two places in the application. Firstly it lists the null-home posters and allows the study and analysis of their photo and friends distributions. Secondly, the second list box lists the poster ids of posters who live in the location selected by the user. It allows the analysis and visualization of the individual behaviors, as well as their aggregated view, with
other posters who live in the same location. It also enabled the analysis of posters’ photos and friends individually. In both cases the posters listed in the list box can be selected and their friends and photos distributions are visualized automatically in the results map (Figure 5.9 and 5.10).

6. Data Summary:

In order to get broader view of patterns and in line with the research questions efforts have been made to visualize the summary of data (photos and friends of all posters living in the same location - Figure 5.7-8). Therefore, the results map shows the distributions of friends and photos of all posters who live in the same selected location (aggregated view). Before getting into any details regarding the standard ellipses a summary of alternatives are given here and the choice of ellipses are justified.

The first obvious choice is to study the data in table format or excel files. The numerical analysis could have been conducted but no pattern can be visualised. Point distribution on the map is also another obvious choice. As demonstrated in the section (5.4.2), although it is useful in identifying the general distributions, in areas with high density (lots of points) the distribution becomes too cluttered to discern any pattern. Another option worth mentioning here is a spatial summary statistic called ‘Density Surface’. This technique has been used by geographers to explore different kinds of spatial patterns. It uses a graded colour scheme to represent the density in each area. It can also demonstrate the density by topographic landscape. It uses the number of points in each area as if they were elevation values and it demonstrates mountains, peaks and valleys (Longley et al. 2005). High-density areas are shown as mountains and flat areas are spars and empty places. This method although useful for exploring spatial patterns in data, does not sound appropriate for visualization of the spatio-social data of this study:

1. There are more than one spatial attribute to be studied
2. There are non-spatial and potentially spatial data as well
3. An appropriate summary visualization for this study should allow the visualization of the distributions by plotting the points as well as any other summarized pattern
4. The summarizing technique should allow the user to compare three different distributions at the same time in the same map

Considering the above points, another methods of summary distribution of points have been taken into consideration. The visual summary of photo and friend distributions is demonstrated with Standard Ellipse. This method summarises the distribution of collections of points by an ellipse. The size of the ellipse, its centre, major and minor axes are respectively proportional to the scope in which points are scattered around their centre, the mean centre of values, and the maximum/minimum directional pattern of points. Analysis of the standard ellipses can reveal any particular orientation among points. While it is possible to get a sense of patterns and trends by plotting the points on the map (Figure 5.6), measuring the standard ellipse highlights the trend and orientation of the examined points (photos and friends). The standard ellipses have been selected for the visualization part of this study for several reasons. Firstly, they can

---

48 http://www.gicentre.org/utils/ellipse/
successfully summarise a collection of points by emphasizing on the centre and direction of the distributions. The summarized layout of the ellipses is very efficient. It occupies as much space on the map as is required to demonstrate the direction of min/max dispersion of the points. By summarising the data in standard ellipses, it is possible to keep the original distribution (plotting points) on the map as well without making the layout congested.

Secondly, potentially spatial data (null-home posters) can be visualized by summarising the desired distributions. Several different points distributions can be summarized by standard ellipses on the same map. Applying different colour for each distribution adequately differentiate the distributions’ centre and orientation.

Moreover, according to the nature of this thesis illustration of the orientation and direction of the distributions plays important role in answering the research questions. Standard ellipses are very well capable of doing that. Overall, producing the ellipses as well as their understanding, interpretation and comparison, is efficient and easy. However, in applying the standard ellipses to geographic distribution of spatial variables, it has been identified a drawback that needed to be rectified before analysis.

In measuring the standard ellipses for collection of points spread all around the world (photos and FHLI), the points that come on the edges of the map (close to longitude 180 and -180) were found to be problematic. This can happen in directional as well as circular data. For example, in the directional case, angles of -179.9 and 180 are very close while in circular cases angles of 359.9 are very close to 0. However, not all measurements and calculations with the angles and degrees consider the cyclic and directional nature of data of that kind. The Standard Ellipse class of the giCentre library also has failed to consider the directional nature of the points on the map. For instance, the photos distribution for a collection of photos heavily focused in Australia, New Zealand and the USA was calculated as a long ellipse drawn all over the map stretching from New Zealand to the USA. The resultant ellipses were measured according to the longest distance between the points on the edges and therefore cannot be a correct indication of the points’ distribution. Consequently, in order to reflect the cyclic nature of the data and visualize a standard ellipse of points on the edges of the 2 dimensional coordinates, a modification was required for the giCentre utilities library.
In the literature there are some techniques for dealing with directional and orientational data (Fisher, 1993; Jammalamadaka and SenGupta, 2001 and Mardia and Jupp, 1999). Circular statistics have been suggested for angular data analysis (Brundson, 2006). Accordingly, in the Standard Ellipse class of the giCentre utilities library a new constructor was developed and added to the library by the developer. The new constructor allows creating of ellipses by a collection of latitude and longitude instead of converted (X, Y) values. Mean and standard deviation calculations were modified accordingly to reflect the spherical nature of the earth that is hidden in latitude and longitude degrees. As a result of the modification, the new standard ellipse drawn in the developed application considers the directional nature of the data. Therefore, the ellipses are broken in the right direction instead of stretching wrongly all over the map (Figures 5.14 and 5.15). As can be seen in the mentioned two Figures, the points that happen to be on the edges of the map are resulted in the broken, ellipses indicating the circular nature of the global coordinate system.
7. Aggregation of Home Locations:

In order to see more robust patterns based on a larger sample of posters than those who live in exactly the same location, the home locations of the posters can be aggregated together according to the threshold distance defined by the user. By touching the arrow keys on the keyboards the threshold distance increases or decreases by 10 pixels and therefore, a greater or smaller number of posters and their spatial and non-spatial data can be visualized in the second sketch. This modification is applied to the application in order to avoid deriving conclusions based on small samples of posters who live in exactly the same selected location. By doing that the conclusions and findings are also less vulnerable to bias or the inevitable consequence of sampling strategies. Consequently, the application can demonstrate how patterns change by increasing or decreasing the number of posters through expanding the examined area. The following Figures (5.16 - 5.22) show an example of a sample location (Kuwait) and how the application can be used in the study and analysis of how spatio-social patterns could change by expanding the examined location. In the first step a location is selected and the application visualizes the requested variables for posters who live exactly on that location only (Figure 5.16). Afterwards, the consecutive Figures (5.17 – 5.22) demonstrate how the patterns of the examined variables change while expanding the selected area to nearby proximities (10 pixels at a time).

Figure 5.16. Photos distribution, have-home friends’ homes and null-home friends’ photos for 8 GB posters in Kuwait (threshold: 10)
Figure 5.17. The above same variables for 30 GB posters who live in close proximity of Kuwait (threshold: 20)

Figure 5.18. The above same variables for 48 GB posters who live in close proximity of Kuwait (threshold: 30)

Figure 5.19. The above same variables for 53 GB posters who live in close proximity of Kuwait (threshold: 40)
Figure 5.20. The above same variables for 63 posters who live in close proximity of Kuwait (threshold: 50)

Figure 5.21. The above same variables for 104 GB posters who live in close proximity of Kuwait (threshold: 60)

Figure 5.22. The above same variables for 781 GB posters who live in close proximity of Kuwait (Threshold 90).
8. Appearance Compensation (Flannery49):

In the developed visualization application in this study, size has been applied to reflect the number of points (posters or photos) that are associated with one specific location. In doing so, attempts were made to visualize the number of photos/friends through an area of circles. In other words, the areas of circles are used to reflect the magnitude of data in each location. However, as research in psychology and psychophysics suggest human minds underestimate the area of larger circles (Montello, 2002). While we have ability to differentiate the length accurately, the area and volumes are very much subject to underestimation (Ihaka, 2003). Accordingly, the areas of larger circles need to be increased by the radius to the power of 0.6 instead of conventional square root of the radius (radius to the power of 0.5). This amendment has been applied to minimise the risk of perceptual problems and optical illusions that might lead to wrong interpretation of the results through visual analysis of the data (Lecture Note, City University, Jo Wood 2011).

5.5 Summary

This chapter described the methods applied for the study, classification, disambiguation and uncertainty assignment of sample Flickr world data. It has been found that in addition to photo collection of GB posters, their home locations also bear important spatial information. This kind of spatial information varies from formal geographical coordinates to fuzzy vernacular geographic terms that people use in their everyday lives. Accordingly, the existing disambiguation methods were inadequate in disambiguating the FHLI successfully. Therefore, a method was developed and applied to Flickr sample world data manually. Based on that experiment and according to the final results (chapter 6: section 6.2.6) amendments were applied to the method and a customized algorithm was developed and implemented in an automated Java application (Appendix 6). The application performance was assessed against the GB data and failure cases were classified.

The final section explains the design stages of the development of the visualization application. It covers the visualization methods studied and applied in designing an appropriate application for visualization of the Flickr spatio-social data and answering the research questions. Several visualization packages were assessed against the research requirements. A suitable visualization package was selected. The step-by-step design decisions and redesigning process of the application development were described. The last section gave a summary of all methods applied in developing the application. Next chapter covers the study and analysis of the Flickr world data and Flickr GB data.

6 Numerical Analysis of Flickr Sample World Data Against Flickr GB Data
6.1 Introduction

This chapter contains a numerical analysis of the data. The first section covers the analysis of the sample world data set. It studies the patterns in the number of photos and friends in the sampling time periods. The results of the proposed FHLI classification and uncertainty measurements (chapter 5: section 5.2) are also demonstrated. Accordingly, the fundamental findings that play important roles in selecting a rich and indicative Flickr sample GB data and modifications in the disambiguation algorithm are summarized. The second section reviews the Flickr sample GB data. It contains a brief numerical analysis of the data in general and according to null-home and have-home categories.

6.2 Flickr Sample World Data

This section covers the analysis of the sample world data set collected from Flickr (chapter 4: section 4.3.1). As described in chapter 4 (section 4.3.2) 3,245,866 photos were randomly selected on a daily basis. This section covers the study and analysis of the general attributes of this Flickr sample world data. The overall numbers, geo-tagged photos’ collections, friendship network and FHLI have all been examined here. The results of the proposed FHLI classification and uncertainty measurements (section 5.2) are also summarized and discussed.

The results and findings of the analysis have been saved and used as a guide and a measurement scale representing the general attributes of Flickr data. Accordingly, certain criteria have been defined for selecting rich and indicative data set for this study (section 4.3) and achieving the defined aims and objectives (1.3-5). Comparison between the findings of the two assessments can reveal how close or far the GB data is from the general attributes of Flickr data. The assessment reveals the validity, level of robustness and consistency of final findings and conclusions.

6.2.1 World Level vs. Street Level Precision

![Figure 6.1. Number of geo-photos submitted to Flickr annually at street level during the sampling intervals](image1)

![Figure 6.2. Number of all geo-photos submitted to Flickr annually during the sampling interval](image2)

As Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show, the number of Flickr geo-tagged photos in both examined categories has increased gradually each year, with the most significant rise in the fourth period (2006-2007). As can be expected the annual GB photos (demonstrating photos with any kind of geo-spatial information...
attached) are considerably more than the photos with the highest locational precision (street level). However, despite the small drop in 2008-2009 for all geo-tagged photos, the street level photos have continued the increasing trend (Figure 6.1).

6.2.2 Geo-Tagged Photos per Poster

The following Figures demonstrate the number of geo-tagged photos submitted by posters during each sampling period.
As the results show, the frequency histograms of the geo-tagged photos sampled in all twelve-month periods follow a bimodal log-normal distribution with a population with one photo only, and the second population with log-normal distribution. The smaller number of geo-photos and the different behavior of users in the first six-month period (Figure 6.3) might be the result of the early days of Flickr when there were some experts and a few novice users affecting the results by their extreme contradicting behaviors.

### 6.2.3 Number of Friends per Poster

The following Figures demonstrate the number of public friends for the sampled posters during each sampling period.
According to the above Figures the friendship trend in Flickr since 2004 has had three populations with different behaviors:

- A large population of users with no friend at all
- Second population with only one friend and
- Third population with some irregularities compared to the bell shaped curve of the log-normal distribution.

Overall, the most recent period is the most sociable period of the Flickr users with the lowest number of people with no friend and the highest average, median and eight times higher favourite number of friends than the previous two year intervals. This might indicate that Flickr users have started to change their online behaviors by developing larger networks of friends.

### 6.2.4 Analysis

As Figures 6.1 to 6.2 demonstrate, the continuous increasing popularity of the street level geo-tagging photos among Flickr users, especially in the most recent examined period when the total number of geo-tagged photos has dropped,
might be the result of the availability and popularity of spatially aware devices (e.g. iPhone, iPad etc.) among the general public. It might also indicate that people have gradually built up trust and confidence in providing more accurate geo-spatial information in online environments.

Analysis of Figures demonstrating the geo-tagged photos for the sampled world data (Figures 6.3 to 6.8) reveals that, interestingly, the highest numbers of photos uploaded by the majority of users are in the last and most recent examined periods (Figures 6.7 and 6.8). This trend might be defined by the fact that in the early days Flickr had two different categories of users. There might be groups of posters who were absolutely new to the geo social networking sites and were experiencing the environment, while the second category might be those posters who were interested in sharing the spatial information in online environments. In other words, the second category of posters in early days of Flickr probably comprised those people who had a good perception of sharing geo-referenced photos in online environments. These two considerably different kinds of users ended up with the highest average, median and mode. As Flickr became more popular among online socializers, and also due to the huge improvement in devices that uploaded locations, more users started submitting photos, therefore decreasing the most favorite number of submitted photos. Although there were still people submitting a large amount of photos, the number of them did not outweigh the average of the photos uploaded by the second category of posters in the early days of Flickr. After three years experiencing and practicing, and with the noticeable convenience in using geo-spatial technologies that are built into the everyday use of accessories of people, more users started submitting a large amount of geo-tagged photos.

Regarding the number of friends for the sampled world data (Figures 6.9 to 6.14) it can be inferred that interestingly there is no one with more than 1,024 friends in all of the sampling periods and the numbers of people with no friends stand out in all of the examined intervals. Flickr users have tended to make more friends in the first two years (Figures 6.9 and 6.10) than the following two consecutive years (Figures 6.11 and 6.12). The most recent examined period (2008-2009) has the least number of users with no friends and an eight times higher second favourite number of friends (128 friends) with the highest average and median.

In addition, the smallest gaps between the number of people with no friends and the highest favourite number of friends are in the most recent periods (Figures 6.13 to 6.14). Considering the different behavior of posters in the first six months of the Flickr existence, this finding can also be attributed to the possible noticeable difference between the behaviors of the two considerably different categories of posters in Flickr in the early days. Whereas, in the most recent period the highest favorite number of friends can be seen as increasing the tendency of posters in developing social connections on Flickr rather than using the site merely for uploading geo-photos.

**6.2.5 Findings**

In conclusion and according to all the analysis done up until now, we can conclude that the earliest and the most recent examined periods have had the most significant attributes.
The first six months of Flickr (01/02/04 to 20/07/04) have:

- Highest number of the favorite number of geo-tagged photos
- Smallest gap between the number of users with no friends and users with the favorite number of friends

The last twelve-month period (19/07/08 to 20/07/09) have:

- Highest number of the favorite number of geo-tagged photos
- Highest number of the most popular number of friends
- Increasing trend in street level photos despite the decrease in world level photos

Consequently, one might hypothesize that gradually, and especially in the most recent examined periods, Flickr users are more likely to develop larger networks of friends (Figure 6.14) in Flickr, are more interested in photos with highest levels of precision (Figure 6.1) and are more willing to upload geo-tagged photos (Figure 6.8). The last, but not the least interesting finding here, is that the bi-modal log-normal distributions have emerged consistently over the examined period for both the number of posted photos (Figures 6.4 to 6.8) and the number of friends (Figures 6.9 to 6.14). This indicates a repeatable and interesting pattern.

Referring to the literature there are two general classes of statistical distributions. The random variables are usually expected to follow the bell-shaped distribution where all items are clustered around a single mean value (Casella and Berger, 2001). The dependent variables that are not random (e.g. citation network) can usually be approximated by a Zipfian distribution. Zipfian distribution comes from the power law probability family and is named after the person who first proposed it (George Kingsley Zipf, 1949). In Zipfian distributions small occurrences happen considerably more than large instances. In other words, frequency of occurrences is inversely proportionate to their frequency range (Adamic and Huberman, 2002). However, in this study a third statistical distribution has been identified. Figures 6.3 to 6.14 demonstrate that the bi-modal log-normal distribution was consistently repeated for friendship and photo distributions. Here the examined variables (number of GB friends and number of geo-tagged photos) cannot be directly recognized as dependent or random. The number of photos might seem to be a random variable in the first instance, but considering other factors like accessibility of the spatially aware devices, internet access, possible limitations on the maximum number of photos that can be uploaded at the same time for each poster, etc., these make the random category vulnerable. Likewise, the number of friends might be random or dependent on one or more factors (e.g. GB friendship sub-network, limitation on maximum number of friends on social sites etc.). In the same line, the identified pattern explains that the examined data are neither random nor dependent. They are random numbers that might be affected by possible factors, but these factors have not been influential enough to make the data merely dependent on them. Overall, and as discussed here and also demonstrated in Figures 6.3 to 6.14, the identified patterns can be approximated with bi-modal log-normal distributions at all periods. This consistency in the distributions reveals interesting and unexpected patterns about the examined variables.

The result of applying the first proposed disambiguation algorithm and classification method (chapter 5: section 5.2) to the ‘Flickr sample world data’ is demonstrated and discussed in the next section.
6.2.6 Results of Applying the Pilot Disambiguation and Classification Methods to Flickr Sample World Data

Classifying the FHLI of the sample world data according to the proposed method (section 5.2) can demonstrate how precisely people refer to their home locations on the web. In Figure 6.15 the five examined periods (2004-2008) in this study are demonstrated with a slightly different colour. The vertical bars on each precision class are indicative of the number of posters who have their home locations in that precision category. Each colour shows different time period.

As the Figure 6.15 illustrates for each of the 5 examined periods in this study (2004-2008) posters have higher tendency in leaving their home location as blank or associate themselves to a city. Studying the blank category in Figure (6.15) indicates that: in 2004, 44% of the randomly selected posters have left their home location as blank (dark red bar on the left side of blank category).

Likewise, in 2004-2005 47% left their home locations blank
45% in (2005-2006) and (2006-2007) periods and
47% in (2007-2008) period provided no information about their homes.

The rest of the chart can be interpreted as above for the remaining categories. Accordingly Figure (6.15) indicates that there are remarkably consistent patterns in all the examined time periods (2004-2008) with the most significant number for blank and city level. In simpler terms posters have higher tendency in leaving their home locations as blank or associate themselves to a city. This is an important finding in modifying and customizing the proposed algorithms for disambiguation and classification of Flickr sample GB data (section 5.3).
Figure (6.16) demonstrates how many percent of FHLI in each precision category (Table 5.2) is occupied by each of the five types of examined uncertainties (section 5.2.3).

Understandably, since no information has been associated to home locations in blank and unknown categories, FHLI in this class have the highest uncertainties (UC 5, lightest Blue). The home locations that can be associated to continent, street, post code and coordinates categories are assigned the least uncertainty (UC1, darkest blue). Since each can be associated to one location although in different precision levels. The rest of the precision categories contained combination of uncertainties according to the FHLI that posters provide on their Flickr profiles. For example around 90% of the FHLI in city category can be associated to exactly one city in the world (UC1, darkest blue, example: ‘London, UK’). About 4% of FHLI in this precision class can be referred to more than one city but in the same country (UC2, dark blue, example: ‘London, Brighton, UK’). Slightly more than 3% of the home locations can be referred to several cities in different countries (UC3, medium blue, example: ‘Tehran, London, UK’). Interestingly, as can be seen here (Figure 6.16), in all examined categories uncertainty 3 is higher than uncertainty 4. This indicates the fact that uncertainty in place names is higher at a national level than across countries. This finding also plays an important role in defining criteria for data selection of this study (chapter 5: section 5.3).
Referring back to the example mentioned in section (5.4.2.2.2) a GB poster called Helen is used as a hypothetical member who has FHLI as ‘Sydney, New South Wales, Australia’. Since she has mentioned spatial information for her home location she is categorized as have-home posters (section 4.2.2). Her FHLI is being disambiguated according to the developed disambiguation algorithm in section (5.3.2). Her FHLI is in the category of feature code combinations demonstrated in table (5.5). ‘Sydney’ is PPL (populated place feature code) nested in New South Wales (Admin1) that is nested in Australia (Country). Accordingly, the first combination of nested locations in one country is best matched with Helen’s FHLI. Referring to the table (5.5) the algorithm assigns the most nested PPL as a default location for the examined FHLI. In that case the disambiguated home location is ‘Sydney’ with uncertainty 2 (one place within one country, section 5.3.1). Therefore, Helen’s home location falls in the ‘city’ category of the Figure (6.16) with uncertainty 2 (dark blue).

6.2.7 Summary

Overall, the analysis of the ‘Flickr sample world data’ revealed that:

- Ambiguity and uncertainty in FHLI is higher in national scope
- Analysis of the distribution of geo-tagged photo collections in line with analysis of FHLI might improve the confidence in classification and disambiguation process.

According to the study and evaluation of the Flickr sample world data in this section, an appropriate data selection strategy was developed in selecting a rich, unbiased and indicative data (chapter 5: section 5.3) from the Flickr database. The next section examines the Flickr sample GB data from different numerical perspectives.

6.3 Flickr Sample GB Data

This section summarises the statistics of the sample Flickr GB data set. As mentioned in chapter 4 (section 4.3.2), 3,245,866 photos were collected out of which 1,482,170 were taken in Britain (45.7%). Accordingly, 19, 780 unique posters were found who have at least one photo of GB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>World Photos</th>
<th>GB Photos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Numbers</td>
<td>3,245,866</td>
<td>1,482,170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>162.4</td>
<td>92.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1. Mean and Median summary of GB photos and World Photos

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>World Friends</th>
<th>GB Friends</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>67.38</td>
<td>4.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>982</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2. Mean, Median and Maximum numbers for World Friends and GB Friends

Out of the overall 19,780 GB posters, 52.19% (10,332) of them have accessible home locations and 47.91% (9,458) have no home locations information at all. Classifying the posters according to the availability of home locations reveals that:
Out of the 52.19% of posters with home locations, 7,839 (75.87%) have at least one GB friend in their friendship network. 64.42% of the have-home posters have at least one null-home friend and 84.30% have at least one have-home friend. The same analysis for the remaining 47.91% of posters with no home location reveals that:

57% (2,912) have at least one friend with no home location available and 76.27% (3,889) have at least one friend with available home location. 10.82% have at least one GB friend in their GB friendship sub network. Overall, 65.41% (12,938) posters have one GB friend. 60.59% (7,839) of them have their home locations available and 39.41% (5,099) have null value for their homes. All the above numbers can be summarized in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Have at least one GB friend</th>
<th>Have at least one Have-home Friend</th>
<th>Have at least one Null-home Friend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52% have-home posters</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47% null-home posters</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19,780 GB posters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,480,170 GB photos and 3,245,866 world photos</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3. Summary of the basic numerical analysis of the GB data set

6.4 Flickr Sample World Data vs. Flickr Sample GB Data

This section examines the attributes and statistics of the GB data set collected according to the 19,780 GB posters. The aim here is to study and compare the Flickr GB data to the Flikcr world data (used for completing a pilot study of Flickr - see chapter 5: sections 5.2 and 5.3).

6.4.1 Photos

As expected the frequency distribution of GB photos (Figure 6.17) has relatively the same trend as the the sample world photos collected and analysed (Figures 6.3-8). It follows a bi-modal log-normal distribution with large population with one photo and the second population which follows the log-normal distribution. The fact that the GB posters follow the same trend as a randomly selected Flickr posters (sample world data) reconfirms that the selected Flickr sample GB data can be an indicative sample and the findings can be generalized to other sample data in same situation and concept.
6.4.2 *Friends*

Figures 6.18 and 6.19 compare the number of GB friends (friends who uploaded at least one photo of GB) with the number of world friends (total number of friends with no restriction for each GB poster).

As can be inferred there is a large population with no GB friend and then a considerably high number of posters with one friend only. The second population follows the log-normal distribution. The population of the posters with no GB friend significantly outweighs those with one world friend. This might be explained by the restriction applied to get the GB friendship sub-network for each poster. Those with no GB friend might have several other friends who do not have GB photos uploaded in the examined period, and therefore have been excluded from analysis. Overall, the two examined variables have relatively similar patterns with slightly higher peak for world friends and larger population of posters with no GB friends. This trend can be very much expected while considering the 19,780 GB posters that make the GB friendship sub-network against all users of Flickr that make the world friendship network. Having a friend in Flickr has a higher probability than having a friend from one specific group of posters (GB posters) in Flickr.

![Figure 6.17. Frequency Histogram of GB photos per poster](image1)

![Figure 6.18. Frequency histogram for number of GB friends](image2)
6.4.3 Friendship Network Size vs. Prolificness

Figure 6.20 demonstrates the relation between the number of photos and number of friends for each GB poster. It shows there is no specific relation. The poster with the highest number of photos does not have the most or least number of friends, and the posters with zero friends have variety number of photos. In order to get a better understanding of the relation, the most prolific poster is removed from Figure 6.20. Consequently, more posters with a high number of friends are revealed. Interestingly the poster with highest number of photos does not have the highest number of friends, while the posters with a large number of friends lying on the x axis have small number of photos. The majority of the most prolific posters have a small number of friends and the majority of posters with a high number of friends have a small number of photos (Figure 6.21).
Figures 6.22 and 6.23 illustrate the relation between number of GB friends and prolificness (number of GB photos). As the Figure shows, a poster with an unusual large number of photos (65,283) has a small number of GB friends (8). In order to get better view of the relation for other posters, in Figure 6.22 the extremely prolific poster is removed from analysis. In addition to general posters with a random relation between number of photos and friends, still the posters with the largest GB friendship sub-networks (150-200-250 friends) have no or a very small number of GB photos. This can lead to conclude that overall there is no specific relation between size of the GB friendship sub-network and prolificness of GB posters. However there is an inverse relation between the two variables for the most prolific posters and the posters with the largest GB friendship sub-network. The patterns here are not different from those identified for the world data set Figures 6.20 and 6.21. This can indicate that the sub-network of GB friends and GB photos does not have specifically different attributes from the sample world data set in respect to the examined variables in this section.
6.5 **Have-Home Posters vs. Null-Home Posters**

This section studies the posters according to two different categories:

- Posters with home locations accessible in their profiles (Have-Home posters)
- Posters without any home locations (Null-Home posters)

### 6.5.1 Photos

The following two Figures show the distribution of GB photos per poster in two different poster categories. They compare the behaviour of posters according to
their availability of FHLI. Interestingly, both categories have relatively similar patterns. There is a large population of posters with one photo only and then trend is followed by normal distribution. Overall, the have-home posters are slightly more prolific than null-home posters.

![Distribution of GB photos per have-home poster](image1)

**Figure 6.24.** Distribution of GB photos per have-home poster

![Distribution of GB photos per null-home poster](image2)

**Figure 6.25.** Distribution of GB photos per null-home poster

### 6.5.2 GB Friends

The following two Figures compare the number of GB friends for posters with home locations available and those with null homes. As can be seen in Figures 6.26 and 6.27 the distributions in both categories have a large population with no GB friend followed by those with one friend only. Although the identified patterns are relatively similar, more than half of the null-home posters have no or one friends only. The remaining 33% have two or more friends. Therefore, one can hypothesize that have-home posters have slightly higher probability of developing larger GB friendship networks than those posters who are not willing to reveal their home locations.
This finding here is totally consistent with the numbers and percentages calculated in section 6.3.

### 6.5.3 World Friends

Figures 6.28 and 6.29 demonstrate the frequency distribution of world friends for have-home and null-home posters. Here the difference among the two population is slightly more than the previous section (GB friends). The majority of have-home posters have more than 8 friends, while the null-home posters has a significantly higher number of posters with no or one friends only. The existing pattern here reconfirms the slightly less popularity of null-home friends in friendship network. As has been hypothesised (section 6.5.2) and can be recognized here, have-home posters are slightly more prone to have larger networks of friends (world and GB). This pattern can be attributed to the limited number of GB posters compared to all Flickr posters. Consequently, the restricted number of GB posters in GB friendsip sub-networks has a little effect on the patterns of GB friends compared to world friends for have-home and null-home posters.
6.5.4 Friendship Network Size vs. Prolificness

The last thing to consider for the two categories is to test if there is any relation between number of GB photos and GB friends. Figure 6.30 demonstrates the number of GB friends (number of friends) vs. Prolificness (number of photos) of have-home posters. There is an extremely prolific poster with 65,283 photos and 13 friends only. Accordingly, in order to see the result for average posters, the extreme poster is removed from analysis and the results are depicted in Figure 6.31. The second graph better demonstrates the relation of the two examined variables. As can be seen there is no obvious relation between the number of photos and the number of friends. The most extreme posters with the highest number of photos are not necessarily most prone to develop large networks of friends, and the posters with the higher tendency of having large networks of friends are not the most prolific ones. There are no specific recognisable patterns between the number of friends and photos for have-home and null-home posters (Figures 6.30 and 6.32).
Figure 6.30. Friendship network size vs. prolificness for have-home GB posters.

Figure 6.31. Friendship network size vs. prolificness for filtered have-home GB posters.
6.5.5 Uncertainty Classification

This section demonstrates the result of the uncertainty assignment to FHLI of the examined GB posters. The disambiguated home locations of GB posters are assessed against the four uncertainty classifications developed in chapter 5 (section 5.3). As shown in Figure 6.33 the null home (uncertainty 5) and uncertainty 2 (one location in one country) have the highest percentage of the data respectively with a small difference (7%). In other words as has been identified before, Flickr posters in majority leave their home location as blank or associate themselves with one specific location within a country (example: ‘London, UK’). However, the remaining FHLI are assigned either Uncertainty 3 (several places within a county, example: ‘London, Brighton, UK’) or Uncertainty 4 (several places in several countries, example: ‘Tehran, London, UK’). This finding is totally consistent with what have been found in the analysis of the sample world data set (section 6.2.6: Figures 6.15-16). This consistency reconfirms the validity of the amendment applied to the uncertainty assignment of sample world data set before applying it to the GB data set (chapter 5: section 5.3). Moreover, the fact that the UC3 is considerably higher than UC4 also vindicates the decision made in restricting the data to a national scope (chapter 4: section 4.3.2 and chapter 5: section 5.3).
Figure 6.33. Percentage of the examined FHLI in each of the developed uncertainty classifications

6.5.6 Friendship and Home Location Availability

The numbers in Table 6.4 reveal that have-home posters and null-home posters both are more likely to befriend with have-home posters. This finding is consistent with what has been discussed in sections (6.5.2-3), which indicates that null-home posters are slightly less likely to develop large networks of friends.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Have-Home Friends</th>
<th>Null-Home Friends</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Have-Home Posters</td>
<td>%84</td>
<td>%64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null-Home Posters</td>
<td>%76</td>
<td>%57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4. Percentage of have-home and null-home friends for each of the examined posters category

6.6 Summary

This chapter covered the basic numerical analysis of the two sampled data sets of this study. The first section studied the sample world data set. It included the general analysis of the sample world data set. The photos and friendship patterns and trends were demonstrated and examined during the five year examined period. The results of the uncertainty classification and measurements (proposed in chapter 5: section 5.2) are demonstrated in section 6.2.6.

The second section studied the Flickr sample GB data set. It contained a more detailed numerical analysis from a variety of perspectives (i.e. GB friends vs. world friends, friendship network size vs. prolificness, have-home posters vs. null-home posters and uncertainty). Where appropriate the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test\(^{50}\) has been conducted to measure the probability if the examined two sampled come from different populations. By interpretation of probability (p value) that exceeds the null hypotheses\(^{51}\) declaration (p<= 0.05) one can conclude that there is no significant difference between the two sampled population (have-home and null-home posters, 6.5.1-3).

\(^{50}\) Introduced by Frank Wilcoxon, 1945

\(^{51}\) Null hypothesis assumes that the two sampled groups do come from the same distribution.
The next chapter applies the developed visualization application (chapter 5: section 5.4) to visually explore the data and find appropriate answers to the research questions (chapter 1: section 1.5).
7 Visual Analysis
7.1 Introduction

In this chapter attempts are made to demonstrate the capability and usefulness of the developed visualization application in data analysis and better understanding of the spatio-social patterns and interactions among social entities. In line with research questions the data here have been studied visually in regards to

1. Geographic distribution of photos
2. Geographic distribution of GB friends and
3. FHLI

For each of the above attribute several indicative examples are provided. As explained in the methods chapter, the standard ellipse was selected to summarize point distributions. Therefore, size, direction and centre of the ellipses have been used for assessing and comparing the distribution of the photos and friends in different locations. In order to follow a systematic strategy, the identified populated places with GB posters, were broken into several smaller categories:

- Australia and New Zealand
- Asia
- Africa
- South America
- North America and Canada
- Europe

These categories were selected according to the distance, similarity, culture, language and number of GB posters. According to the visualization application’s capabilities, the exploration starts from the selected areas with the mouse and then the area will enhance to larger vicinity until robust and consistent patterns are found.

7.2 Geographic Distribution of Photos

In order to study the geographic distribution of photos for each of the above selected areas, data have been studied visually through the developed visualization application. As described in chapter (5) a geographic area can be selected by the user in the left sketch (named as A in Figure 5.11). The boundary of the selected location can be expanded or shrunk. Accordingly, the total number of posters living in the chosen area can be demonstrated along with the geographic distribution of their photos in standard ellipse format. For example Figure (7.1) shows a selection that starts from Wellington and expands by threshold 100 until the whole New Zealand is covered. This is shown in sketch A with empty grey circle all around the chosen area. The orange ellipse inside the threshold circle is proportionate to the number of GB posters who live in New Zealand (194 posters). According to the selection in sketch A, the photos uploaded by the posters of the selected area are demonstrated in sketch B. As is shown in sketch B of the Figure (7.1) the geographic distribution of GB posters from New Zealand are stretched from home location toward Europe and US (blue ellipse).
Figure 7.1 33,936 photos for 194 GB posters in close proximity of Wellington (threshold: 100 pixels)

Figure (7.2) is another example of how Flickr spatio-social data can be studied. Unlike the previous example, here the number of posters who live in the selected area have resulted in a bigger circle than the threshold circle. Therefore, the threshold circle is inside the orange circle. While in Figure 7.1 the small number of posters in comparison to the selected area (New Zealand) successfully drawn with an orange circle inside the threshold circle. Figure 7.2 shows the most popular places that the posters who live in Calgary and close vicinity (grey circle inside the orange circle) have taken photos (sketch A). The blue ellipse in sketch B shows the summary distribution of the photos.

Figure 7.2 388,406 photos for 1,154 GB posters living in Calgary and close vicinity expanded by threshold 80 (grey circle inside the orange circle).

Analysis and study of the rest of the places by repeating the same methods have revealed interesting patterns. In the first place as the two example Figures demonstrate it has been identified that there is strong relation between the FHLI and geographic distribution of photos. In other words, GB posters are more likely to take photos of their nearby places more than farther away. The worked example already introduced in this study with a hypothetical name of ‘Helen’ also demonstrates this pattern in an individual view (Figure 5.9). Overall, the geographic distributions of photos in the majority of the examined places (Australia, New Zealand, Asia, South
America, Canada, North America and Europe) are lending towards a close proximity to where the posters live and Europe. In Africa, less evidence of taking photos of close proximity has been found (Figure 7.3).

![Figure 7.3 5,451 photos for 36 GB posters in Tombali expanded by threshold 70.](image)

Unlike other examined locations, African GB posters have found to be least interested in taking photos of their nearby places. Figure 7.3 shows the typical patterns in photo taking behavior of African GB posters.

### 7.3 Geographic Distribution of Friends

Before using the visualization application for analysis of the friendship network for the sampled GB posters, it is necessary to emphasize here that the friendship network of GB posters in this study (chapter 4: section 4.2.2) is limited to those posters who also have photos of GB. In other words, friendship is studied amongst the selected GB posters. Those friends of GB posters who do not have a GB photo are excluded from analysis. Therefore, the examined friendship network here is called ‘GB friendship sub-network’.

In the early stages of the analysis of the friendship network it has been realized that since there are two different categories of friends an appropriate strategy is needed to examine the friendship network comprehensively. The first category of friends is GB posters who have accessible home location information in their profiles. This category of friends has been visualized on the map according to their disambiguated FHLI. Therefore, their whereabouts and distributions can be easily explored and navigated interactively in the application. However, the null-home friends need to be studied according to another variable that can be indicative of their geographic footprints (chapter 5, section 5.4.2.2). In doing so and according to the data set collected (section 4.3.2), geographic distribution of photos has been used as an indicative of the null-home friends’ footprints. This decision is supported by the fact that as explained in section (5.4.2) each sample poster in this study has at least one geo-tagged photo. In addition, the geo-tagged photos bear some reference to the physical places that the poster actually has been. Therefore, a collection of geo-tagged photos implicitly demonstrates the geographic footprint of its poster. Accordingly, exploring spatial relation between posters of a selected area and their friends’ locations can be done through interaction with the visualization application. As discussed and demonstrated in section (5.4.2) have-home and null-home posters are visualized according to their home location or photos distributions.
respectively. For example Figure (7.4) shows the geographic distribution of GB posters who live in Australia (the area demonstrated by empty grey circle in sketch A). The orange ellipses in the other sketch show where the 261 have-home friends live and the green ellipse shows where the 635 null-home friends have taken photos. Reviewing from the chapter 5, the orange circle on the sketch A is proportionate to the 301 Australian GB posters. The grey circle around Australia shows the threshold of the area selected for analysis (sketch A).

Spatial patterns of friendship for the rest of the populated places with the sampled GB posters were explored visually in the developed visualization application (as demonstrated above). Interestingly, a consistent trend has been found in the spatial pattern of friendship. In majority of the cases the geographic footprints of have-home friends share a relatively similar distribution with the geographic distribution of the places that null-home posters have taken photos. Another example of this pattern is illustrated in Figure (7.5) with 147 GB posters who live in Brazil and its vicinity with threshold 130 (sketch A). As can be seen on the picture 136 friends are mapped according to their home locations (orange circles) in sketch B while the remaining 63 null-home friends are visualised according to their geographic footprints of their geo-tagged photos. As can be seen and was expected the summary distribution of points have close centre, size and direction focused around Europe.
This identified pattern might not be correct for individual views (section 5.4.2) but in aggregated view, that covers more posters and larger area, the two examined distributions tend to be quite close to each other.

7.4 FHLI, photos and friends

Up to this stage the visual analysis of friends and photos have been conducted successfully through interaction with the developed application (chapter 5). Here, efforts have been done to examine all the three collected variables for sampled GB posters visually. In other words for posters of each selected area the following three variables are calculated and shown accordingly:

- Geographic distribution of photos (blue)
- Geographic distribution of home location of have-home friends (orange)
- Geographic distribution of photos of null-home friends (green)

From each of the location categories populated with the sampled GB posters, several locations (proportional to the density of each area) are selected for study and analysis.

Figure (7.6) has been selected as a typical patterns identified in majority of the locations populated by GB posters. This particular example shows the three examined attributes of the Australian GB posters. As described before, sketch A (left side) shows the selected area for analysis and number of posters who live in that area. The orange circle size is proportional to the number of posters who live in the selected area. Sketch B interactively updates itself according to the area selected on sketch A. Accordingly, this picture demonstrates that the Australian GB posters tend to take more photos in their close vicinity (blue ellipse). Their have-home friends are focused around Europe (orange ellipse) while their null-home friends have photos collection stretched between Australia and Europe (green ellipse). Interestingly all the three examined distributions share relatively the same direction (stretched from Australia towards Europe).
Exploring the data visually by comparing the distribution of the mentioned three variables for the locations populated by sampled GB posters of this study revealed that in most of the cases the distributions are very close to each other or at least share the same direction and or centre. The following two Figures are selected to demonstrate the two extreme cases in the distribution of the examined three variables. Figure (7.7) shows the distribution of photos, have-home friends’ homes and null-home friends’ photos for Asian GB posters. As can be seen although the examined variables are relatively focused in close proximities, their distributions have slightly different directions and their centres are located in slightly different locations. On the other hand, Figure (7.8) is indicative of those locations that the distributions are extremely close to each other (centre and direction).
Study and analysis of the three spatio-social attributes of the sampled GB posters have been conducted by following the same strategy through interaction with the developed visualization application.

### 7.5 Summary

This chapter demonstrates how the developed visualization application enables users to explore the data visually. Attempts were made to explore the data from three different perspectives. That includes geographic distribution of photos, geographic distribution of friends and FHLI. For each of the examined variable an indicative Figure has been selected and a snapshot of the application is provided for clarity. The next chapter answers the research questions through exploring the data interaction with the application.
8 Discussion
8.1 Introduction

This chapter applies the findings of the visual analysis of the data that have been conducted in the previous chapter to discuss and answer the research questions (section 1.5). For each research question the identified patterns of the examined distributions are discussed and possible assumptions and hypotheses are made accordingly.

8.2 Research Questions

RQ1. What limitations are involved in applying VGI in spatial social network presentation?

In applying VGI to spatial social network presentations the identified limitations can be defined in three different categories:

Servers and service providers

- Bug: as mentioned in the data chapter (chapter 4, section 4.3) during the course of the data collection of this research it has been identified that there is a bug in the Flickr service. In response to requests that return large amounts of data, the server returns duplications. In the sample world data, breaking the queries into smaller time periods resolved the problem (chapter 4, section 4.3). However, in the GB data collection it was aimed to collect all photos in GB borders during the 5-year sampling period. In that situation the bug resulted in a more significant problem. As a result the first (15 pages with 250 photos) 3,750 photos of each day were collected and the rest, that were duplicates, were removed from the data.
- Flickr service: Considering the large volume of data that needs to be collected, the internet connection and speed of the server play essential roles in the time and efficiency of the data collection process.

VGI

Ambiguity and uncertainty: since VGI is provided by people voluntarily without any particular format and accuracy, there are considerable levels of ambiguity and uncertainty that need to be dealt with before analysis. Although FHLI disambiguation has been completed in the most appropriate format for this study (chapter 5, section 5.3), there is an unavoidable level of uncertainty in the data that affects the generalization of the inferences, assumptions and conclusions.

Visualization: Packages and Techniques

- Viz packages: The pre-packed ready to use visualization packages are inadequate in dealing with unique characteristics of different data sets (Fry, 2007). Therefore, a customized visualization application was developed (chapter 5, section 5.4.2). Although the application was useful for detecting the patterns and exploring the data, considering the time constraint there is always place for improvement of the application for getting better results (specially for null-home posters and the uncertainty involved).
- Data analysis through graphics: There are some concerns about using graphics in data analysis (Montello, 2002). Visual analysis of the data can be affected by perceptual failings and optical illusions and therefore can result in deriving wrong conclusions from the analysis. This problem is more severe when it comes to judging the value of circles on the map (Flannery
perceptual scaling). Extra efforts are required while developing a visual application to make up for underestimation of areas and volumes through human minds. In order to follow Tufte’s rule of ‘telling the truth about the data’, and as suggested by Psychology and Psychophysical research in geography and visualization (Montello, 2002; Dent, 2008), perceptual scaling has been applied to compensate for the underestimation of human’s perception of areas (Krygier and Wood, 2002). Although attempts were made to reduce the risk of illusions while analysing the data and answering the research questions (chapter 5, section 5.4.2.3) through visual analysis, there is always a possibility of unavoidable human perceptual problems and optical illusions (Ihaka, 2003).52

Overall, the user generated data, although freely available and having potential in revealing patterns and trends in many aspects of human interactions and behaviours, will inevitably come with inherent ambiguity, uncertainty, inconsistency and conflict that leave the quality of the data as a subject of debate and make the analysis and visualization a challenging task.

**RQ2. Can geographic distribution of photos contribute to prediction of FHLI?**

This question requires the analysis of the photo distribution of GB posters in regards to their home locations. Referring back to chapter 7 (section 7.2) photo distributions of GB posters have been examined visually through interaction with the developed visualization application. Based on the visual analysis of the data (Figures 7.1-3) a general pattern has been identified for photo distribution of the sampled GB posters. According to the consistent identified patterns, one can hypothesize that the majority of the GB posters have higher tendency in taking photos of their nearby places than farther distances. In other words, the summary of the distributions indicates that the centre and direction of the photo taking behavior of GB posters are stretched between home locations and Europe (mandatory place for having at least one photo).

Here for each of the selected five categories of populated places with GB posters (chapter 7, section 7.1) the distribution patterns are studied against the above general pattern. GB posters of Australia, New Zealand and South America have their photos distribution stretched from their close vicinity towards Europe. This assumption might not work for each individual poster, but looking with a wider perspective reveals that it is the case for aggregated view of posters. Figure (8.1) demonstrates the typical patterns in the geographic distribution of geo-tagged photos of the mentioned place categories.

---

Exploring the Asian GB posters’ photo taking behavior in some cases shows a slightly more bias towards US than expected. Although they have their photos distributions spread between home locations and Europe, there is considerable number of photos taken in US as well. An example of this pattern is shown in Figures 8.2-3.

For the three most populated areas of Africa with GB posters, three relatively different photo distributions have been found (Figures 8.4-6). As Figure (8.4) shows, for posters of Cape Town the photos are distributed between Europe and home with a higher density around Europe. However, the 36 posters in Tombali’s vicinity have
no photos of their nearby places at all (Figure 8.5). Bujumbura whereabouts with the highest number of GB posters in Africa, has the distribution centered close to Europe and home with a slight tendency towards other places. Overall, there are no consistent photo distribution patterns among the African GB posters. In other words, the effect of home location on photo taking behavior of African GB posters is not immediately recognizable through the analysis of their photos’ distribution.

Figure 8.4 19,989 photos for 80 GB posters in Cape Town expanded by threshold 180

Figure 8.5 5,451 photos for 36 GB posters in Tombali expanded by threshold 70

Figure 8.6 35,526 photos for 327 GB posters in Bujumbura expanded by threshold 110
The GB posters from US and Canada follow the expected pattern of spreading photos distribution between home and Europe. The majority of photos are either in the US or Europe, with no particular popularity in either of them. In some cases the number of photos taken in nearby places of home location outweighs (Figure 8.7), while in other cases the distribution is relatively equally stretched between home location and Europe as expected (Figure 8.8).

Photo distributions for European GB posters are considerably focused in Europe. Examples of this pattern are shown in Figures (8.9-10). Despite the large number of photos taken from all around the world, Europe and USA have attracted the majority of the photos uploaded by European GB posters. In other words, European GB posters tend to take more photos of their nearby places than anywhere else. This might be based on the fact that since all posters have at least one GB photo in their profiles, so the nearer the home location to GB, the more likely are the photo distributions to be local.
Overall, according to the analysis of the geographic distribution of photos in line with home location of posters, it can be concluded that:

Yes - geographic distribution of photos can contribute to the prediction of FHLI of GB posters ‘to some extent’.

The results are slightly different for different places that can be attributed to the nature of the countries, culture, language, economical situations and tourist destinations. Geographic distributions of photos in the majority of the examined places (Australia New Zealand, Asia, South America, Canada, North America and Europe) are lending towards a close proximity to where the posters live and Europe. In Africa, less evidence of taking photos of close proximity has been found. Interestingly, in the less economically challenging area of Africa (Cape Town) that is also known as a tourist destination, a relatively similar pattern, to the general pattern identified for GB posters of the rest of the world, has been found (Figure 8.4). Accordingly, one can hypothesize that:

For a null-home poster, the home location can be estimated according to the two most popular places where the majority of their photos were taken. If one of them is GB (or close proximity in Europe) the other place has significantly higher chance of being the poster’s home location than other alternate places. If the whole photo collection is focused around Europe and very close proximity, then the chance of the GB poster living in Europe is higher than anywhere else. For any other distributions that do not match the above theory, the home location has the higher chance of being close to Africa.
RQ3. Can geographic distribution of friends contribute to prediction of FHLI?

As described in the data set chapter, there are two different categories of posters. In the first place the friendship network is made of GB posters who have accessible home location information. In the second place attempts were made to include null-home friends - who do not have any home location available in their profiles – into the friendship network as well. Visualizing the null-home friends on the map (chapter 5, section 5.4.2.2.2) allows the analysis and exploration of the complete GB friendship sub-network. Consequently, a decision is made and justified for analysis of null-home friends (chapter 5, section 5.4.2.2) as a part of a GB friendship sub-network. Accordingly, the developed visualization application allows the study and analysis of the friendship distribution in regard to have-home friends as well as null-home friends (chapter 5, section 5.4.2.2). Based on the identified pattern in the comprehensive friendship network of GB posters, has been concluded that the FHLI of have-home friends are relatively close to places where the null-home friends take photos (chapter 7, section 7.3). It can also be inferred that the GB friendship-sub network of GB posters (considering where have-home friends live and where null-home friends take photos) in majority of cases are centered in Europe (Figures 7.4-5).

This suggests two hypotheses:

- GB posters are more likely to make friends from places where they take photos or
- The majority of sampled GB posters live in GB and nearby places (Europe).

Consequently, the GB friendship sub-network has a higher chance of being comprised of posters who live in Europe than anywhere else.

Since this study examines the GB friendship sub-network, it does not cover those friends of GB posters who do not have any GB photos. Therefore, the first hypothesis cannot be investigated further at this stage. The second hypothesis implies that the majority of GB posters live in close proximity to GB. In other words, in a social network of posters with one mandatory common place in their photo collections, the effects of that location on other examined variables (friendship network, photo distributions) are quite significant. This finding is consistent with what has been concluded in RQ2, indicating that people tend to take more photos of their nearby places. Consequently, considering the fact that the studied posters have at least one GB photo would result in hypothesizing that the examined GB posters have a higher probability of being in Europe (and specifically GB) than anywhere else.

In addition, another interesting finding here is that since the photo distribution of null-home friends and the home distribution of have-home friends in the majority of cases are relatively close to each other, and referring to the aforementioned assumption in RQ2, one can hypothesize that the GB friendship sub-network of GB posters has a noticeable tendency towards Europe, regardless of the availability of home location of the friends. In other words, there is no significant different pattern in home location of have-home and null-home friends. That means availability of home location does not affect where GB friends live. In either case they live in close proximity to each other and it is not possible to derive any conclusion as to where null-home friends have more tendency to live compared to have-home friends. As the observations here indicate, the majority of the GB friends in general have a higher probability of being in Europe.
All in all, the examined sub-network of GB friends on its own does not contribute towards prediction of FHLI of GB posters directly. However, as two different variables (home locations of have-home friends and photos’ distribution of null-home friends) were studied visually in answering this research question, it is possible to conclude that GB posters have more friends, who live in GB and nearby places (i.e. Europe), who take more photos of GB and nearby places (i.e. Europe) than anywhere else.

RQ4. To what extent locational information dominates a pattern in online communities?

In order to study the effects of spatial data on social interactions of social entities the relation among the FHLI, geographic distribution of photos as well as geographic distribution of friends have been examined for the sampled GB posters. As explored visually and have been discussed in chapter 7 (section 7.1) from each category of the selected populated locations with GB poster, several sample locations, proportional to the density of each area, are selected. In the visualization application for each examined variable an individual view is demonstrated in the form of transparent dots as well as an aggregated (summary) view in the form of standard ellipses. As has been identified through the visual analysis (Figures 7.6-8) it is clear that all the three examined variables in all sampled locations are closely distributed with relatively close centers and/or direction. This leads to the general conclusions that:

- GB posters have their photos’ distribution spread between their home locations and Europe.
- GB posters share close photo distributions with their GB friends and
- Null-home friends take photos in close proximity to where have-home friends live.

Although this trend might not be recognized for any selected individual, the aggregated view in all cases confirms the validity of this finding to a certain extent. After all, despite the difference in the direction and size of the three ellipses in some cases, the distributions overall are not very far from each other and that indicates the role of space and location in the online behavior of GB posters. As the analysis and visualization application have demonstrated (chapter 7, section 7.4), the three examined ellipses in all cases have a tendency towards Europe. In other words, the social network of GB posters have higher chance of living in GB and nearby places (Europe), have their photo distributions stretched towards Europe and have more friends around GB and close proximity than anywhere else. This indicates the significant role of location in online behavior of social entities. Consequently, in answering the above question it is possible to argue that:

Locational information dominates a significant pattern in the social network of posters who all have common spatial information in their profiles (i.e. in this study one GB photo in their photo collection). The role of that common location can be seen in photo distributions, home location of posters, friendship network and photo taking behavior of friends.

RQ5. Are spatial social network maps useful for better understanding of the geographic distribution of individuals and their online behaviors?

In this study, a visualized map is considered to be useful if it enables the user to answer the questions at hand by interactively exploring the data. Since three of the research questions of this study, which aimed to be answered by visual analysis of the data, have been successfully answered via the interaction with the developed
visualization application, one can argue that the developed spatio-social maps have achieved the desired objectives. Hence,

Although there is always room for improvement of any application, the developed spatial social network maps have been found useful for a better understanding of the geographic distribution of individuals.

The useful information gained through interaction with the spatio-social maps are reviewed here as a proof of usefulness of the visualization application in understanding the examined data. The following findings were very difficult to achieve (and in some cases quite impossible to be inferred) by analysing the data in its original format.

- GB posters tend to take more photos of their nearby places than farther locations (RQ2, chapter 7, section 7.2).
- The GB friendship sub-network of GB posters in the majority of cases is centered in Europe (RQ3, chapter 7, section 7.3).
- Availability of home location does not affect where posters live or take photos (chapter 7, section 7.4). In other words null-home posters, while being less prone to develop large networks of GB friendships and being less popular in the examined GB friendship sub-network (chapter 6: section 6.5.2), have no idiosyncratic behavior in their photo distributions (chapter 6: section 6.5.1 and Figures 7.6-8). Although they are less likely to have a large GB friendship sub-network and are less popular in friendship sub-networks (section 6.5.2), that does not affect where they live or take photos (RQ3).
- In the majority of the examined locations, distribution of FHLI of have-home friends and photos of the null-home friends are close to each other. Assuming that posters take more photos of their nearby places would lead to hypothesizing that the friends of selected posters live in close proximity to each other. In other words, have-home friends and null-home friends live in relatively close proximity to each other (chapter 7, section 7.4).
- In cases where the distributions of the three examined variables in RQ4 (photos, have-home friends’ homes and null-home friends’ photos) are close to each other, one can conclude that GB posters have more friends who live in close proximity to GB and are more likely to befriend with those who have photos of the same places (Figures 7.6-8).
- Photo distributions and the GB friendship sub-network are spatially related to the examined spatio-social variables. However, photo distributions more significantly depend on home location of GB posters than the GB friendship sub-network.

All in all, according to the above findings, one can hypothesize that GB posters tend to take more photos of places close to where they live, while the friendship sub-network does not reveal such an obvious spatial relation to FHLI. In other words, friendship distribution has stronger geographic footprints compared to photo distributions. Hence, in a social network of posters where they all have at least one photo of a specific location, the friendship sub-network is significantly biased towards that location.

RQ6. Is there any uncertainty involved in interpretation of spatio-social relations?

This work has faced several levels of uncertainty in different concepts. The data availability and quality have been affected by the inherent uncertainties in the nature of the spatio-social data. The identified uncertainties are summarized here in the following three categories:
Ambiguous FHLI

- Unavoidable level of uncertainty in people’s everyday vocabulary i.e. near, close, not very far, downtown (chapter 2: section 2.5 and chapter 5: section 5.2.1)
- Uncertainty in human perception of location names compared to the official boundaries defined in gazetteers (chapter 5: section 5.2.1).
- In addition to the uncertainty in the nature of the vernacular and fuzzy geographic names, depending on the sensitivity and awareness of the GB posters the level of uncertainty in FHLI varies. For example, ambiguity in ‘London, UK’ is considerably less than ‘London’. This kind of uncertainty was measured and quantified in chapter 5 (section 5.2) and chapter 6 (section 6.2.6).

Disambiguated FHLI

Although attempts were made to develop an appropriate customized algorithm for disambiguation of the examined FHLI (chapter 5: sections 5.2.4 and 5.3), the final disambiguated home locations bear some level of uncertainty.

- Depending on which category of place names the disambiguated home locations belong to (section 5.2.2, Table 5.1), they are likely to suffer from a level of uncertainty that can be attributed to the accuracy in performance of the application and the probability of errors in the disambiguation process (section 5.3.2.2, Table 5.14).
- There is also another potential uncertainty regarding the level of accuracy and closeness of the assigned default location to a real place where the examined poster spends the majority of their time. The measurement of that accuracy is not possible unless conducting a qualitative analysis (interview, observation, questionnaire etc.) and also overcoming the challenge of online and spatial privacy (chapter 2: section 2.7).

Geo-tagged Photos

In addition to the FHLI that bears certain levels of ambiguity and uncertainty, there are some concerns regarding the spatial information attached to the examined geo-tagged photos. Although the data collection application (chapter 4: section 4.3.2) was limited to the most precise geo-photos (in Flickr terms ‘accuracy 16’ that is equivalent to street level (chapter 4: section 4.2.1), couple of uncertainties has been identified in that respect.

- The precision of the geo-tagged photos in Flickr depends on the zoom level of the map. The user can adjust the zooming level of the map relatively proportionate to the desired precision for each photo (country, area, or in a very zoomed in scale photos can be dragged onto the appropriate street). Therefore, spatial information attached to the photos bears particular levels of uncertainty that can be attributed to the user’s attention, accuracy and sensitivity in placing photos on the correct locations on the map.
- There is another kind of ambiguity regarding locational information attached to the photos. The latitude and longitude of each photo can simply reflect
the location of the camera (or photographer) rather than the actual place in the photo. Overall, analysis of spatio-social data is involved with different levels of uncertainty in different concepts. The identified uncertainties in the spatio-social data set of this study are inherent and inevitable due to the nature of the data. Where possible, efforts have been made to reduce the effects of uncertainties to a particular level on data collection, analysis and conclusions. In doing so, the most accurate geo-photos were collected for study and analysis. In addition to that a classification and uncertainty measurements were developed and applied to FHLI. Accordingly, it has been found that the Flickr posters in majority have higher tendency in associating themselves to a place within boundary of a city (UC2-3). In other words, in the worst-case scenario the majority of findings and assumptions of this thesis in regards to ambiguous FHLI are vulnerable against different locations within the boundary of a city. Location uncertainty of a poster with the variation scope of different places with boundary of a city is a reasonable level of uncertainty in global geographical analysis. The remaining identified uncertainties in regards to FHLI and geo-tagged photos are inevitable part of analysis of spatio-social relations. This can suggest that the analysis and identification of the uncertainties involved in spatio-social data are far from straightforward. Accordingly, one can conclude that spatio-social data present significant challenges with respect to vagueness, ambiguity and accuracy.

8.3 Summary

This chapter demonstrated how the visualization application developed in chapter 5 is applied here in answering the research questions. Each question has been answered with appropriate evidence from the previous steps of the research, or by referring to the maps developed through the visual interaction with the data. The next chapter reviews the shortcomings of this research and proposes potential solutions for overcoming some of them. In addition, it reviews the aims and objectives and ensures that they have been achieved successfully.
9 Conclusion and Future Work
9.1 Introduction

This chapter reviews the aims and objectives of this study and summarises how they have been achieved. It also highlights the contributions and important findings. Limitations and shortcomings identified during the course of this research are described in the final section. Potential solutions on how to avoid or overcome the identified problems in the proposed methods and applications are discussed and potential amendments for future direction of this work have been proposed.

9.2 Revisiting Research Aims and Objectives

In this section a brief review is given on how attempts were made to achieve the aims and objectives that were set out in chapter 1 (sections 1.3-4).

1. Identify concerns regarding locational uncertainties of online social entities and their implications.

Three different locational uncertainties were identified in this study (RQ6, section 8.2). During the classification, disambiguation and uncertainty measurements attempts were made to reduce the unavoidable effects of the uncertainty on the global geographical analysis to improve the robustness and reliability of the results. However, the locational uncertainties regarding the accuracy of home location of posters and geo-tagged photos were identified as an inherent complexity of spatio-social data that is unavoidable in analysis of a data set of this kind. Considering the volume and nature of the data that has been widely spread around the world, a qualitative analysis (i.e. interviews, observations, questionnaires etc.) for examining the ambiguous behavior of social entities in online environments does not sound efficient, feasible or promising. Overall, it has been concluded that the inherent and unavoidable level of uncertainty has effects on the quality of both data sets and the results of analysis. However, as discussed (section 5.3.2.3), where possible attempts were made to systematically classify and measure the uncertainties in the data set.

2. Develop new forms of spatial social network presentations that support the visual synthesis of locational data and online relations.

This aim has been successfully achieved during completion of the following objectives (chapter 1: section 1.4):

1) Develop techniques to discover and analyze spatio-social relations within a large spatially structured social group.

2) Assess the strengths and weaknesses of the developed visualizations in identifying the role of geography in online interactions and friendship patterns.

The first step in achieving the above aim and objectives was to select an appropriate data set (chapter 4: section 4.3) and to identify the spatio-social attributes for analysing spatio-social relations among social entities (chapter 4: sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2). Accordingly, a Java application (appendices A-B)
was developed that can send queries to the Flickr database to collect required spatio-social data during any selected time period. Several methods and techniques were developed and applied in cleaning, filtering, disambiguating and dealing with uncertainty in the collected data (chapter 5). Having clean and disambiguated data, some extra techniques were applied in order to complete several numerical analyses (chapter 6) before embarking on visual analysis of the data. In the final step, an appropriate visualization application was developed (chapter 5: section 5.4) in Processing in line with the research questions (chapter 1: section 1.5). As has been explained in the method chapter (chapter 5: section 5.4), the developed visualization application produces maps that demonstrate all the selected attributes of examined Flickr posters:

- Spatial (FHLI, photos distribution, friends home location and friends’ photos distribution)
- Social (GB friendship sub-network)
- Potentially spatial (null-home posters)
- Non-spatial (number of posters in each location, number of friends, have home friends ID and null-home friends ID, number of GB photos, number of GB have-home friends and null-home friends)

The application, in addition to the spatial information, has also visualized the potentially spatial and non-spatial data. It allows the user to interact with the three variables at the same time. Therefore, the spatial social networks of this study are made in regards to social connections as well as associated spatial information (i.e. home location of have-home posters). In other words, as has been aimed originally in this study, each poster has been studied according to multi geographies associated to them. The developed disambiguation algorithm has been assessed in regards to its performance against disambiguation of ‘Flickr GB Data’ (section 5.3.2). Failure cases have been identified and potential solutions have been proposed (section 5.3.2.4-5).

3. Identify the challenges of visualizing large spatio-social information in a spatially structured social group.

Every single step followed and completed in the data collection, disambiguation and visualization sections of this study has faced challenges regarding the characteristics of spatio-social data set of this study. Visualization of large spatio-social data in this study involved the following five consecutive steps:

1. Collecting and storing a large volume of spatio-social data (chapter 4: section 4.3) from Flickr
2. Cleaning, filtering, formatting, classifying and disambiguating the spatio-social data (chapter 5: sections 5.2 and 5.3)
3. Identifying and measuring the associated uncertainty (section 5.3 and section 8.2, RQ4)
4. Design decision on visualization of spatial-social data (chapter 5: section 5.4)
5. Design decision on including potentially spatial and non-spatial data in the visualization results (chapter 5: section 5.4.2.2)
6. Reducing the risk of inaccurate perceptions of values through the appearance compensation (perceptual, apparent scaling) in analysis of the data visually (chapter 5: section 5.4.2.3)
A complete overview of the identified uncertainties in analysis of spatio-social data is provided in answering RQ6 (chapter 8, section 8.2).

9.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this work are noted and discussed in relevant chapters. However, a summary of what have been achieved during the course of this study are given as under:

1. Efficient application for collecting spatio-social data from Flickr (section 4.3)
2. Uncertainty classification model for quantifying the uncertainty in FHLI (sections 5.2-3)
3. Appropriate algorithm implemented in a Java application for disambiguation of fuzzy vernacular geographic terms that frequently happened in FHLI (section 5.3.2)
4. Visualization application that provides opportunity to augment bounding box geography and explores spatio-social relations and associated multi geographies of social entities in an interactive environment (section 5.4.2).

Here, in addition to what have been mentioned above, key achievements of this thesis are highlighted in the areas of ‘home location disambiguation’ and ‘social entities and their spatio-social relations’.

9.3.1 Home Locations Disambiguation

The most significant contribution of this work is the placeName disambiguation in chapter 5, where a disambiguation algorithm is developed for disambiguation of fuzzy vernacular geographic terms that people use to refer to their home locations in online environments. The algorithm has been assessed against the random sample data from Flickr. Appropriate modifications have been applied in section (5.3.2) to improve the results for ‘Flickr GB Data’. The disambiguation here, does not depend on the other similar documents and context and is not limited to a specific area or country. Although there are some failure cases in the disambiguation process (section 5.3.2.4-5), according to the developed classification it has been realized that the majority of the FHLI can be successfully assigned to a specific location on the earth. Overall, the author suggests that in order to gain the best possible accuracy for disambiguation of place names one can take into consideration the following modifications to the proposed method:

- Context in which the locations are mentioned
- Usage of several place name databases
- Comprehensive text analysis (i.e. capital letter, delimiters, spaces etc.)

It should also bear in mind that the above amendments should be conducted while maintaining a balance between the accuracy of the results and efficiency of the application (discussed in section 5.3.2.5).

9.3.2 Spatio-Social Relations and online Social Entities

Visual analysis of the data through interaction with the visualization application developed in chapter 5, demonstrates convincingly that locational data dominates a pattern in online environments. Developed hypotheses and their consequent
discussions also confirm the effects of spatial data on online behavior of social entities (RQ2-5, section 2.8). Similar hypotheses have been put forward by other researches in the past (Liben-Nowell et al. 2005; Escher, 2007), however to the best of author’s knowledge, ambiguity, uncertainty and effects of spatial data in online behavior of social entities have never been studied and quantified in the scale conducted in this thesis. As a result of analysis of the spatio-social relations among a group of social entities who interact together in online environments two hypotheses have been made.

In answering the RQ2 (section 8.2) a hypothesis has been made to estimate the FHLI of null-home posters according to the geographic distribution of their photos. In addition, another hypothesis has been made in RQ3 (section 8.2). It states that posters who live in close proximity of each other share relatively close online behaviors (i.e. geographic distribution of photos and friends). These findings have interesting and useful implications on spatio-social analysis for businesses. Estimating an individual’s whereabouts has considerable benefit for data aggregators, site developers and businesses that plan their marketing strategies according to the user participations (e.g. collaborative knowledge, reviews, feedback etc.). Effects of spatial data in online behavior of social entities can be exploited in customizing the product or making intelligent recommendation or strategy for targeting other users with similar spatial information. For example, if a survey concludes that the majority of consumers of a specific product are Londoners, the advertisement strategy can target the Londoners’ friends who have higher chance of sharing similar online behaviors. Within the same scenario, can also mention that, for those of member of friendship network that do not have any spatial information available, those who have similar usage pattern to Londoners, have higher probability to live in London or nearby places than those members who have totally different usage pattern.

Overall, the study and analysis of spatio-social relation on the web has considerable potential for providing insight into hidden patterns in online behavior of social entities. However, as has been identified in this research, the existing tools and techniques for collecting data of this kind is far more advanced than our ability to analyse and make sense of it. Therefore, the author here predicts that study and analysis of spatio-social relations among social entities on the web will attract considerable attention in the very near future. More efficient methods for collecting large volume of data and better classification methods are expected to be developed and applied by researchers in the field.

9.4 Limitations

This section gives a brief overview of the shortcomings identified during the course of this research.

9.4.1 Flickr as a corpus

The body of the work of this thesis relies on two assumptions:

1. Firstly, Flickr users are representative sample of online social entities and
2. Secondly, Flickr is a representative corpus of spatio-social sites

On the whole, attempts were made to reduce the amount of bias in data collection and analysis (section 3.4, 4.3.1 and 4.3.2) as much as practically possible. However, there are some concerns regarding the validity and application of hypotheses
derived from one sets of data to different corpora (Mika et al. 2008). For example Overell (2009) demonstrates that the two terms ‘race’ and ‘party’ have been used in different context and meaning by Wikipedians in comparison to Flickr members. Mike et al. (2008) argued that in language processing tasks models that are developed on one sets of data poorly perform on other sources of data. A rule of thumb in language processing task has been introduced as to put into account the context of the subject before choosing an appropriate model (Mike et al, 2008). However, since the disambiguation algorithms in this research only deals with location names and it has been assumed that all the FHLI are referring to a place on the earth therefore, the developed algorithms are not limited to one specific context and/or situation. Consequently, the classification methods (chapter 5, section 5.2.2) and disambiguation algorithm (Chapter 5, sections 5.2.4. and 5.3.2) developed and applied in this study are expected to perform reasonably well for place names people use to refer to their homes in other corpora.

Notwithstanding, in data collection and classification of this study, efforts have been made to select suitably diverse and general data (section 3.4-6 and section 4.3). However, the inevitable bias introduced during data collection (chapter 4, section 4.3) and inherited uncertainties in spatial data (chapter 5, section 5.3.2.3, RQ6 section 2.8) will have to be considered when applying this work in other data sets.

9.4.2 Disambiguation Algorithm

It has been identified that 35.6% of place names in English is ambiguous while in the other 12 examined languages ambiguity in place names were less than 20% (Overell, 2009). According to the developed classification scheme for this study (Chapter 5, section 5.2.2) majority of the FHLI are within city level (regardless of the ambiguities attached). It has also been recognised that 78% of the existing websites and their consequent spatio-social data is also in English (Myers and Dyke, 2000). Consequently, although the developed algorithm here can disambiguate the English place names only, the fact that 78% of the websites are in English and ambiguity in English names are the highest (Overell, 2009), one can justify the algorithm generality and its application in other situations. However, like any other applications there are always rooms for improvements. As mentioned in chapter 5 (section 5.3.2.3) the developed disambiguation algorithm failed in nine cases of location types that were summarized in table 5.16. Chapter 5 (section 5.3.2.4-5) provides potential solutions for improvement of the performance of the algorithm in the mentioned failure cases.

In general, despite recent advances in the field of word sense disambiguation (Li et al. 2002; Bilhaut et al. 2003) and geographic information retrieval (Jones et al, 2008) there are still impeding limitations. Simulation of how human brain functions in ambiguous situations in automatic systems is not fully feasible yet (Fisher, 2007). However, by the advent of Web 2.0 and proliferation of spatially aware devices the need for analysis, understanding and disambiguation of data of that kind is becoming increasingly important. As a result, the author here predicts that place name disambiguation will attract extensive usage in very near future. In the medium terms, perhaps 2 to 3 years there will be improved least supervised disambiguation algorithms that can improve many different angles of spatio-social field of research from accuracy of search results, to more precise geographically augmenting search engines, better marketing strategies for businesses and more accessible data for site
owners and developers. The presented work here contributes to this realm of predicted research.

**9.4.3 Limitations on Methods**

The above two limitations have been found as inevitable part of research of this kind. However, the results have also suffered from some limitations as a consequence of the methods developed and applied in this thesis. Therefore, in the following sections the identified limitations are discussed and some solutions are proposed for improving the results.

**9.4.3.1 Data collection**

As mentioned in chapter 4 (section 4.3) there was a bug in Flickr services that resulted in some corrupted duplicate data that have been removed from the data set of this study before analysis. Being aware of the bug before data collection could have made it possible to retrieve the complete desired data set with minimum corruption. In order not to be affected by the bug, a slight modification in the algorithm could break the time periods into smaller slots until the returned results are no more than 3,750 photos. The solution, although recognised soon after the duplicates were found in the data, was not applied due to time constraint and the small percentage of the corrupted data.

**9.4.3.2 Uncertainty**

It is also useful to apply the uncertainty of the examined FHLI (quantified in chapter 5: section 5.3) to visualization and develop hypotheses regarding the visual analysis of spatial uncertainty of posters and their online behaviours. However, bearing in mind that the majority of the examined FHLI were categorized in City level (chapter 6: sections 6.5.5 and 6.2.6) the existing hypotheses and conclusions in the worst case might be vulnerable to ambiguity within the boundary of a city (or different locations within a country UC3 > UC4). Accordingly, one can argue that the findings and conclusions of global geographical analysis in this study are robust and valid within a reasonable level of certainty.

**9.5 Important Finding**

Overall, this thesis concludes that even in places where geography does not seem important directly (e.g. photographic archive) location plays a dominant role. This is known as first law of geography:

> ‘Everything is related to everything else but closer things are more closely related’\(^{53}\). Accordingly, one can conclude that first law of geography is valid in spatio-social relations of social entities who interact together in online environments. This research proved that spatial information has significant pattern in online behavior of social entities in regard to their photo distributions and their friends. This finding has important implication on every aspect of human life from business, tourism, proximity sensing and customized products to field of image and information retrieval. The

---

\(^{53}\) Waldo Tobler’s first law of geography, 1970
hypotheses made in regards to relation between home location and other spatio-social attributes of members (section 8.2) can play vital information for personalization and customization of products and services.

9.6 Further Research

Like any other application there is always room for further improvement and adding new functionalities for better understanding of the data. Evaluations of the proposed application in visualization and analysis of spatio-social data have been conducted regarding the performance of the application in answering the research questions (section 8.2). However, the developed application can be improved in the following three areas:

- Incorporating the ability of comparing have-home posters with null-home posters in the visualization application can considerably improve the ability of the application to analyze the data and develop hypotheses regarding the have-home and null-home posters’ online behaviors.
- Another improvement can be done by visualizing the estimated home location of null-home poster (according to the RQ2 hypothesis) on the map. Doing that could have facilitated the understanding of the overall view of the patterns in posters’ behaviors.
- Incorporating the uncertainty classifications and measurements into the visualization application can improve the capability and usefulness of the application in revealing the patterns and extraction of relevant information from large volumes of data.

Apart from putting all the developed methods into the visualization application functionalities, it is also interesting to apply the developed methods and techniques in this thesis to other sets of spatio-social data. By doing so, more comprehensive evaluation of the methods can be conducted. In addition, the findings and hypotheses of this study can be tested against different data set and any distinctive behavior of Flickr users can be eliminated from generalizations of findings.

9.7 Summary

This chapter has provided a brief overview on how the aims and objectives (chapter 1: sections 1.3-4) of this study have been achieved successfully. It also highlighted the important findings of this research and the contributions that it has made. The last section proposed some potential places that the application can be improved and that could lead the future direction of this research.
10 Glossary
In these Glossary acronyms, abbreviations and notations referred to in this thesis are defined.

**Geo-Social Network:** a type of social network that provides geographic services (i.e., geo-tagging, geo-coding).

**Online Social entity:** a person who socializes with others via Internet

**SNA:** Social Network Analysis

**FHLI:** Flickr Home Location Information

**E-Social Science:** is about technological developments and approaches in social science field. It helps the social scientists to conduct new research or do their existing research quicker.

**Fuzzy:** is attribute of any variable that is approximate rather than fixed and exact.

**Place Names:** Refers to a location on the earth

**Threshold Circle:** shows the selected area by the user on the map

**Vernacular Geographic Terms:** are place names that people describe in their ordinary every day language.

**RQ:** Research Questions

**REQ:** Requirements

**Geo-photo:** photos that have attached spatial information (Lat, Lon)

**Web 2.0:** allows users to participate and share information on the web

**UGC:** User Generated Content

**VGI:** Volunteered Geographic Information

**Poster:** anyone who uploads photos on Flickr

**NLP:** Natural Language Processing

**Disambiguation:** is the act of identifying the intended use and/or meaning of a word that has or can be associated to several meanings or locations.

**Spatio-Social:** spatial (locational) and social (relational)

**Spatial:** any variable that carries locational data

**Social:** any variable that relates individuals together (i.e. friendship)

**IR:** Information Retrieval

**GIS:** Geographic Information Systems

**UNC:** uncertainty
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12 Appendices
Appendix 1

This appendix demonstrates the features and format of the Geo-Names Feature Codes in the ‘Geo-Names Standard Table’.

The main ‘geoname’ table has the following fields:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>geonameid</td>
<td>integer id of record in geonames database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>name of geographical point (utf8) varchar(200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asciiname</td>
<td>name of geographical point in plain ascii characters, varchar(200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alternatenames</td>
<td>alternatenames, comma separated varchar(5000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latitude</td>
<td>latitude in decimal degrees (wgs84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>longitude</td>
<td>longitude in decimal degrees (wgs84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feature class</td>
<td>see <a href="http://www.geonames.org/export/codes.html">http://www.geonames.org/export/codes.html</a>, char(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feature code</td>
<td>see <a href="http://www.geonames.org/export/codes.html">http://www.geonames.org/export/codes.html</a>, varchar(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>country code</td>
<td>ISO-3166 2-letter country code, 2 characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cc2</td>
<td>alternate country codes, comma separated, ISO-3166 2-letter country code, 60 characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>admin1 code</td>
<td>fipscode (subject to change to iso code), see exceptions below, see file admin1Codes.txt for display names of this code; varchar(20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>admin2 code</td>
<td>code for the second administrative division, a county in the US, see file admin2Codes.txt; varchar(80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>admin3 code</td>
<td>code for third level administrative division, varchar(20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>admin4 code</td>
<td>code for fourth level administrative division, varchar(20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>population</td>
<td>bigint (8 byte int)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elevation</td>
<td>in meters, integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gtopo30</td>
<td>average elevation of 30'x30' (ca 900mx900m) area in meters, integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timezone</td>
<td>the timezone id (see file timeZone.txt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modification date</td>
<td>date of last modification in yyyy-MM-dd format</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 2:

This appendix demonstrates the hierarchy in Geo-Names feature codes.

Accuracy/precision classification (GeoNames hierarchical levels)

- **PPLC**: capital of a Political entity
- **PPLG**: seat of government of a political entity PPLG seat of Government of a Political entity
- **PPLA**: seat of a first-order administrative division (PPLC takes precedence over PPLA)
- **PPLA2**: seat of a second-order administrative division PPLA2 seat of a second-order administrative division
- **PPLA3**: seat of a third-order administrative division PPLA3 seat of a third-order administrative division
- **PPLA4**: seat of a fourth-order administrative division PPLA4 seat of a Fourth-Order Administrative Division
- **PPL**: populated place a city, town, village, or other agglomeration of buildings where people live and work
- **PPLX**: section of populated place
- **PPLS**: populated places cities, towns, villages, or other agglomerations of buildings where people live and work. It is a plural feature if a couple of villages are merged into one GeoNames entry
- **PPLF**: farm village a populated place where the population is largely engaged in agricultural activities
- **PPLL**: populated locality an area similar to a locality but with a small group of dwellings or other buildings
- **PPLR**: religious populated place a populated place whose population is largely engaged in religious occupations
- **PPLQ**: abandoned populated place
- **PPLW**: destroyed populated place a village, town or city destroyed by a natural disaster, or war
- **STLMT**: Israeli settlement.
Appendix 3:

This appendix includes the step-by-step example of how the disambiguated algorithm disambiguates the given FHLI.

Example 1: FHLI (Austin, TX, US)

Populated place saved in arraylist successfully.2647529
Countries read successfully.247
Admin read successfully.3763
old admin list read successfully: 0
reading line: '333 Austin, TX, US'
an object of type DisambigFHLI is created successfully
about to separate the fhli by ,
locations to be disambiguated: austin
locations to be disambiguated: TX
locations to be disambiguated: US
reading Location: austin
spliting: austin
size of the splitted array: 1
reading Location: TX
spliting: TX
size of the splitted array: 2
reading Location: US
spliting: US
size of the splitted array: 2
locations to be disambiguated after resolving south, east, noerth, west: austin TX US
30 populated places are found with the name austin

----------Content of admin list----------
----------Content of populated Place list----------

Austin in BR -22.71667 -43.53333
Austin in CA 45.18339 -72.2824
Austin in HT 18.80639 -72.52333
Austin in US 35.44202 -92.52655
Austin in US 34.99842 -91.98376
Austin in US 35.53063 -92.79072
Austin in US 38.75839 -85.80803
Austin in US 36.82533 -86.01915
Austin in US 38.50279 -94.29995
Austin in US 36.1609 -90.15926
Austin in US 34.64066 -90.44927
Austin in US 36.32374 -80.97702
Austin in US 39.43673 -83.22241
Austin in US 35.20175 -88.2392
Austin in US 30.26715 -97.74306
Austin in US 41.88753 -87.76478
Austin in US 41.73727 -84.69412
Austin in US 46.28439 -87.45708
Austin in US 43.66663 -92.97464
Austin in US 42.8109 -76.47077
Austin in US 41.63118 -78.09139
Austin in US 41.59066 -71.65507
Austin in US 37.24244 -121.99829
Austin in US 38.78109 -107.9509
Austin in US 39.49326 -117.06953
Austin in US 38.67219 -112.12159
Austin in US 46.6391 -112.24529
Austin in US 44.60266 -118.49661
Austin in US 47.99148 -122.53987
Austin in US 47.6849 -117.16465
alternatePP content after removing those with country name
Austin
Austin
Austin
Austin
Austin
0 alternate countries have been found for Austin
0 populated places are found with the name TX
Texas is added to the alternate states list

-------------Content of admin list----------------------:
Texas in US

-------------Content of populated Place list-------------
alternatePP content after removing those with country name

0 alternate countries have been found for TX
3 populated places are found with the name US

-------------Content of admin list----------------------:
Texas in US

-------------Content of populated Place list-------------
alternatePP content after removing those with country name
1 alternate countries have been found for US

contents of the alternate countries:

United States

number of countries mentioned in FHLI is: 1

comparing: Austin

Texas

IL for populated place is compared with: TX
IL with TX

comparing: Austin

Texas

NY for populated place is compared with: TX
NY with TX

comparing: Austin

Texas

NC for populated place is compared with: TX
NC with TX

comparing: Austin

Texas

CO for populated place is compared with: TX
CO with TX

comparing: Austin

Texas

RI for populated place is compared with: TX
RI with TX

comparing: Austin

Texas

WA for populated place is compared with: TX
WA with TX

comparing: Austin

Texas

MO for populated place is compared with: TX
MO with TX

comparing: Austin

Texas

PA for populated place is compared with: TX
PA with TX

comparing: Austin

Texas

TN for populated place is compared with: TX
TN with TX

comparing: Austin

Texas

21 for populated place is compared with: TX
21 with TX

comparing: Austin

Texas

UT for populated place is compared with: TX
UT with TX

comparing: Austin

Texas

AR for populated place is compared with: TX
AR with TX
comparing: Austin
Texas
MI for populated place is compared with: TX
MI with TX
comparing: Austin
Texas
IN for populated place is compared with: TX
IN with TX
comparing: Austin
Texas
CA for populated place is compared with: TX
CA with TX
comparing: Austin
Texas
WA for populated place is compared with: TX
WA with TX
comparing: Austin
Texas
TX for populated place is compared with: TX
TX with TX
comparing Austin country code: US with Country@47f70bc1 admin1 code : US
doNested method incoming parameters:
[PopulatedPlace@563e4d49 and Admin1@7b3d2b1c and [PopulatedPlace@563e4d49, PopulatedPlace@31ce069f, PopulatedPlace@698c10b8, PopulatedPlace@1f5f5727, PopulatedPlace@87bd5a0, PopulatedPlace@414e46e0, PopulatedPlace@4d1d4ca4, PopulatedPlace@20579615, PopulatedPlace@7d5e8834, PopulatedPlace@8713a4e73, PopulatedPlace@48b30ae, PopulatedPlace@4876d42, PopulatedPlace@6e821522, PopulatedPlace@25616d8d, PopulatedPlace@30e4f894, PopulatedPlace@56e34d49, PopulatedPlace@120e4f9a, PopulatedPlace@5a34d004, PopulatedPlace@77160a60, PopulatedPlace@2c52d188, PopulatedPlace@20bd0b0d, PopulatedPlace@1e39a3dc, PopulatedPlace@4f904e39, PopulatedPlace@621d40b0] and [Admin1@7b3d2b1c]
30 size of the incoming parameter of alternatePPObj.
30 is the size of the alternate pps that needs to be compared.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
ONE with the same name as Austin is found.
Uncertainty 2 is selected.Austin is nested in Texas inUS inside one country: Austin and Texas in United States
IL compared with TX
comparing: IL with Estado de Texas
comparing: NY with Estado de Texas
comparing: NC with Estado de Texas
comparing: CO with Estado de Texas
comparing: RI with Estado de Texas
comparing: WA with Estado de Texas
comparing: NC with Estado de Texas
comparing: PA with Estado de Texas
comparing: TN with Estado de Texas

187
Example 2: FHLI (Tehran, London, Uk)

Populated place saved in arraylist successfully.2647529
Countries read successfully.247
Admin1 read successfully.3763
old admin list read successfully: 0
reading line: '333  tehran, London, UK'
an object of type DisambigFHLI is created successfully
about to seperate the fhli by ,
locations to be disambiguated: tehran
locations to be disambiguated: London
locations to be disambiguated: UK
reading Location: tehran
spliting: tehran
size of the splitted array: 1
reading Location: London
spliting: London
size of the splitted array: 2
reading Location: UK
spliting: UK
size of the splitted array: 2

30.26715, -97.74306 for Austin in US and state: Texas
Austin in Texas in United States
333  austin, TX, US Austin 30.26715  -97.74306  2
locations to be disambiguated after resolving south, east, noerth, west

Tehrán
London
UK
6 populated places are found with the name tehran
-----------------------------Content of admin1 list -----------------------------:
Ostf?n-e Tehr?n in IR
-----------------------------Content of populated Place list ----------------------:
Tehr?n in IR 35.69439 51.42151
Tehr?n in IR 27.45861 55.47556
T?r?n in IR 32.7026 51.1537
Tehr?n in IR 35.6373 51.3516
Tehr?n in IR 35.7261 51.3304
Tehr?n in IR 35.75 51.5148
0 alternate countries have been found for tehran
35 populated places are found with the name London
-----------------------------Content of admin1 list -----------------------------:
Ostf?n-e Tehr?n in IR
-----------------------------Content of populated Place list ----------------------:
London in BZ 17.98333 -88.43333
London in CA 42.98333 -81.23304
London in GB 51.50051 -0.12883
Vauxhall in GB 51.48582 -0.12205
Pimlico in GB 51.48897 -0.13699
Victoria in GB 51.49624 -0.14402
London in GQ 2.28333 9.8
London in KI 1.98333 -157.46667
London in MM 25.1 96.28333
London in NG 5.72257 5.78787
London in PH 6.00972 125.12944
London in US 31.29767 -87.08775
London in US 32.2732 -86.05024
London in US 35.32897 -93.25296
London in US 39.6256 -85.92026
London in US 37.12898 -84.08326
London in US 39.88645 -83.44825
London in US 35.86982 -83.00209
London in US 32.23099 -94.94438
London in US 38.19455 -81.36872
London in US 42.02004 -83.63272
London in US 43.52607 -93.0627
London in US 47.2027 -91.56962
London in US 40.445 -95.23498
London in US 40.91033 -82.62934
London in US 41.14367 -80.14867
London in US 43.04778 -89.01289
London in US 36.47606 -119.44438
London in US 43.63457 -123.09285
London in US 36.48091 -119.44401
London in VE 10.36389 -66.73333
London in ZA -24.81667 31.05
London in ZA -24.76667 30.86667
London in ZA -24.3 30.58333
0 alternate countries have been found for london
35 populated places are found with the name Victoria
-----------------------------Content of admin1 list -----------------------------:
Tehr?n in IR
-----------------------------Content of populated Place list ----------------------:
Victoria in GB 51.49624 -0.14402
London in VE 10.36389 -66.73333
London in ZA -24.81667 31.05
London in ZA -24.76667 30.86667
London in ZA -24.3 30.58333
0 alternate countries have been found for victoria
London
London
London
Tehran
London
London
London
London
London
London
London
London
London
London
London
London
Vauxhall
Tehran
London
London
London
0 alternate countries have been found for London
2 populated places are found with the name UK

---------------------
Content of admin1 list ----------------------:

Ostan-e Tehran in IR

---------------------
Content of populated Place list-------------------

UK in RU 54.94722 57.26167
UK in RU 55.07694 98.85389

alternatePP content after removing those with country name

London
London
London
London
Victoria
Tehran
London
London
Tehran
London
Pimlico
London
Tehran
London
London
London
London
Tehran
London
London
London
Tehran
London
London
London
Vauxhall
Tehran
London
London

1 alternate countries have been found for UK

.................. contents of the alternate countries:
number of countries mentioned in FHLI is: 1

KY for populated place is compared with: 26
KY with 26

KY for populated place is compared with: 26
KY with 26

OR for populated place is compared with: 26
OR with 26

OR for populated place is compared with: 26
OR with 26

compared: London

compared: London

TEHR for populated place is compared with: 26
TEHR with 26

compared: London

compared: London

compared: London

compared: London

compared: London

compared: London

compared: London

compared: London

compared: London

compared: London

compared: London

compared: London

compared: London

compared: London

compared: London

compared: London

compared: London

compared: London

compared: London
TX with 26
comparing: Tehran

Ostfyn-e Tehran
26 for populated place is compared with: 26
26 with 26
comparing Tehran country code: IR with Country@23610f1f admin1 code: GB
PopulatedPlace@2670d85b and PopulatedPlace@2670d85b testing namesTehran with Tehran
comparing: London

Ostfyn-e Tehran
15 for populated place is compared with: 26
15 with 26
comparing: Tehran

Ostfyn-e Tehran
C6 for populated place is compared with: 26
C6 with 26
comparing: Tehran

Ostfyn-e Tehran
04 for populated place is compared with: 26
04 with 26
comparing: London

Ostfyn-e Tehran
CA for populated place is compared with: 26
CA with 26
comparing: Tehran

Ostfyn-e Tehran
00 for populated place is compared with: 26
00 with 26
comparing: London

Ostfyn-e Tehran
WI for populated place is compared with: 26
WI with 26
comparing: London

Ostfyn-e Tehran
04 for populated place is compared with: 26
04 with 26
comparing: London

Ostfyn-e Tehran
TX for populated place is compared with: 26
TX with 26
comparing: London

Ostfyn-e Tehran
AL for populated place is compared with: 26
AL with 26
comparing: London

Ostfyn-e Tehran
08 for populated place is compared with: 26
08 with 26
comparing: London

Ostfyn-e Tehran
MN for populated place is compared with: 26
MN with 26
comparing: London

Ostfyn-e Tehran
07 for populated place is compared with: 26
07 with 26
comparing: London

Ostfyn-e Tehran
AL for populated place is compared with: 26
AL with 26
comparing: London

Ostfyn-e Tehran
07 for populated place is compared with: 26
07 with 26
comparing: London
Ostfhn-e Tehrf?n
00 for populated place is compared with: 26
00 with 26
comparing: Tf’rf?n
Ostfhn-e Tehrf?n
28 for populated place is compared with: 26
28 with 26
comparing: Vauxhall
Ostfhn-e Tehrf?n
ENG for populated place is compared with: 26
ENG with 26
comparing: London
Ostfhn-e Tehrf?n
TN for populated place is compared with: 26
TN with 26
comparing: London
Ostfhn-e Tehrf?n
MI for populated place is compared with: 26
MI with 26
US with ........GB
US with ........GB
ZA with ........GB
IR with ........GB
GB with ........GB
US with ........GB
US with ........GB
US with ........GB
IR with ........GB
US with ........GB
GB with ........GB
GB with ........GB
IR with ........GB
US with ........GB
NG with ........GB
US with ........GB
IR with ........GB
VE with ........GB
PH with ........GB
BZ with ........GB
US with ........GB
IR with ........GB
GQ with ........GB
US with ........GB
MM with ........GB
US with ........GB
US with ........GB
US with ........GB
CA with ........GB
US with ........GB
ZA with ........GB
ZA with ........GB
US with ........GB
ZA with ........GB
KI with ........GB
IR with ........GB
GB with ........GB
US with ........GB
US with ........GB
highest place is: London with 1 in GB
adding: Victoria 7 GB
adding: Pimlico 8 GB
adding: London 1 GB
adding: Vauxhall 11 GB
London encloses all with the same names in the same country.
alternateFP content............................
London
London
London
London
London
Victoria
Tehrf?n
London
London
Adding to the notNestedTehran in IR
Adding to the notNestedTehran in IR
Adding to the notNestedTehran in IR
Adding to the notNestedTehran in IR
Adding to the notNestedTehran in IR
Adding to the notNestedTehran in IR

Tehran in IR is not the same as the nested ones.
Tehran in IR is not the same as the nested ones.
Tehran in IR is not the same as the nested ones.
Tehran in IR is not the same as the nested ones.
Tehran in IR is not the same as the nested ones.

uncertainty 4 is selected. there are places in different countries.
highest place is: London with 1
there are the followings within the same country:
Victoria with? London with3
highest places are:
London with 1
51.50051, -0.12883 for London although there are other places mentioned in other countries.
333 Tehran, London, UK London 51.50051 -0.12883 4

Appendix 4

This appendix includes the source codes of the data collection application developed for collecting Flickr data for the pilot study (chapter 4, section 4.3.1). The aforementioned codes can be found on the attached CD.

Appendix 5

This appendix includes the source codes of the data collection application developed and used for collecting photos uploaded within
boundary of GB (chapter 4: section 4.3.2). The aforementioned codes can be found on the attached CD.

Appendix 6

This appendix includes the source code of the disambiguation application developed and used for disambiguating the FHLI (chapter 5: section 5.2-3). The aforementioned codes can be found on the attached CD.

Appendix 7

This appendix includes the source code of the visualization application developed and used for visual analysis of the data (chapter 5: section 5.4 and chapter 7: section 7.2). The aforementioned codes can be found on the attached CD.

Appendix 8

Twenty four LBS sites and blogs

A selection of recent LBS sites I’ve visited.

Useful Networks
M Spatial
Cloud Made
Zodigo
Yotta
230 miles of love
POI Friend
Walking Hotspot
London Calling
My Loki
Jentro
Upingme
Gypsii
Enkin
Seero
Socialight
Lightpole
Brightkite
Zkout
Wildknowledge
Whrrl
Ipoki
Placebase
TurfTag